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Editorial

The world of public aﬀairs is virtually a maelstrom of new ideas, thoughts and
progression. On the one hand, economic and ﬁnancial matters have given rise to varied
problems and trends for governance which are not only challenges in themselves but have a
fairly permanent nature. On the other, India’s federal structure has ensured that the shared
power between the Union and State Governments is a major variable in both the making and
implementation of policy. When we clasp both hands together, there is a requirement to
understand the implications of the new initiatives in the distribution of resources and the need to
introduce innovation into our structures. Naturally, the willingness to embrace non-conventional
ideas and practices underlies all such eﬀorts.
Following up on the success of the ﬁrst edition of Aarthika Charche, FPI steps in with yet
another deﬁnitive collection of articles which guide us towards a deeper understanding of
governance tasks that are an outcome of such intellectual churning. Each article has been included
after a very careful editorial process with an aim that practitioners’ and academics alike will beneﬁt.
All the reviewers and staﬀ associated with diﬀerent aspects of the Journal deserve sincere
appreciation for their time, patience and meticulousness in appraising the contributions. We would
also like to thank Shri I. S. N. Prasad, IAS, Chairperson, Governing Council, FPI and Additional Chief
Secretary to Government of Karnataka for his encouragement and support during the entire process of
publication.
Prachi Pandey
Director, FPI
With the success of ﬁrst edition, receiving appreciation from academicians and practitioners alike we
are proud to present the second edition of ‘Arthika Charche’. This has twelve thought-provoking articles.
There are three articles on Fourteenth Finance Commission (FFC), presenting diﬀerent perspectives. The
FFC report, accepted by the Government has made highest ever vertical devolution of taxes while creating a
stage for new discussion on framework of grants outside Finance Commission. The net gain to states depends
on decline of plan assistance. The article on ‘What Bihar Gained from 14th Finance Commission: An Analysis
laments whether the share of poorest state labelled Bihar is really increased or is it a myth, due to change intied,
untied and overall transfers from the union government. The much debated FRBM is covered in two articles one
discusses case for review and the other one looking in to the historical perspectives with lessons to be learnt for
future. ‘Financing of Urban Local Bodies in India’ examines the broad ﬁscal position of urban local bodies in
India and ﬁnancial requirements for infrastructure development in urban areas. The article on ‘Bang for the Buck:
Reforms the Decision to Pay to Make the Most of DBT’ –elaborates on developing uniform, transparent, and
inclusive systems in public ﬁnancial management with the help of IT platform. The article on ‘An Inter-State
Analysis of Resource Management’- examines that prudent ﬁnancial management leads to proper resource
management. ‘Achieving the Goal of Education for All Through Public Private Partnership’ discusses the need of
collaborating private sector and government to achieve the targets and bring high economic growth. ‘Legal and
Policy Dimensions to Disaster Management in India’ highlights the need of legal framework required to guide actions
and identify the victims for the purpose of rehabilitation. The article’ Lobbying, Transparency and Public Trust: Indian
Context’ argues the notion of pluralistic theory of democracy, which views democracy as a process wherein various
groups make all eﬀorts to optimize their interests. The article on ‘Creativity in Delivery of Government Services’–
deliberates how creativity can aﬀect the eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness in delivery of government services.
K.K. Sharma
Editor-in- Chief

Fiscal Responsibility
and Budget
Management Act,
2003:
The Case for Review

Abstract

1

-Mythili Bhusnurmath

The government’s decision to appoint a committee to review the
working of the FRBM Act, 2003 has not come a moment too soon.
Given the economic slowdown and the reluctance/inability of private
corporates to invest, there is no alternative but for government to come
to the rescue and invest from the public exchequer. In the Indian context,
given the limited resources at government's command, this will almost
certainly entail breaching ﬁscal targets laid down in the boom years.

Introduction:
The writer is an economist-turned bankerturned journalist with a Masters in
n keeping with the Finance Minister, Arun Jaitley’s announcement in
Economics from the Delhi School of
his Budget speech in February 2016, the government announced the
Economics. She is presently Consulting
setting up of a Committee to Review the Fiscal Responsibility and
Editor ET Now and anchors a weekly
Budget Management Act (FRBM) 2003 in May 2016. The ﬁve-member
show called Macros with Mythili. In 2004
Committee, to be headed by former Revenue Secretary, NK Singh, has been
she became the ﬁrst woman editor of a
directed to review ‘the working of the FRBM Act over last 12 years and to
business paper (Financial Express) in
suggest the way forward, keeping in view the broad objective of ﬁscal
India. She has been a visiting faculty at
consolidation and prudence and the changes required in the context of the
the Times School of Journalism, Delhi
uncertainty and volatility in the global economy’.
University and Great Lakes Institute of
In addition, the Committee has been directed to examine the feasibility of
M a n a g e m e n t ( G u rg a o n ) a n d a
setting a range rather than a speciﬁc number as the target for the ﬁscal deﬁcit
consultant to the Prime Minister's
(FD)
and look into ‘the need and feasibility of aligning the ﬁscal expansion or
Economic Advisory Council.
contraction with credit contraction or expansion respectively in the economy’. It
is expected to submit its report by 31 October 2016.
* * *

I

¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯

Background
The background against which the Committee has been appointed is by now well
known. Nevertheless, it might be useful to recapitulate, if only to provide the
context. In the run-up to Budget 2016-17, perhaps the biggest issue before the
Finance Minister was whether the interests of the country would be better served by
adhering to the FD target in the medium-term ﬁscal roadmap laid down in his
previous budget or allowing some ﬂexibility or moderation, given the economic
slowdown.
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In the event, the FM opted to throw his lot with those
who argued in favour of abiding the roadmap. Not only did he
stick to the FD for FY16 (3.9%) but reiterated his
commitment to adhere to the FD target for FY17 (3.5%) as
well. However, realising the limitations that this placed on
government’s ability to spend, the FM acknowledged the
need for a review of the framework under-pinning the case for
a rigid rules-based regimen. The appointment of the
Committee is in response to this realisation.
Case for FRBM Act: rules vs discretion
At a theoretical level, one could argue FRBM rules are
neither necessary nor suﬃcient to ensure that elected
governments adopt good ﬁscal practices. Elected
governments are answerable to the people through
Parliament. And the latter, in turn, acts as a watchdog to
ensure that long-term ﬁscal sustainability is not imperiled. In
practice, however, governments, driven by the compulsions
of electoral politics, are often tempted to sacriﬁce long-term
ﬁscal prudence for short-term populist sops. Hence the need
for rules!
In their seminal paper “Rules Versus Discretion in
Fiscal Policy” Carluccio Bianchi and Mario Menegatti argue
that in a static framework, commitment to debt stabilization is
superior to discretion only when the public debt–GDP ratio is
high. Discretion, though, is always inferior to an optimal
ﬁscal rule, which however entails a positive predetermined
debt growth.
Unfortunately, rules alone do not suﬃce. As past
experience has shown, governments are not above clever
accounting ruses (fudges in plain language!) to ensure they
stay within the letter, if not the spirit of the law. Thus, dues to
oil marketing companies, to Food Corporation of India, etc
have often been taken oﬀ-budget in order to reﬂect a better
picture. However, sharp practices are not unique to India.
Many European Union countries, such as Italy, France, Spain,
Portugal and Greece which are required under the Maastricht
Treaty to limit their budget deﬁcit to 3 percent and their
debt/GDP ratio to 60% have resorted to questionable tactics to
show compliance on paper. More recently, we have the case of
Brazil where former President Dilma Rouseﬀ is being
impeached for violating ﬁscal laws to make her government's
economic performance appear better and thereby increase her
chances of a second term.

6

Indian Context
Leaving aside the larger issue of the merits of ‘rules vs
discretion’, the need for a re-look at the FRBM Act in the
Indian context comes from the fact that in the present scenario
where, post the global ﬁnancial crisis, growth is slowing,
adherence to rules framed in a completely diﬀerent scenario
does not make sense. Governments need ﬂexibility if they are
to ﬁll the void created by the reluctance of private corporates
to invest. Spending must necessarily be counter-cyclical
—more in a year when the economy is weak and less in a year
when it is strong – if only to ensure economic growth.
Moreover, to the extent that there are some clearly-laid
down goal-posts, it is easier for governments to take decisions
that might otherwise be more diﬃcult to sell to the electorate.
In India, the Act has certainly succeeded in disciplining the
states since, under the Constitution, states cannot borrow
without the permission of the central government. But it has
failed to discipline the centre. The centre’s deﬁcit declined
initially—from 3.9% of gross domestic product (GDP) in
2004-05 to 3.1% in 2007-08 but shot up to 6% of GDP (8%, if
unpaid subsidy bills are included) in 2008-09. This was
justiﬁed, initially on the grounds that it was necessary to
counter the impact of the global ﬁnancial crisis, but it was not
reversed in time, and the FRBM targets were just suspended.
There is no dispute that any statute that limits the
government’s ability to spend, especially in a poor democracy
like ours, needs to be periodically reviewed. However, given
the cavalier attitude of governments to targets laid down in the
past, the cynical view would be to question whether the
review of the FRBM Act serves any purpose at all. Will it,
once again, be a case of when in doubt appoint a committee? It
helps buy time and government always has the option of
burying the report if it doesn't like it.
After all, the ﬁscal deﬁcit target has been ‘paused’ or
breached many times in the last decade. Fiscal roadmaps have
been drawn up by the 12th, 13th and 14th Finance
Commissions. The Kelkar Committee also looked at the Act,
not once, but twice, and drew up a medium-term roadmap.
(see Table 1) But the suggestions and the corrective path
urged in these excellent blueprints were observed in breach
rather than in practice. In such a scenario, one can only hope
that this time round, the government is serious about looking
at the issue ab initio and once it has a range rather than a
speciﬁc number, the government will also have the ﬂexibility
needed to pursue counter, rather than pro-cyclical policies
especially in times of economic slowdown.

Mythili Bhusnurmath
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Table: 1
Kelkar Committee road map for ﬁscal consolidation
2012-13
% of GDP

2013-14

Budget

No reform

Reform

Projections

Gross tax revenue

10.6

10.1

10.3

10.6

11.1

Total receipts

9.6

9.1

9.4

9.3

9.5

Subsidies

1.9

2.6

2.2

1.7

1.5

Plan expenditure

5.1

5

4.8

4.9

4.9

Total expenditure

14.7

15.2

14.6

13.9

13.4

Revenue receipts

3.4

4.4

3.7

2.8

2

Fiscal deﬁcit

5.1

6.1

5.2

4.6

3.9

Under the NDA government, both the previous one as
well as the present, concerted eﬀorts have been made to return
to the path of ﬁscal prudence. But as evident from the debate
in the run-up to Budget 2016-17, there is no unanimity on the
merits of adhering to targets laid down 12 years ago. Clearly
the time has come to look at the entire issue of ﬁscal targets
afresh and in a more holistic manner.

present under the FRBM Act (which in all probability
was simply lifted from the European Union’s
Maastricht Treaty) does not ﬁt our needs, what should
the range be?
2.

Should it be for the Centre alone or for the Centre and
states? Clearly it makes no sense to have a target range
for the Centre alone. It should be for the Centre and
States combined. The Fourteenth Finance Commission
under Y.V. Reddy, which drew up a consolidated ﬁscal
roadmap (2015-16 to 2019-20) (see table 2)
recommended a 3 percent FD for the Centre and another
3 percent for the states, yielding a combined limit of
5.4% per year (not 6 percent, as the ratio for the states is
a proportion of the states’ GDP) for the period 2015-16
to 2019-20. The Commission also made some
suggestions on how this should be apportioned between
states that the new committee will also have to examine.

Issues before the Committee
1.

2014-15

The challenge before the latest Committee, therefore, is
to ensure that ﬂexibility does not become a license to
throw ﬁscal discipline to winds when the government is
faced with the diﬃcult choice of taking politically more
diﬃcult decisions such as raising taxes, cutting
subsidies etc. That brings us to the question of what a
reasonable range for the FD is. Even if one concedes
that arbitrary number like the 3 percent we have at
Table: 2

Fourteenth Finance Commission: Consolidated ﬁscal roadmap: 2015-16 to 2019-20
2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Revenue deﬁcit- union

2.56

2.25

1.79

1.36

0.93

Revenue deﬁcit- states

-1.07

-1.32

-1.6

-1.84

-1.88

Consolidated rev deﬁcit

1.49

0.92

0.19

-0.48

-0.95

Fiscal deﬁcit - union

3.6

3

3

3

3

Fiscal deﬁcit - states

2.76

2.77

2.77

2.73

2.74

Consolidated ﬁscal deﬁcit

6.36

5.77

5.77

5.73

5.74

Debt stock - union

43.6

41.41

39.49

37.79

36.3

Debt stock - states

21.9

22.06

22.21

22.3

22.38

Outstanding union loan to states

0.97

0.81

0.66

0.54

0.44

Outstanding consolidated debt

64.53

62.67

61.03

59.55

58.24
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3.

Related to the issue of the appropriate range for the FD,
is the issue of whether we should look at a single
parameter or at a number of related parameters that
capture the country’s ﬁscal health better. The
Maastricht Treaty, for instance, speciﬁes three other
criteria apart from the deﬁcit. It lays down limits for the
debt/GDP ratio (read, debt sustainability) interest rates
and inﬂation. On the same lines, we in India too need to
look beyond the FD, even if it is a range not a number.

Debt sustainability is an important aspect of ﬁscal
policy that can be ignored only at the risk of endangering
macro-economic stability. Here there are two schools of
thought. On the one hand we have those who argue that India
is already an outlier in terms of its debt/GDP ratio when
compared to its emerging market peers and hence there is no
scope for any further increase. In sharp contrast to this, there
are others who argue that many advanced countries, including
the US, have a much higher debt/GDP ratio, India’s debt is
almost entirely domestic, unlike that of many of its peers and
most importantly, the nominal interest rate has historically
been lower than the nominal rate of growth (though that might
change with the decline in inﬂation that has brought down the
nominal growth rate).
Likewise, the impact of government borrowing on
interest rates i.e., the extent of crowding out of private
corporate investment on account of government borrowing
has far-reaching implications for the country’s gross ﬁxed
capital formation. Government, as the sovereign, always has
an edge when it comes to claims on domestic savings. We also
have statutory requirements regarding investment in
government securities, as in the case of the statutory liquidity
requirement (SLR) under which banks are required to hold a
certain percentage (currently 21.5%) of their demands and
time liabilities in the form of government securities.
Since corporates and government compete for the
common pool of domestic ﬁnancial savings, the size of
government borrowing has a direct impact on what is left for
corporates. Thus, in 2007-08, the net ﬁnancial saving of
households was about 11.6% of GDP and the combined ﬁscal
deﬁcit of the Centre and states together was only 4.1%, so
about 7.5% of GDP was left for the corporate sector. Not
surprisingly, private investment boomed and growth, too, was
strong.
Given how private investment in the economy has
declined post the global ﬁnancial crisis – gross ﬁxed capital
formation is down to less than 30%, down from the high of

8

close to 38% in 2007-08 - there seems to be no alternative to
higher public investment. But with net ﬁnancial savings now
down to around 7.5% of GDP, a combined state plus central
deﬁcit of around 6% will leave no money left for the private
sector. Hence, it might be advisable to look at the FD target
range not only from the perspective of debt sustainability but
also from the perspective of its impact on corporates ability to
invest.
4.

Even if one accepts the case for a counter-cyclical ﬁscal
policy, any ﬁscal policy that leaves very little on the
table for the private sector is clearly unwise. It is in this
context that the case for focusing on the quality rather
than the size of the FD becomes critical. Today, a
sizeable share of the FD (approx 70%) is spent on
current consumption as evidenced by the share of the
revenue deﬁcit in the FD. So what is needed is a reorientation of the spending towards investment rather
than consumption. To the extent that some expenditure
that is presently categorised as ‘current’ expenditure
might get re-classiﬁed as ‘capital’ expenditure, once
government does away with the distinction between
plan and non-plan expenditure, we might automatically
see an improvement in the revenue deﬁcit to FD ratio.
Nonetheless, it is no one's case that the entire FD is spent
on investment (read productive) expenditure.

In some ways former Planning Commission Deputy
Chairman, Montek Singh Ahluwalia's idea of a 'structurally
adjusted' deﬁcit target—much like the concept of structurally
adjusted growth—that needs to be calculated from time to
time and then monitored is not very diﬀerent from the idea of a
FD range. But there are two problems with this – what does
the term 'structurally-adjusted' mean? There is no unanimity
among economists on what constitutes a business cycle, what
constitutes a recession and so on. Also, given that economists
today are a fairly discredited breed almost any deﬁnition of a
business cycle would be hotly contested.
The case for a structurally-adjusted deﬁcit is
particularly strong in a situation like the present, where
potential output is perceived to be higher than actual output.
However, estimating potential GDP is fraught with diﬃculty;
indeed, as we have seen from the debate over the new GDP
series, estimating even actual GDP numbers is not without
controversy. The concept of a ‘structurally adjusted’ deﬁcit
could give scope to too much discretion. Far better, then, to
have a range for the deﬁcit that allows less scope for
interpretation!
Continued at page no. 16

Fiscal Responsibility:
Historical Perspec ve
and Future Scenario
1

-B K Bhattacharya

Abstract
The FRBM Act was passed by the Indian Parliament in 2003 with the
objective of enforcing ﬁscal discipline and reducing Government's
deﬁcit. The State Governments in India have also passed similar Acts.
While the implementation of the Fiscal Responsibility Acts has been
successful at the State level, it has not been really successful at the
Central Government level. The Government of India has now set up a
Committee to review the FRBM Act. This article discusses certain issues
which need to be borne in mind by the Committee while suggesting
modiﬁcations to the existing FRBM Act.

The writer is a former Chief Secretary of
Karnataka belonging to 1964 batch of IAS,
before which he was lecturer in Economics
at Burdwan University. After retirement he
has headed various projects like Expert
he Constitutional provisions relating to borrowing by the
Committee on Pension Reforms for Central
Government of India, and borrowing by the States, namely
Govt. Employees constituted by GoI and
Articles 292 and 293 respectively are referred in Chapter II Part
Assess the Pension Burden of the States of
XII of the Constitution of India. To quote from the book “The Indian
India set-up by RBI, team leader of the
Constitution: Cornerstone of a Nation” by Granville Austin: ‘The Union
USAID, GoI project on State Sector
may borrow on the security of the national revenues within such limits as are
Fiscal Reforms, Karnataka from 2004 to
established by Parliament. The State Governments may borrow within limits
2008 and was Chairman of Expenditure
set by their Legislatures, but only under the restrictions imposed by the
Reforms Commission set up by the
Constitution. State Governments may borrow only within the territory of
GoK from 2009-2011.
India, and then only with the Union’s consent if there is outstanding any part of
a
previous loan from the Union, or from the Government of British India.
* * *
Making such loans, the Union may impose conditions as it thinks ﬁt. As nearly
¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯
all the State Governments have long had Union Loans outstanding, their
borrowing activities, since the inception of the Constitution, have been carried
on with the co-operation and consent of the Union.’2

T

Keeping in mind this Constitutional position regarding borrowing by the Central
and State Governments in India, let us look brieﬂy into the history of macroeconomics, to appreciate how economists have viewed Borrowing by Government,
or in other words Deﬁcit Financing, for meeting Government Expenditure. Here, it
is inevitable to refer to John Maynard Keynes, author of ‘The General Theory of
Employment, Interest and Money’ published in 1936 in the midst of the Great
Depression of the 30’s. Without getting into too many of the technical aspects of
macro-economic theory, it may be stated that before Keynes, the Treasury view in the
U.K. in regard to the problem of economic down-turn and unemployment was that
Government cannot increase the level of employment if it ﬁnances the additional
expenditure by taxation and/or public debt.

1
2
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To quote two historians of economic thought, Screpanti
and Zamagni3: ‘In England unemployment averaged 10% in
the 1920’s, and reached 22% in 1931. In the U.S. it even
touched 27% in 1933.’
“What could be done? Nothing at all, maintained the
British Government. The line prevailing in Government
circles was derived from that liberal orthodoxy which
preached the necessity of balancing State Accounts by
spending as little as possible and, for the rest, laissez faire.
Trying to alleviate unemployment by public works would
only cause trouble”.
The Keynesian revolution, which to a large extent
salvaged the depressed economies of U.K. and U.S.A.,
consisted in providing an economic theory of income
determination, based on consumption and investment, and
making out a case for enhanced public expenditure to make up
for deﬁciency in aggregate demand. Wherever necessary,
Government may resort to borrowing from the public to boost
demand, and increase output and employment.
After the Second World War, when many of the former
colonies attained Independence, the new developing
countries resorted to Deﬁcit Financing for promoting growth,
boosting employment and reducing poverty. The Keynesian
macro-economic theory held sway till the 1970’s, but
thereafter many of the capitalistic economies in the developed
world faced stagﬂation (economic stagnation combined with
inﬂation). It was found that, in such a situation, the
conventional Keynesian solution of boosting aggregate
demand through public expenditure didn't work anymore.
From the Seventies onwards, macroeconomics saw the
rise of diﬀerent schools, viz. the New Classical Economics,
New Keynesian Economics, Rational Expectations School,
Real Business Cycle School, and so on. In the 1980’s and 90’s,
a so-called Washington consensus was formed with
objectives and policy prescriptions fundamentally diﬀerent
from the Keynesian consensus. Instead of pursuing the
objective of full employment, the new consensus adopted by
the IMF and the World Bank promoted the objectives of Price
Stability, Balance of Payments equilibrium and Increased
Volume of International Trade for National Economic Policy.
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With these objectives in mind, the IMF and the World
Bank promoted the strategy of Fiscal Correction, greater
emphasis on Monetary Policy, Floating Exchange Rate and
Tariﬀ Reduction to all the countries which sought their advice
or assistance in the form of Short Term Accommodation or
Long Term Developmental Lending4. It was in the early 90’s
that India, facing severe macro-economic crisis, had to
approach the IMF and the World Bank for CCFF
(Compensatory and Contingency Financing Facility) Stand
By arrangement and Structural Adjustment Loans.
The then Chief Economic Advisor Dr. Deepak Nayyar5
has recently written about how discussion with IMF and the
World Bank led to the formulation of the Economic Reforms
package of 1991 – 92.
In his Budget Speech on 24th July 1991, the then
Finance Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh announced in the
Parliament that “there has been an un-sustainable increase in
Government expenditure. Budget subsidies with
questionable social and economic impact have been allowed
to grow to an alarming extent. The tax system still has many
loopholes. The increasing diﬀerence between the income and
expenditure of the government has led to widening the gap
between the income and expenditure of the economy as a
whole. This is reﬂected in the growing current account deﬁcit
in the Balance of Payments.”
The 1991–92 Government of India Budget initiated
Economic Reforms which comprised Fiscal Adjustment, (by
cutting down subsidies, increasing the price of petroleum
products, etc.) and sharp depreciation in the external value of
the Rupee along with substantial changes in Trade policy,
Industrial Licensing policy, Policy relating to Capital
Markets, etc. However, between 1990-91 and 2000-2001,
there was no major improvement in the ﬁscal situation of the
Government of India. Over this period, the Revenue Deﬁcit of
the Central Govt. increased from 3.17% to 3.93%. Net Fiscal
Deﬁcit deﬁned as gross Fiscal Deﬁcit minus Domestic
Lending by the Central Government increased from 4.04% to
4.97%. The Government of India felt the need for enacting
legislation under the relevant provisions of the Constitution to
enforce ﬁscal discipline. The Fiscal Responsibility and
Budget Management Act was passed by Parliament in 2003
with this objective in mind.

Ernesto Screpanti and Stefano Zamagni; ‘An History of Economic Thought’, pages 246 – 247
Robert Skidelsky; ‘Keynes: The return of the Master’; Pages 116 to 117.
5
Dr. Deepak Nayyar; ‘How the Economy Found its Feet’ (The Hindu, 25th July, 2016).
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This Act required the Govt. of India to frame Rules to
specify the following:

b.

Specifying the Fiscal Management principles to guide
the Government;

a.

Plan to eliminate Revenue deﬁcit by 31.3.2008 by
setting Annual targets for reduction starting from the
day of commencement of the Act.

c.

Reducing the Revenue Deﬁcit to zero and Fiscal Deﬁcit
to 3% of GSDP by 31st March 2006;

b.

Reduction of Annual Fiscal Deﬁcit of the Central
Government.

c.

Annual targets for reducing both Contingent Liabilities
and Total Liabilities as a percentage of GDP.

The Act also obligates the Govt. of India to place before
the Houses of Parliament the Medium Term Fiscal Policy
Statement, the Fiscal Policy Strategy Statement and the
Macro-economic Framework Statement. Govt. also has to
report to the Parliament any failure to adhere to the targets laid
down in the Act and Rules.
The Rules framed under the FRBM Act came into eﬀect
on 2nd July 2004. The way the provisions of the Act and Rules
have been actually implemented by the Central Government
reminds one of the prayer of St. Augustine: ‘Lord, give me
chastity and continence, but not just yet. ‘Between 2004 and
2015, on various grounds such as - Implementation of the
Sixth Pay Commission Report, the Revised Pattern of
Devolution under the Twelfth Finance Commission Award,
the need for Fiscal Stimulus during a period of Global
Recession, etc. – the target date for elimination of Revenue
Deﬁcit and reduction of Fiscal Deﬁcit to 3% of GDP has been
postponed from time to time.
The Budget for 2012 – 13 changed the target relating to
Revenue Deﬁcit by bringing in the novel concept of Eﬀective
Revenue deﬁcit, which is R.D. minus the Grants to States for
Asset creation. The amended FRBM Rules of May 2013
stretched the time limit for the elimination of (eﬀective)
Revenue Deﬁcit by six years to 31st March 2015; and for
bringing the Fiscal Deﬁcit down to 3% of GDP by 8 years to
13th March 2017.
We now turn our attention to the implementation of the
Fiscal Responsibility Acts of the State Governments. Among
the major States, Karnataka was the ﬁrst to pass the FR Act in
the year 2002 itself.
This Act requires the following to be done by the State
Government:
a.

Placing before the Legislature a Medium Term Fiscal
Plan along with the Annual Budget, with Four year
Rolling targets for prescribed ﬁscal indicators;

Subsequently, the Govt. of India, resorting to the
Constitutional provision for laying down conditions for
permitting the State Governments to borrow from the market,
and relying on the recommendations of the 12th and 13th
Finance Commissions has been able to persuade other State
Governments to pass similar Fiscal Responsibility Acts.
The implementation of these Acts has been successful at
the State level because of the Constitutional provision for
Central Government control as referred to earlier. The
Revenue Deﬁcit of all the States stood at 2.31% in 2001. In the
year 2014 – 15, this had become a Revenue surplus of 0.48%
(according to Budget Estimates). Gross Fiscal Deﬁcit was
brought down from 3.9% of GDP in 2000 – 2001 to 1.96% in
1213, and the Budget Estimate for it in 2014 – 15 was 2.28%.
On 17th May 2016, in pursuance of an announcement in
the Finance Minister’s Budget speech for 2016 – 17, the
Ministry of Finance, Government of India constituted a 5
member panel headed by Sri N.K. Singh to suggest a road map
for Fiscal Consolidation. In that speech, the Finance Minister
had stated that “there is now a school of thought which
believes that, instead of ﬁxed numbers as Fiscal Deﬁcit
targets, it may be better to have a F.D. range as the target,
which would give necessary policy space to the Government
to deal with dynamic situations. There is also a suggestion that
Fiscal expansion or contraction should be aligned with Credit
contraction or expansion respectively in the economy”.
I would recommend to keep the following in mind while
re shaping FRBM Act.
1.

The deﬁnition of Revenue Deﬁcit, Gross and Net Fiscal
Deﬁcit, Structural Deﬁcit, etc. should be very clearly
laid down in the Act itself, leaving no scope for Creative
Accounting that would only technically adhere to the
prescribed ﬁscal targets. Misleading concepts such as
Eﬀective Revenue Deﬁcit should ﬁnd no place in the
amended Act. Restrictions should be imposed on such
practices as issuing bonds to Petroleum companies,
Food Corporations, and so on in lieu of cash subsidies.
Such amounts should be statutorily included within the
deﬁnition of Revenue and Fiscal Deﬁcit.
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2.

If a ﬂexible target, such as a band, for the Deﬁcit – GDP
Ratio, is introduced in the amended FRBM Act, instead
of a reasonable ﬁxed target, there is the danger that the
outer limit of the band may itself become the new
target6.

3.

There is nothing sacrosanct about the target of 3% for
Fiscal Deﬁcit to GDP Ratio, or the 60% target for Debt
to GDP Ratio. The ﬁgure of 3% seems to have been
taken from the Stability and Growth pact of the
European Union. It is not based on any optimising or
sustainability model.

4.

5.

6.

and National Audit Act of 2011. If the various Reports
placed before the Parliament under the revised FRBM
Act of India are thoroughly discussed in an Autonomous
Council that will facilitate informed discussion in the
Parliament. Since it is not feasible to have any speciﬁc
penal provision in the Central Act, in-depth discussion
in the Parliament, which has the potential to bring
Government's lack of ﬁscal prudence to public notice
through the media, can give a major ﬁllip to responsible
Fiscal Management in the country.
7.

In view of the controversy regarding the new
methodology for computing GDP adopted by the CSO,
it is desirable that the Act obligates the CSO to prepare
past series of National Income for the last 13 years,
following the new methodology. Only then will it be
possible to correctly assess the trend in Fiscal Deﬁcit –
GDP Ratio over the last 13 years that is since the
enactment of the FRBM Act.

8.

There are a few other issues which need to be
deliberated, e.g. (i) the value judgment attached to the
terms ‘Revenue Expenditure’ and ‘Capital
Expenditure’. We tend to see virtue in Capital
expenditure, while Revenue expenditure is often seen as
wasteful spending that needs to be curbed. If we
remember that Capital includes not only roads,
buildings, machinery, etc. but also human capital, we’ll
ﬁnd that a lot of so - called Revenue expenditure leads to
Capital formation in the form of Human Capital.

There is no strong empirical evidence for the
proposition that Fiscal Deﬁcit7, results in Current
Account Deﬁcit, or that high public debt causes low
growth8.

Hence, any target for Fiscal Deﬁcit has to be ﬁxed with
reference to sustainability of debt, i.e. the loan repayment
capacity of the Government, which is computed by taking into
account foreseeable rate of growth of the economy, rate of
interest, etc. Even the argument regarding Public Investment
crowding out more eﬃcient Private Investment is not
empirically supported as per the research conducted by Noah
Smith, Professor of Finance at Stony brook University.
Allocation of the target level of Fiscal Deﬁcit between
the Central Govt. and the States is a contentious issue.
The 14th Finance Commission, chaired by Sri Y. V.
Reddy, has recommended 3% Fiscal Deﬁcit for the
Centre and another 3% for the States, yielding a
combined 6% F.D. per year for the period 2015 – 16 to
2019 – 20. In view of the long established tradition in
the country of accepting the Finance Commission's
Recommendations, it may be desirable to adhere to this
suggestion of the Commission in the interest of
harmonious Centre – State relations.
The 13thand the 14th Finance Commissions
recommended the establishment of an Autonomous
body to review Fiscal performance under the FRBM
Act. This role is performed in the USA by the Congress
Budget Oﬃce and in the U.K. by the Oﬃce for Budget
responsibility created under the Budget Responsibility
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All maintenance expenditure on roads, buildings,
irrigation canals etc. are classiﬁed as revenue expenditure. In
the absence of adequate provision for maintenance
expenditure, very often capital expenditure on such items
become in fructuous. It has to be ensured that in process of
ﬁxing target for revenue deﬁcit, such productive revenue
expenditures do not get neglected. These important points
should be borne in mind while giving recommendations
regarding control of Revenue Deﬁcit.
(ii)The Fiscal Rules of the Government of U.K. included:
a)

The Golden Rule: ‘Over the economic cycle the
Government will borrow only to invest, and not to fund

6

M.S. Ahluwalia’s article in Live Mint dated, 29th March 2016.
Michele Cavallo:“Understanding the Twin Deﬁcit: New Approaches New Results”
(Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, economic letter, July 22nd 2005)
8
A.V. Rajwade’s article in Business Standard (quoting an article by Noah Smith in Mint June 14th 2016).
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If Fourteenth Finance
Commission Report
is a ‘Game Changer’,
What Next?
-Pinaki Chakraborty1

Abstract
With 10% increase in vertical devolution in the divisible pool, the
14th Finance Commission has made fundamental changes in the total
resources available to states. This has increased the ﬁscal space (more
than 70% of the total resources) available to states in the form of untied
grants which was earlier less than 50%. In the Horizontal Devolution
14th FC have incorporated two new variables i.e., 2011 population and
forest cover. Some states are not happy with these inclusions and argued
that their share of resources has decreased. With all this 14th FC is
creating a stage for new discussion on framework of grants outside
Finance Commission.
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Second, FC-XIV has made two fundamental changes in
the horizontal devolution formula. It has introduced 2011
population as an indicator of demographic change while
retaining the 1971 population as required under the terms of
reference (TOR). Use of latest population data made
assessment of expenditure need realistic. One cannot have
appropriate assessment of need with dated population data.
Also, FC-XIV introduced forest cover with 7.5 per cent
weight in the horizontal devolution formula. Forest cover
reﬂects cost disability. Forest cover also provides ecological
beneﬁts beyond the state boundary and is a global public
good. This is an innovative way to incentivise states to tackle
climate change by preserving forests. This also shows how
climate change issues can be accommodated in the
distribution of federal resource to the sub-national
governments in a large federal country.
Third, FC-XIV did not recognise plan - non plan
distinction. It took an aggregate view of transfers and
aggregate view of expenditure. This aggregate view should
help in getting budgetary priorities right between
development and maintenance expenditure. The incentive to
have large plan size without appropriate concern for
maintenance distorted budgetary priorities for long. Post FCXIV, transfer schemes introduced by the Union government
should use this opportunity to have appropriate public
expenditure management and budgetary practices.
Fourth, FC-XIV has provided ﬂexibility to the states in
borrowing without encouraging ﬁscal imprudence. This
should help improve capital spending in states without
violating ﬁscal sustainability. Flexibility in FRBM
framework is an issue, which through appropriate designing
of rule of borrowing, can go a long way to augment capital
spending at the state level.
Fifth, it is the ﬁrst time since 73rd and 74th
constitutional amendments, around Rs. 3,00,000 crores will
devolve to the local government largely as unconditional
grants. If used eﬀectively, this can strengthen the process of
decentralisation further.
Finally, FC-XIV introduced a trust based approach to
devolution and public ﬁnance management in Indian federal
set up. FC-XIV refrained from giving policy advice to both
the Union and States, reduced discretionary element in
transfer and ensured provisioning ﬁscal space for each level
of government to carry out constitutionally assigned
functions. At the same time, FC-XIV fully acknowledged the
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role of Union government interventions on functions/
programmes that have nation-wide externalities within the
framework of cooperative federalism. Cooperative
federalism framework designed by FC-XIV is to ensure that
central intervention does not result in proliferation of one-size
ﬁts all centrally sponsored schemes (CSS) again.
What are the major criticisms of FC-XIV award?
The usual discontent is the relative decline in horizontal
share of some of the states. These group of states have argued
that introduction of forest cover was not an appropriate
indicator as it disproportionately beneﬁtted a few states. It has
also been argued that large increase in vertical devolution has
reduced the scope for ﬁnancing nationally important CSS.
Delinking of normal central assistance and backward region
grant fund came under criticism, though that was not FC-XIV
recommendation. It is argued that not recognising special and
non-special category states may have adverse implications on
the ﬁnances of special category states-an issue highlighted by
many.
By taking aggregate expenditure, Finance Commission
has disregarded the process of planning and plan transfer. This
has also been perceived as encroachment in policy space by
the Finance Commission beyond its brief. Design of local
body grants came under criticism for two reasons: (a) it was
given only to the GPs not to Block and Zilla Panchayats. (b) it
was not given as a share of divisible pool of central taxes. It
was also argued that FC-XIV did not give careful
consideration to ﬁscal sustainability at the sub-national level.
Discontinuation of ﬁscal performance grant linked to ﬁscal
prudence has come under criticism. It has also been argued
that since aggregate expenditure was considered for the
purpose of assessment, ﬁscally proﬂigate states beneﬁted
more than states which managed their ﬁnances prudently.
How valid are these criticisms?
Although no Finance Commission award can satisfy all
the states, the structural shift in the framework of award has
fundamentally changed the future of centre-state relations in
India. Also, it needs to be recognised that though, a few states
have lost out in terms of horizontal share due to the inclusion
of forest cover, ex-post, one needs to analyse whether this
resulted in decline in aggregate resource ﬂows to states. In
most cases, the decline in horizontal share has been oﬀset by
large increase in vertical devolution. Of course, the
counterfactual would be that if the horizontal share was
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maintained, a particular state would have received more
funds.
On the Plan and non-plan distinction, it needs to be
emphasised that it is not mentioned in the Constitution. On the
issue of plan expenditure, States governments were
unanimous in their view that proliferation of CSS under
various plans had reduced ﬁscal autonomy of States and
distorted State budgets. It was argued by all States that CSS
be rationalised and the share of conditional grants be reduced
in total transfers. Even, within plan transfers, the share of
normal Central Assistance under Gadgil formula was reduced
to less than 10 per cent in recent years. In other words, not
only CSS, the plan transfers in aggregate became conditional.
In the past, it had been Finance Commissions’ job to ensure
that tax devolution and grants-in-aid covered non-plan
expenditure in revenue account. The distinction between plan
and non-pan expenditure resulted in huge distortion in
expenditure allocation wherein focus continued to be on the
new plan schemes and complete neglect of operation and
maintenance expenditure under non-plan.
Criteria of transfer from plan to non-plan also changed
and became arbitrary, at times confusing. Finance
Commission award period and Five Year Plan periods
continued to be diﬀerent. For example, 12th Plan terminal
year is 2016-17. But FC-XIV award will continue upto 201920. Finance Commissions in the past tried eliminating nonplan revenue deﬁcits of states through tax devolution and nonplan revenue deﬁcit grants. Proliferation of CSS and new plan
schemes continued to increase the plan expenditure in a
particular plan period which eventually increased non-plan
revenue expenditure of States.
In a signiﬁcant departure from the past, Terms of
Reference of FC-XIV did not make speciﬁc mention of gross
budgetary support to plan as a committed expenditure of the
Union Government. The TOR also didn’t bind the FC-XIV
to only look at Non-Plan Revenue Expenditure. The increase
in vertical devolution to 42 percent of the divisible pool needs
to be viewed from the perspective of total revenue
expenditure not the non-plan revenue expenditure.
FFC’s TOR required “In making its recommendations
on various matters, the Commission shall generally take the
base of population ﬁgures as of 1971 in all cases where
population is a factor for determination of devolution of taxes
and duties and grants-in-aid; however, the Commission may
also take into account the demographic changes that have
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taken place subsequent to 1971”. Views of the States on the
use of 1971 population were deeply divided. It is important to
note that changing demographic realities are an issue and
needs to be factored in while deciding allocation across
States. For the ﬁrst time, this was recognised by the TOR.
Commission took the view that weight assigned to the
population should be decided ﬁrst and an indicator of
demographic change be introduced separately. FC-XIV has
used 1971 population in horizontal devolution formula and
given a weightage of 17.5 percent and also given 10 percent
weightage to demographic change using 2011 population as
the indictor reﬂecting demographic change. This, in a way,
captured both age structure as well as migration that has taken
place in the country since 1971.
On the local government transfer, it needs to be
mentioned that Panchayats and municipalities are in the
Directive Principles of State Policy and are under State's
jurisdiction. The 73rd and 74th Constitutional Amendments
do not supersede that position. Since centrality of State
governments in deciding the process of decentralisation
continues even after the 73rd and 74th Constitutional
Amendment, FC-XIV approach remained sensitive to this
aspect. FC-XIV did not recommend 'one size ﬁts all' policies
for the local governments.
FFC’s fundamental approach was to recognise the
asymmetric assignment of function and ﬁnance across levels
of government. FC-XIV report also emphasized the unique
role the Union government has to perform for macro
economic stability and counter cyclical ﬁscal policies.
Symmetry considered by FC-XIV was to provide each level
of Government with adequate ﬁscal space to carry out its
constitutionally assigned functions with a degree of ﬁscal
autonomy. This was to correct imbalances observed in
analysis of expenditure functions across Union List, State List
and Concurrent List subject. To quote FC-XIV report, “Our
examination of the past data shows that between 2002-05 and
2005-11, revenue expenditure by the Union Government on
State List subjects increased from an average of 14 percent to
20 percent and on Concurrent List subjects from an average of
13 percent to 17 percent. This implies a reduction in
expenditure in percentage terms on Union List subjects.
Expenditure functions under the Union List fall
predominantly under General and Economic Services. The
share of expenditure on these has progressively declined from
66.3 percent in 2001-02 to 53.2 percent in 2014-14(BE). Our
assessment of Union ﬁnances has taken note of this and
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provided appropriate ﬁscal space to the Union to carry out its
constitutionally assigned expenditure responsibilities”.
In Conclusion
Finally, Finance Commission’s fundamental task is
ﬁscal equalisation. Fiscal equalisation principle, in a way,
tries to provide certain levels of resources for equal provision
of public services across States. Hopefully, post FC-XIV,
changes in the centre - state ﬁnancial relations would evolve
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to a stronger framework of non-ﬁnance commission grants.
This is critically important. In the absence of Planning
Commission and discontinuation of plan - non plan
distinction from 2017-18 announced in Union Budget 201617, clarity is required on the treatment of plan grants, post
2016-17. Discussion on a new framework of grants outside
Finance Commission transfer should start among the
stakeholders at the earliest. The new framework of grants
should ensure stability in resource ﬂows to the states
determined outside the Finance Commission award.

Continued from page no. 8
Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management Act, 2003: The Case for Review
Monitoring

Conclusion

No target or range for the FD has any meaning unless
there is a suitable mechanism to ensure it is adhered to. And
here the reality is sovereign governments are not easily
disciplined by ﬁscal rules unless Parliament serves as an
eﬀective watchdog. Unfortunately, our Parliaments have
failed miserably in this role. Even when it comes to voting on
the budget, many of the demands for grants are just
guillotined i.e., passed without any discussion. The argument
is that these have been studied by Select Committees; but is
that good enough? It is in this context that the suggestion of an
independent Fiscal Council on the lines of the US
Congressional Budget Oﬃce, on the lines recommended by
the 14th Finance Commission, is worth exploring. Such a
Council could monitor the operation of the Act –whether it is a
structurally adjusted deﬁcit or a range —and report directly to
Parliament. The possibility whether this report should be
binding on the government of the day may also be explored.

To conclude the government’s decision to appoint a
committee to review the working of the FRBM Act has come
at an opportune moment. Given the economic slowdown and
the reluctance/inability of the private corporates to invest, the
government has no alternative but to come to the rescue and
spend from the public exchequer. In the Indian context, given
the limited resources at government’s command, this will
almost certainly entail breaching ﬁscal targets laid down in
the boom years. Hence the need to design a framework that
prescribes rules that gives government the much-needed
ﬂexibility to deal with economic downturns.
The Committee’s task, therefore, is to ensure ﬂexibility,
even as it puts in place mechanisms to guard against greater
liberty in the ﬁscal arena becoming a licence to throw
prudence to the winds.
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Bang for the Buck:
Reforms the Decision
to Pay to Make
the Most of DBT
-A. Santhosh Mathew1

Abstract
The increasingly discussed Jan Dhan-Aadhaar-Mobile (JAM) trinity
has provided means to enact Direct Beneﬁt Transfers (DBT). DBT
alone, however, can only go so far if the decision to pay prior to DBT
is laden with problems. The existing today's system of fund ﬂow from
Central and State schemes to beneﬁciaries and vendors burdens
program managers with constant changes in eligibility and paperwork
requirements, resulting in delays, corruption and exclusion of the end
beneﬁciary or vendor from schemes. Technological solutions today make
it possible to solve these problems. By adopting workﬂow-driven, IT
platforms, the government can ensure that public ﬁnancial management is
uniform, transparent, and inclusive.
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Introduction
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n the Economic Survey 2014-2015, the Ministry of Finance cited that
taught at India’s civil service college in
for anti-poverty programs to be successful, one must address “the
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limited
implementation capacity of the state to target and deliver public
National Program Director (2000-03) of
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the
poor” [1: p. 22]. The Survey proposes lump-sum and direct
the Leadership for Environment and
transfers through the Jan Dhan-Aadhaar-Mobile (JAM) trinity to address
Development (LEAD) program in
implementation
ineﬃciencies, namely by reducing leakages, i.e. corruption, in
India.
the system [1]. India’s increasing prowess in information technology (IT),
combined with JAM and DBT, does oﬀer the opportunity for major reforms in
* * *
the nature of cash transfer to beneﬁciaries and vendors. Before JAM-facilitated
¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯
DBT can reduce leakages and contribute towards economic growth, the
government must, however, ﬁrst address the inherent problems of its public
ﬁnancial management system.
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Today’s ﬁnancial management system, though slightly
updated through Digital India initiatives and the advent of the
electronic Public Finance Management System, still heavily
relies on a decades-old system of ﬁles and cash transfer. Many
Central and State sponsored schemes require implementation
agencies and government vendors to submit a series of
paperwork that is passed up from one administrative layer to
another as discussed in Section 2, resulting in a non
transparent and ineﬃcient mechanism of fund ﬂow. The
system further leads to exclusion of beneﬁciaries from antipoverty schemes and burdens program managers to focus on
ﬁle management rather than program execution. Today’s
technology provides an alternative. As elaborated in Section
3, the integration of workﬂow driven, IT-based platforms with
collective databases such as Aadhaar and SECC can
drastically reduce delays and corruption in the
implementation of schemes while freeing up program
managers’ time to focus on program execution. In order for
DBT to be truly successful, the adoption of such a digitized,
transparent, and leakage-free system of fund ﬂow must come
ﬁrst.

uses 60% of its ﬁrst instalment of disbursed funds, the
program manager submits an utilisation certiﬁcate (UC) to the
administrative layer above it, typically the block. The block
then approves the UC and passes it to the district, which
passes it on to the state or central Program Division for the
scheme. After required checks, the Integrated Finance
Division of the Program Division’s Ministry then sends the
fund disbursal request to the Pay and Accounts Oﬃcer in the
Ministry. The Oﬃcer communicates the fund release order to
the Reserve Bank of India, which holds the funds. Once the
Accountant General and the Finance Department of the
concerned state are notiﬁed of the fund disbursal, the stated
funds are moved to the next subordinate agency until they
reach back down to the panchayat [2]. The last-mile
implementation agency is ultimately responsible for
transferring funds to eligible beneﬁciaries and vendors. At
each level, funds are released in instalments of 50% of the
year’s budget allocation for the agency. Upon 60% utilisation
of this instalment, an agency can submit an utilisation
certiﬁcate along with a request for the next instalment to a
higher-level agency.

2. The Existing System of Fund Flow

2.2 Problems with the Existing System

Today, the funding mechanism for both Centrally
Sponsored Schemes and State Sponsored Schemes is topdown. Through the coordination of ﬁles and approvals, funds
are pushed down from the top layer to the next until they reach
the end beneﬁciary or vendor. This system creates ﬁve main
challenges: (1) administrative burdens for program managers
and businesses, (2) corruption, (3) ﬂoat, which strains public
borrowing, (4) poor transparency, and (5) ineﬃcient auditing.
This section discusses these challenges and makes a case for
establishing a standardized and digitized fund ﬂow model.

This multi-layered system of fund ﬂow is largely
governed by coordinating ﬁles and approvals. The
complexity of such a system poses many concerns at the
macro-level, but for the purposes of this paper, I limit the
discussion to ﬁve main challenges: (1) administrative
burdens, (2) corruption, (3) ﬂoat, (4) poor transparency, and
(5) ineﬃcient auditing.

2.1 Traditional Supply-Driven Fund Flow
The current movement of public funds begins with fund
allocation. Based on the central or state budget, the
corresponding government allocates funds to a Ministry. The
Program Division in charge of a scheme within each Ministry
further allocates funds to the district, block and panchayat
until funds are allocated to the last-mile administrative
agency. This procedure is followed by most GoI programs and
is based on the Ministry of Finance's General Financial
Rules.
Upon the completion of fund allocation, fund disbursal
further requires approvals by various administrative
channels. Once the last-mile agency, usually the panchayat,

2.2.1 Administrative Burdens
Given the existing manual, fund-push system, program
managers face layers of complexity that ultimately increases
administrative burdens. Though each program contains rules
on the format of UCs and corresponding information,
managers at varying agencies often fail to adhere to such a
complex code of requirements. The system can thus result in
ever-changing requirements for fund disbursal eligibility. The
arbitrary nature of the system is, at times, a result of a lack of
information on the part of those requesting additional
paperwork, at times a means for corruption, and at times the
consequence of a high-degree of risk aversion on the part of
program managers. In the end, program managers spend more
time chasing paperwork and funds rather than focusing on
their speciﬁed duties—program implementation and
monitoring.
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The same problems are faced by businesses doing
business with the government, which often relies on the
private sector to contract out work. Akin to program
managers, businesses face constant demands for everchanging information to obtain their payments from
governments. Without a transparent system outlining the
exact requirements for receiving payments from government,
businesses face delays and corruption in the process.
2.2.2 Corruption
The current system’s lack of transparency and the
number of stakeholders involved in the process increase the
scope for corruption [3]. Since records are unavailable to the
public or to those outside of the stakeholders, calculating
expenditures for speciﬁc implementation agencies requires
lengthy deliberations with individuals from multiple layers of
government. The existence of corruption has been conﬁrmed
by two randomized controlled trials for the Mahatma Gandhi
National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme
(MGNREGS). A study by the aﬃliates of the Abdul Lateef
Jameel Poverty Action Lab (J-PAL) in Bihar allowed
panchayat bodies to bypass the district, enabling them to pull
MGNREGS wage payments directly from a state pool
account. The intervention reduced fund leakages by 25%,
likely because a layer of ﬁnancial management was no longer
able to engage in corruption [4]. Because panchayats were
pulling the amount of funds they required, the system led to
more eﬃcient distribution of funds and reduced program
implementation costs [4]. In a separate J-PAL-aﬃliated study
in Andhra Pradesh, dispersing cash directly to beneﬁciaries
of MGNREGS using biometric authentication led to a 20%
reduction in leakages [5].
2.2.3 Float
The payment architecture, for the most part, requires
funds to be released in installments to implementation
agencies. This structure necessitates that government borrow
in advance of their expected needs and store this money in
various bank accounts until an administrative layer qualiﬁes
for its next installment. This ﬂoat—unspent, parked
money—can strain government ﬁnances since the GoI must
take out a loan to fund them. They must further make interest
payments, all of which contribute to the ﬁscal deﬁcit.
Though ﬂoat in government is largely unknown given
that money sits in various, non-transparent bank accounts,
one can estimate ﬂoat. Let’s take the case for Centrally
Sponsored Schemes, which release funds in two instalments

of 50% each. In FY 2015-16, GoI released Rs. 2.3 lakh crore
of the Rs. 4.65 lakh crore budget during the beginning of the
ﬁnancial year. Since only 60% of the disbursed amount must
be utilized before states receive the second instalment,
approximately Rs. 1 lakh crore can remain as ﬂoat. The FY
2016-17 ﬁscal deﬁcit is projected to be Rs. 3.5% of GDP or
approximately 5.27 lakh crore. If the ﬂoat of Rs. 1 lakh crore
is eliminated, the ﬁscal deﬁcit can reduce by approximately
20 per cent.
2.2.4 Transparency
The scattered disbursal and expenditure systems in
government create vast transparency problems. Expenditure
data today is often over a year old and scattered across reports
from various line departments, GoI, State governments, or
local agencies. Currently, there is no singular system to
holistically understand allocation versus expenditure at each
level of government, down to the implementation agencies.
Though the C&AG manages the Public Financial
Management System (PFMS) to process payments, the
system doesn’t capture data for all payments. This system
means that the Ministry of Finance can only produce ‘actual’
expenditure data that is two years old. The time lag is a result
of lengthy reporting and accounting systems that prevent the
Finance Minister from creating realistic budgets or reporting
on proper utilization of funds. It further prevents any agency
from properly understanding outputs and outcomes against
investments, or funds at hand to extend public services.
2.2.5 Ineﬃcient Auditing
Today’s auditing system requires auditors to physically
check ﬁles throughout the state or country, or rely on
departmental oversight in obtaining UCs. These ﬁles or UCs
are disbursed throughout oﬃces at state centres or
implementation agencies, often in poorly labeled bags or
boxes, making them diﬃcult to ﬁnd and track. Though the
Comptroller and Auditor General of India (CAG) has created
a Voucher-Level Computerization system to digitize voucher
checks, uptake has been slow.
In fact, the CAG reported that the Delhi government had
not accounted for Rs. 19,000 crore of disbursed grants in
2014. Of these, approximately 50% of the disbursed grants
worth Rs. 5,651 crore were missing utilization certiﬁcates for
more than 10 years [6]. In FY 2014-15 across states, 37,569
UCs were outstanding from that year, amounting to
Rs. 51,527.10 crore from the 26 line ministries and
departments [7]. Such high numbers of missing UCs prevent
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the CAG from conducting its auditing function, especially
since the pressure to submit UCs largely lies with each
ministry or department rather than with the CAG. Such
disjointed monitoring functions combined with poor systems
for accounting and auditing create an issue of accountability,
wherein no agency can ensure that funds meet intended goals.
3. The Case for IT-Driven Fund Flow
The current fund-push system in India made sense in an
age with limited IT availability. The number of stakeholders
in the system ensured that fund releases were systematic and
accurate across the geographic expanse of the country.
However, the advent of technology provides a number of
solutions to the ineﬃciencies that stem from manual fund
release. Through workﬂow-driven, IT-enabled platforms,
funds can be checked for accuracy and released in real-time,
thereby signiﬁcantly reducing the delayed and arbitrary
nature of fund disbursal.
Numerous countries around the world have already
established IT-enabled systems to improve the eﬃciency of
fund releases. Most signiﬁcantly, Brazil’s electronic
conditional cash transfer for the centralized Bolsa Familia
program is estimated to have cut down administrative costs by
82.3%, largely by consolidating all payments into one
consolidated account [8]. Similar reforms have beneﬁted
many other countries, namely Mexico, Russia, the Dominican
Republic and the Philippines, resulting in similar
administrative-level savings [8]. McKinsey recently
estimated that if GoI made all government transfers and
payments electronic, it could save up to Rs. 1 lakh crore
annually by reducing ineﬃciencies alone [9]. With growing
evidence supporting the need to reform fund release systems,
a few GoI program verticals have taken the lead in
establishing fund-pull models at a national scale. One of
India’s largest rural development programs, MGNREGS, has
created a fund release model that eliminates all intermediate
ﬂoat (except at the state level) and allows last-mile
implementation agencies to pull funds directly from a state
account.
Scaling such innovations across all programs will
require the development of program-speciﬁc, workﬂowdriven IT platforms that enable implementation agencies to
pull funds directly to beneﬁciary and vendor accounts based
on real-time expenditure vis-a-vis program implementation.
This system would enable implementation agencies’ program
managers to directly pull funds from the Central or State fund,
allowing for real-time expenditure accounting and immediate
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payments to beneﬁciaries and vendors. Most importantly, the
system would reduce the programmatic challenges described
in section 2.
3.1 Basic Architecture of Demand-Driven Fund Flow
System
In a workﬂow-driven, IT-enabled system, central or
state governments will ﬁrstly set fund allocations for program
areas. These platforms would be synchronized with the SocioEconomic Caste Census (SECC) and Aadhaar databases,
allowing for automatic identiﬁcation of potential
beneﬁciaries based on demographic eligibility requirements.
The IT system would be additionally pre-coded for a
program’s speciﬁc requirements, allowing it to identify
vendors and beneﬁciaries who are due for payment on a daily
basis. Upon identiﬁcation, authorized local program
managers would be able to pull approved funds directly from
the Consolidated Fund of India or State Consolidated Fund
account and bypass all intermediary layers. When an
approved fund pull occurs, the IT platform would
instantaneously debit from the Central or State account in the
predetermined proportion before crediting funds into the ﬁnal
beneﬁciary or vendor account. In the case of Centrally
Sponsored Schemes, all Central Funds would pass through
State Consolidated Fund before reaching the bank account of
the ﬁnal beneﬁciary or vendor, thereby having no impact on
the current cost centers for accounting. The system could
directly be linked to beneﬁciaries’ JAM account, therefore
drastically reducing the potential for leakages in the fund ﬂow
and fund withdrawal. This entire model can be linked to the
already existing PFMS system, which can serve as the
ﬁnancial and payment arm of the reformed public ﬁnance
management system. The new model would provide State and
Central program managers full transparency in monitoring
fund ﬂow requests whilst ensuring money is sent to the
intended recipient.
Each program would have a customized IT platform to
allow for scheme-speciﬁc program administration system.
Similar to business management software such as Enterprise
Resource Planning, IT platforms will enable programs to
collect, manage and use predictive data for both funding
within a program’s prescribed norms and for enabling State
and Central government ﬁnance departments to tailor their
borrowing program if and when needed. Moreover, these
platforms would be integrated to an IT platform at the State or
Central Budget Oﬃce, allowing for the monitoring of realtime expenditures for each scheme. Such data would allow
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stakeholders to report exactly what is being done with funds
received, thereby strengthening the data on outputs of a
program.
Such an automated fund pull system reduces many of
the existing problems in the system. Firstly, the transfer of
funds in real-time would allow program implementation
agencies to obtain funds on an on-going basis, thereby
reducing administrative burdens and maximizing
transparency. Without the need to submit UCs based on a
percentage of fund utilisation, program managers and
vendors would no longer rely on cumbersome processes for

payments and could rather work with governments in realtime. Secondly, a direct, digitized payment system would
drastically reduce the ability of intermediaries to aggregate
rents at various levels. Third, an IT platform could aggregate
voucher-level data in real time and share it with auditors,
thereby enabling remote auditing with complete information.
Given India’s IT capability and policy commitment to
ﬁnancial inclusion through DBT, the current landscape
presents an ideal opportunity for a strategic reform of public
ﬁnance management such that beneﬁciaries and vendors can
eﬀectively conduct business with the government. Only when
this is made possible will DBT truly transform the economy.
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Fourth State Finance Commission of Karnataka
The Honorable Governor of Karnataka has constituted the Fourth State Finance Commission (Fourth SFC)
on 21st December 2015 consisting of Sri C.G.Chinnaswamy as chairman, and Sri H.D. Amaranathan and
Dr.H.Shashidhar IAS (Retd.) as members by exercising the powers conferred by Article 243 (I) and Article 243 (Y)
of the Constitution of India read with Section 267 of Karnataka Gram Swaraj and Panchayat Raj Act 1993
(Karnataka Act 14 of 1993) and Section 503 C of the Karnataka Municipal Corporation Act 1976 as amended in
1994 and Section 302 B of the Karnataka Municipalities Act 1964 as amended in 1994. The award period of the
Fourth SFC is ﬁve years as per the Constitutional provision. The State Finance Commission plays a decisive role in
inter-governmental system at the state level in determining the contours of the ﬁnancial relation between State
Government and Local Bodies.
The Commission is required to review the ﬁnancial position of Zilla Panchayats, Taluk Panchayats and Gram
Panchayats, Municipal Corporations, City Municipal Councils, Town Municipal Councils and Town Panchayats
and make recommendations to Governor about;
a)

Determination of principles, which should govern
(i)

The distribution between State Government and Zilla Panchayats, Taluk Panchayats and Gram
Panchayats, Municipal Corporations, City Municipal Councils, Town Municipal Councils and Town
Panchayats of the net proceeds of the taxes, duties, tolls and fees leviable by the Government which may
be divided between them and allocation between Zilla Panchayats, Taluk Panchayats and Gram
Panchayats, Municipal Corporations, City Municipal Councils, Town Municipal Councils and Town
Panchayats to their respective shares of such proceeds.
(ii) The determination of the taxes, duties, tolls and fees which may be assigned to, or appropriated by Zilla
Panchayats, Taluk Panchayats and Gram Panchayats, Municipal Corporations, City Municipal
Councils, Town Municipal Councils and Town Panchayats.
(iii) The Grants-in-aid to Zilla Panchayats, Taluk Panchayats and Gram Panchayats, Municipal Corporations,
City Municipal Councils, Town Municipal Councils and Town Panchayats from the Consolidated Fund
of the State.
b)

The measures needed to improve the ﬁnancial positions of the Zilla Panchayats, Taluk Panchayats and Gram
Panchayats, Municipal Corporations, City Municipal Councils, Town Municipal Councils and Town
Panchayats.

c)

The Commission is also required to;
(i)
(ii)

d)

Examine and make suggestions on the extent to which and the manner in which the resources available
to the local bodies could best be utilized for meeting the expenditure of these bodies; and
Make a detailed analysis on repayment of loans and advances extended by Government from time to
time to the local bodies, to make suitable recommendation for repayment of Government dues and the
possibility of adjusting these dues against future devolution of revenues from Government to these
bodies.

In making its recommendation, the Commission is to have regard, among other things, to the resources of the
State Government and the demands thereon on account of expenditure of civil administration, debt servicing,
development and other committed expenditure.

The oﬃce of the Commission is situated at 3rd ﬂoor, South Block, Khanija Bhavan, Race Course Road,
Bangalore- 560 001. The Commission has started deliberations with the people's representatives, experts,
functionaries and oﬃcers involved in the Local Self Government. The term of the Commission is up to September
2017.
Contributed by Sri B.V. Shrikant, Retd. Principal Director KSA&AD and Special Member of 4th SFC

Lobbying,
Transparency
and Public Trust:
Indian Context
-Pankaj K P Shreyaskar1

Abstract
Lobbying generally carries a negative connotation in Indian society.
Its importance in ensuring citizen participation in the democratic
process, however, is immense. Surprisingly, however, a discretionary
status quo can stand with probability 1 if the preferences of the
bureaucracy, the legislature, and the agenda setter are arranged in an
“iron triangle”2 The paper presents a transparency driven
dissemination framework, wherein the lobbyists have to publish the
maximum details about the lobbying processes that they would have
undertaken in public domain.
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―the most serious and worrisome problem of American democracy.
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Lobbying is not a new phenomenon in government
decision making. The concept of lobbying goes back many
centuries (OECD, 2006a).3 The essence of lobbying involves
solicited communication, oral or written, with a public oﬃcial
to inﬂuence legislation, policy or administrative decisions
(European Commission, 2006).4 Most of the times lobbying is
found in the legislative branches of the state, it is also visible
in the executive branches and even in the local governments.
One may argue that lobbying is a result of globalization, its
existence in the constitutional framework of the nation state is
the basis for which they gain ground. For instance, they may
be ascribed with constitutional right to petition government,
interest representation and consultation mechanisms, such as
“social partnerships” as mandated under section 4 (1) (c) of
the Right to Information (RTI) Act, 2005. The ﬁndings of an
OECD survey (OECD, 2006b) indicated that no single legal
deﬁnition of lobbying is used across member countries.
Existing rules related to lobbying reﬂect particular concerns
that they attempt to address in their national contexts.5
Beginning with Mancur Olson’s groundbreaking work
in 1965, social scientists have frequently argued that the
lobbyists cast a great shadow over the majority concept of
society due to the manner in which lobbying is practiced in
our society and believe that it merely serves the betterment of
a particular group of citizenry. This may give priority on the
crowded public agenda to certain subjects, at the expense of
other subjects, which are no less important. Additionally, the
dramatic growth in the number of former politicians joining
lobbying ﬁrms (the “revolving door” phenomenon) raises
serious concerns about personal corruption. These issues are
disturbing, since they suggest that the legal arrangements that
result from lobbying do not reﬂect the interests of the majority
of citizens.6
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The theory of lobbying as an exchange oﬀers a simple
and intuitive explanation for politicians’ quid pro quo
cooperation with lobbyists: politicians receive assurances of
voter support and money, both of which are vital for
furthering re-election. A signiﬁcant beneﬁt that interest
groups oﬀer to politicians—and in many cases also to
bureaucrats—is the reward of corporate employment, often in
a lobbying ﬁrm, at the end of public service. This
phenomenon is termed the revolving door.7
Want of relevant information in Lobbying
For the politicians and the political parties, interest
groups are major source of strengths as they possess great
resources, within and outside the system that is necessary for
the political activities. In many democracies including India,
the ability to ﬁnance the political campaign and inﬂuence
voters and several group members decides the fate of political
arena. The parties having access to these resources have better
chance of winning elections, in passing policies on their
agenda without major obstacles, in keeping the members of
their constituency satisﬁed and thereby maintaining their grip
on power. Resources such as technical know-how, politically
useful information, the ability to organize and hold public
demonstrations as and when necessary, garnering suﬃcient
media coverage for inﬂuencing public opinion, the ability to
support politically desirable social projects, among other
strategies and plan of actions, are treasured in all political
systems. The interest groups apply all permutations to decide
who to lobby, when to exercise inﬂuence in the policy process
and which particular lobbying tools—strategies and counter
strategies—to use in order to maximize their goals of
inﬂuencing policy outcomes?8 It is relevant here to present the
possible stakeholders' map in the lobbying processes. They
may be presented as under:
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Figure1: Stakeholders Map in Lobbying
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There is suﬃcient literature arguing that these strategic
choices are determined by many factors such as: the nature of
the lobby like whether it is an economic interest or not; the
size and resources of the lobby; whether it is concentrated in
one geographic area of not; and whether or not it is a multinational operation (Frieden, 1991; Kennedy, 2004). These
factors, either economic or others, are indeed pivotal in
explaining divergence within a given system, but they rarely
take into account the domestic political environment of a
country. Should we expect the agriculture industry in the US
to make similar choices on lobbying target, the stages in the
process in which to lobby and on strategies and tactics as those
of France, Argentina, China or India? Whether the structures
of incentive for these decisions are independent of the
institutional structure and the policy process and hence,
uniform across political systems? Or are they conditional to
the design of the political institutions that govern the policy
process?9
Indian Scenario
The Disclosure of Lobbying Activities Bill, 2013
In a society where lobbying is almost synonymous with
bribery and where lobbyists often artistically present
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themselves as political thinkers, public relations oﬃcers and
advocates for socio-political change, the Disclosure of
Lobbying Activities Bill, 2013 (DLA Bill/Bill) recently
introduced in the Lok Sabha10 by a Member of Parliament can
perhaps be seen as the ﬁrst ever acknowledgement by the
political system of India's secretive political system. This
private member's bill, introduced in the wake of the Nira
Radia tapes scandal, and more recently, Walmart’s regulatory
disclosure to United States authorities of having engaged in
lobbying activities to secure enhanced access to Indian
markets, the bill intends to institutionalize the lobbying
process and bring them under the transparency umbrella. The
DLA Bill is a signiﬁcant step, since for the ﬁrst time in the
history of Indian law making, a potential legislation
recognizes that lobbying is an integral part of democratic
functioning.11 Whilst it is to be seen whether or not the bill will
ever translate into a law, it implicitly indicates lawmakers’
willingness to consider a proposal for a law, which they have
been brushing aside that there existed some evident
relationship between lobbying and law making.12
Industrial lobbying in India has existed for a while now,
undertaken by bodies such as the Federation of Indian

Ibid
The Disclosure of Lobbying Activities Bill, 2013 was introduced in Lok Sabha on 8 March 2013 by Kalikesh Narayan Singh Deo.
The text of the Bill can be found on http://164.100.24.219/BillsTexts/LSBillTexts/asintroduced/4587ls.pdf
11
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“…lobbying provides an opportunity for individuals and organisations to voice their views on government decisions that aﬀect them…
and hence, forms an integral part of democratic functioning”
12
Bhargavi Zaveri, “The Disclosure of Lobbying Activities Bill, 2013,” Economic & Political Weekly, XLVIII, no.
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Chambers of Commerce and Industry and the Confederation
of Indian Industry. However, we have lacked a law to regulate
it and ensure transparency and legitimacy. The recent bill
asserts lobbying as an integral part of democratic functioning
in India. It is important to remember that lobbying by
industries consists of two dimensions – political organisation
of an industry and then the act of lobbying itself. It is however
diﬃcult to assess whether lobbying contributes to the
strengthening of democratic institutions. It is important to
examine how extensively lobbying aﬀects the political
decision-making process in India and whether industries
beneﬁt economically from membership of such groups.
According to World Bank (WB) data from 2005, the most
active industries organized into lobby groups in India include
sugar, rubber and rubber articles, mineral processing, textiles,
plastic and plastic articles to name a few. What are the factors
that determine the likelihood of an industry to organise itself
into a lobby?13
Enhancing Transparency and Accountability in Lobbying
Lobbyists have great responsibilities for exhibiting
transparency, accountability and integrity in lobbying. On the
other hand, the public oﬃcials are duty bound to disseminate
the necessary details regarding the decision making process
as mandated under the RTI Act. It is therefore imperative that
both the stakeholders of the lobbying process have to meet the
highest standards of transparency and accountability, if one
has to institutionalize the Lobbying process and make most
beneﬁts in the decision making process in India. The author
believes that the decision makers should have much deeper
understanding of Lobbying and the whole process should be
dealt in with the good governance approach. The proposed
framework in the Indian context could be as under:
1.

Standardisation of rules which may adequately address
public concerns, and at the same time is compliant to
various social, legal and administrative requirements;

2.

Ensuring that the scope of legislation or regulation
suitably deﬁnes the actors and activities covered;

3.

Establishing standards and procedures for disclosing
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information on key aspects of lobbying such as its
intent, beneﬁciaries and targets;
4.

Creating an environment for fostering a culture of
integrity in lobbying; and

5.

Enhancing eﬀective regulation which may take care of
compliance requirements of the stakeholders and the
detailed plan of action for contravention of the
regulatory provisions.

However, it may not be suﬃcient merely to regulate the
standards while dealing with the Lobbying. Eﬀective
guidelines for practicing Lobbying and their intertwining
with the RTI rights of the citizenry would go a long way in
reinforcing a culture of integrity in public institutions.
Achieving compliance is a major challenge when
governments legislate for new form of public governance,
such as lobbying. The Framework therefore also outlines a
workable plan of action regarding the implementation of
Lobbying in much more transparent and inclusive manner.
Conclusion
As Amrita Saha and Bhargavi Zaveri have argued
lobbying is yet to be accepted as a preferred means for
exerting political inﬂuence in developing countries.
Likewise, it has culturally and politically been placed under
taboo in India. The private member bill has at least presented a
framework for regulating the lobbyists in the country. The
next step would be to get the bill passed in both the houses of
the parliament so as to give it a shape as envisaged in the
present paper. If it happens, the very purpose of people’s
participation in this sector would boost the morale of the
citizenry as is required in true democracies. Lobbying should,
thus, be viewed in a positive manner, but the democratic
process should reﬂect a fair competition between all groups.
Since the lobbying activities produce inequality between
groups and in the opportunity to inﬂuence the decisionmaking process, steps must be taken to introduce the culture
of transparency and accountability so that the public trust is
intact in the decision-making processes in the Government.

Amrita Saha, “Make Lobbying Legal: Letter to the Editor,” Economic & Political Weekly, XLVIII, no. 30 (2013): 4-5
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The rising level of urbanisation in India draws attention to
inadequate infrastructure levels in urban areas. While many factors
play a role in infrastructure development, this paper examines the
ﬁnancial requirements for such growth. The paper examines the broad
ﬁscal position of urban local bodies in India and the arrangement
under diﬀerent ﬁve year plans and various Commissions – central and
state. Considering India's growth prospects on the horizon, and the
ensuing ﬁnancing requirements, this paper eventually makes some
suggestions in an attempt to enhance the municipal bond ﬁnancing
market and contribute towards infrastructural development.

Introduction2

I

ndian economy has witnessed rapid growth in recent years.
Productivity of cities and towns is one of the important determinants
of national economic growth, job creation and social development.
Provision of basic services in these towns and cities is just one of the
fundamental necessities and therefore development of urban and rural areas is
vital for progress of a nation.

The closure of the Planning Commission in 2014 signiﬁed a major shift in
planning from top-down to bottoms–up approach. Therefore, the role of local
bodies, directly dealing with local population and problems, is expected to
become prominent in future. Accordingly, focus needs to be laid on
strengthening of organisational as well as ﬁnancial position of local bodies. Over
and above their own revenue, which is generally meagre, most local bodies
signiﬁcantly depend upon devolution of resources and grants from state
governments. To meet the rising ﬁnancial requirements, there would be need to
explore new sources of funding.
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India is urbanising rapidly. In India, in 2011, 31 per cent
of population was in urban areas and the trend shows that
number of people living in urban areas is growing at a faster
rate than population in rural areas. The urban population
increased from 79 million in 1961 to 377 million in 2011, and
is estimated to reach 470 million in 2021 and further to 700
million in 2041. In addition, developing of ‘100 smart cities’
as satellite towns of larger cities or modernizing the existing
mid-size cities, would entail substantial expenditure for
creation of urban infrastructure such as water supply,
sanitation, public health, roads, transport, etc. These
developments require substantial amount of ﬁnancial
resources estimated at more than Rs. 60 lakh crore.
The focus of this paper is on suggesting an additional
source of resources to strengthen municipal ﬁnances. The
remaining paper is organised in four sections. Section 2
presents a discussion on ﬁnancial resources of urban local
bodies. The focus of Section 3 is municipal bond market as a
resource to meet the growing necessities of the local bodies.
Section 4 suggests the requirement of a national and state
level body, following joint family approach, to boost
municipal bond ﬁnancing market in country. Finally,
conclusions are presented in Section 5.
Section 2: Finances of Urban Local Bodies
Municipalities in India have a long history. According to
Rao (1986), “The British introduced some kind of municipal
management much earlier than their consolidation of
sovereignty over the country”. According to the World Bank
(2011b), “The creation and spread of municipal corporation
structure across India is directly related to the taking over of
the Indian possessions of the East India Company by the
British Crown after the Indian Uprising of 1857”.
In India, in 2011, 4041 towns had urban local
bodies(Government of India, 2013). The municipal
corporations for major cities like Ahmedabad, Bengaluru,
Delhi, Chennai, Hyderabad, Kolkata and Mumbai, are able to
generate large amount of resources but in case of smaller
towns, dependence on the government is signiﬁcantly large.
In general, ﬁnancial resources of urban local bodies are
scarce, and unable to meet expenditure requirements, and
therefore dependence on other two upper tiers of government
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is substantial. The Constitution of India speciﬁes the taxes to
be divided between the Centre and state governments but does
not specify the revenue base for urban and local bodies. Even
the 74th amendment is not speciﬁc about the type of taxes that
urban local bodies should have. The resource base of ULBs
typically consists of their own sources, state revenue,
government grant, loans from state governments, and market
borrowings. The urban local bodies are sometimes not even
aware of the opportunities and avenues of generating
revenues through taxes and non-tax charges. Even if they are
aware they do not have the skill to optimize tax collection.
The urban bodies, especially the smaller ones, ﬁnd it diﬃcult
to demonstrate their credit worthiness and, therefore, unable
to tap ﬁnancial markets. Thus, the existing pattern of
municipal ﬁnances has not been able to meet the required
expenditure on infrastructure development in urban areas.
Consequent to the 74th amendment to the Constitution,
to augment resources of local bodies, Tenth Finance
Commission introduced exclusive grants for urban local
bodies for developmental purposes, in the ﬁve year term of the
Commission. This was under the condition that local bodies
would raise resources and match requirements during the
time, and that the grants by the Centre would not be used for
operational purposes. Again, the Eleventh Finance
Commission's recommendations of Rs.400 crore annually
were directed towards local bodies’ ﬁnancial assistance to a
greater extent. 14th Finance Commission recommended
higher grants rising to 53.5 per cent from 27.5 per cent as
recommended by the 13th Finance commission, and 17.5 per
cent as recommended by the 12th Finance Commission.
Section 3: Municipal Bonds to enhance resources of
Urban Local Bodies
The concept of municipal bonds is in its nascent stage in
India, compared to other advanced countries where this is an
important source of ﬁnancing urban infrastructure. An
instance is the USA, where the municipal securities market
plays a vital role in infrastructure development. In the US,
according to Aguilar (2015), the total amount of municipal
bonds outstanding was $3.6 trillion, as of the end of the third
quarter of 2014. In contrast, in India, 28 municipal bond
issues have been made since 1997, mobilizing funds
amounting to approximately Rs. 30 billion (Khan, 2013).
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Though the municipal bond markets are yet to get
predominance in India, there appears to be some consensus
that municipal bonds could prove as a promising alternative.
The system of municipal bonds was extensively discussed at a
national workshop on the potential and relevance of a
municipal bond system for India, conducted in 1995.3 In 1996,
Rakesh Mohan Committee on Commercialization of
Infrastructure Projects, recommended development of the
municipal bond market in the country.4
A noteworthy step in the history of municipal bonds in
India was by the Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation, in 1998.
Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation made the ﬁrst municipal
bond issue in India, without a state government guarantee
(USAID, 2011). This involved raising Rs. 100 crore from the
capital market and comprised 25 per cent public placement
and 75 per cent private placement (Sadhu and Bharatwaj,
2003). Prior to this, in 1997, the Bangalore Municipal
Corporation had issued bonds guaranteed by the State
government (NIPFP, 2011).
The Government of India added a new clause in 200001, to the Income Tax Act, exempting interest income from
bonds issued by the local authorities. Herein, the funds raised
by way of such tax free municipal bonds are to be used only
for capital investments in urban infrastructure to provide one
or more of: potable water supply; sewerage or sanitation;
drainage; solid waste management; roads, bridges and
ﬂyovers; and urban transport. Again, the ﬁrst launch of taxfree municipal bonds was made by the Ahmedabad Municipal
Corporation in 2002, for Rs. 500 million (NIUA, 2002).
To facilitate wider participation from smaller urban
local bodies, Central Government approved the Pooled
Finance Development Fund Scheme in 2006. This was done
mainly to beneﬁt smaller local bodies, by providing credit
enhancement to them, so as to access market borrowings on
the basis of their credit worthiness through the State-LevelPooled Finance Mechanism. The states which have
established their 'State Pooled Finance Entity’ are Andhra
Pradesh, Assam, Karnataka, Kerala, Nagaland, Orissa,
Rajasthan and Tamil Nadu (World Bank, 2011b).
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15 urban local bodies since 1998 have ﬂoated bonds
with tenor ranging between 5 and 15 years. As can be noted,
data is scanty but the trend is clear that bond issuances are not
very popular in India. Referring to the trend in the value of
municipal bond issues since 1997, Khan (2013) mentions that
till 2005, the value of municipal bond issuances was on a rise,
but it dropped sharply since then. Khan 2013) further
mentions that since 2007,5 very few issuances have taken
place, and after 2010 practically no issuance has happened.
There are constraints on the supply and demand side
that limit the municipal bond market. Chakrabarti (2014)
points out that the municipal bond market in India has
diﬃculties due to reluctant investors, unclear regulation and
low ratings. The supply side constraints include small number
of credit-worthy issuers, lack of ﬁnancially viable projects
and numerous administrative problems. Municipal creditworthiness depends on the quality of accounting and ﬁnancial
management, availability of reliable ﬁnancial data, human
resources available at the local government level, and
political security of leadership of local government. The
demand side constraints include lack of demand from main
investors like banks, insurance companies and provident
funds because municipal bonds are relatively illiquid
investment and therefore exit is diﬃcult in times of need.
Finally, municipal bonds are not gilt-edged and therefore riskweight is high.
Section 4: Need for a National and State Level Body and
Other Recommendations Other Recommendations
In the above discussion it has emerged that ﬁnancial
resources available with the urban and rural bodies are not
suﬃcient to meet the expenditure requirements which are
expected to increase in future. The pressure of urbanisation
and the need to provide infrastructure support to 100 smart
cities and more would imply increasing need for raising
additional ﬁnancial resources. To address this issue of
additional ﬁnancial resources one alternative could be to tap
larger resources from the households and private sector. The
private sector and households would only contribute and
participate in ﬁnancial growth when urban local bodies are
strengthened with standardised accounting and
administrative procedures.

USAID(2004)
USAID(2004)
5
As per World Bank (2011a): “Strong growth in bond issues was evident between 2000 and 2005, with no new issues in
2006, 2008 and 2009, and only one small issue in 2007”.
4
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On the ﬁnancial resource front, municipal bonds can be
a potential source of ﬁnancing infrastructure and can
contribute immensely to improve the dismal ﬁnancial
position of the local bodies in the country. It would also assist
in channelizing stagnant household savings available in the
country, into the market. The urban local bodies should tap
these ﬁnancial resources through bonds, probably ﬂoated and
managed by a national level body.
However, to make this model a common practice in
India, the related challenges would need to be addressed. The
key factors responsible for underdevelopment of municipal
bond markets are lack of institutions, participants and
instruments. The institutions consist of the security market
regulator, credit rating agencies, clearing houses, stock
exchange and the regulations and governance norms
prescribed by these institutions. The participants comprise the
market players – investors on the demand side and issuers on
the supply side. The term ‘instruments’, is used to indicate the
form and features of securities issued in the bond market.
Appropriate reforms, regulatory and institutional
improvements may need to be implemented. For the existence
of an eﬀective and vibrant local body bond market, important
considerations are regulatory institutions, transparency in the
ﬁnances of local bodies, large volume of instruments oﬀered,
large number of investors, rating agencies and a robust
dispute resolution mechanism.
Concept of National and State level Local Bodies
To instil conﬁdence in the local bodies, increase volume
of bonds, and lend credibility to attract investors, India could
consider a National Local Body Financing Authority
(NLBFA) at the national level and a State Local Body
Financing Authority (SLBFA) to meet the requirements of
urban local bodies. These entities would function in close
coordination with the central and the state governments. First
and foremost, NLBFA and SLBFA could focus on
standardization of budget making processes by the urban
bodies, assess the ﬁnancial requirements of feasible projects,
train the relevant personnel in budget accounting and policy
preparation, and tap the capital markets, akin to the jointfamily approach followed by the RBI for state government
borrowings under market loans for more than six decades
since independence. This will assist in tackling some of the
constraining issues pertaining to municipal bonds, as it would
raise the level of conﬁdence of the investors, and ensure
consistency and volumes in supply of local body bonds in the
market.
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Project-speciﬁc bonds
Projects chosen for development through such bond
ﬂotation’s should be such that they appeal to local
sensibilities. Therefore, project-speciﬁc bonds should be
conceived, along with features highlighting direct and
indirect beneﬁt to the local populace. The local population
could be the potential investors and bearing in mind the local
aﬃliation and commitment, the investors would probably
show preference and inclination towards such local bonds.
The local authorities, who sponsor the project, being closer to
the local population, would be accountable and responsible
for delivery of projects.
Modern practices and systems
For the local body bond market to pick up pace in India,
necessary improvements need to be made, such as adopting
modern accounting practices and systems for recording
transactions, maintaining regular accounts in the ﬁnancial
accounting of urban local bodies, proper audit of accounts and
annual budget-making. A formal and standardised system of
data maintenance and dissemination of information could be
explored. Further, a regular system of monitoring, auditing
and evaluation may also be required.
Consolidated analysis of local body budgets
Deliberation on a consolidated analysis of local body
budgets is required. This could be made available by the
central and the state governments, as is annually prepared by
the RBI in the case of state budgets. This would prove to be a
useful tool in undertaking reliable and extensive analysis of
the local bodies, as also the states, and apart from providing
greater transparency in ﬁscal transfers, could lead to higher
growth in the economy.
Section 5: Conclusion
The Indian economy is poised for high economic
growth in the next few years for various reasons, important
being demographic dividends and urbanisation. The
infrastructure in the country is lacking to support such
potential high growth. The purchasing power with the people,
however, is signiﬁcantly large and can be tapped for the
purpose of investment. The 73rd and 74th amendments to the
Constitution, more than two decades ago have not been
implemented as is clearly apparent from the discussions in
various Finance Commission reports of the Government of
India. The urban local bodies continue to depend on ﬁnancial
resources transferred from the state and the centre to meet
their regular expenditure.
Continued at page no. 48

An Inter-State
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Abstract
Resources are not evenly distributed throughout the world and
require to be optimally managed. India is a very large country with
nearly unlimited variety of resources which are distributed unevenly
among the states. The backward states struggle with low economic
base, have bad socio-economic conditions, leading to low revenue base.
On the other hand, developed states have better socio-economic
conditions with a higher revenue base. Thus, the paper tries to prove that
prudent ﬁnancial management leads to proper resource management.
The writer is a faculty member at Centre for
Economic Policy and Public Finance
(CEPPF) at the Asian Development
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and therefore will be able to provide more local public services. In the second,
they will oﬀer the same services at lower tax rates. In both cases, these localities
* * *
will be preferred by businesses and households, which will choose to settle there,
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enlarging the tax base and increasing the gap in income between regions.”Thus
the paper tries to analyse the resource management by the major states in India.
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Socio-Economic Condition and Financial Structure
Economy and ﬁnances are inter-dependent. Financial
structure is based on the socio-economic condition. Large
economy and better socio-economic conditions attract more
revenue for its ﬁnancial requirements. In the same manner
better and prudent ﬁnancial management helps to grow the
economy with a faster rate and improve the social and
physical infrastructure including service delivery. Most of the
backward states are land locked states except Odisha. As they
do not have sea front, they may not have export friendly
environment. So these states are not reaping the beneﬁt of
liberalization, privatization and globalization. As shown in
Table on the real Per-Capita Income (PCI), ﬁve states are in
low-income group ranging from Rs. 15506 of Bihar to
Rs. 28373 of Chhattisgarh. The high poverty ratio (39.9
percent of Chhattisgarh to 29.3 percent of UP), and higher
36.7 percent of population are found in the low income states.
The average per-capita revenue of these states is only Rs.8954
(28 percent of all states’ revenue while population share of
these states is 37 percent)and it varies from Rs. 5722 of Bihar
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to Rs. 11,579 of Chhattisgarh. Five states are categorised as
average-income states wherein the PCI is in the range of
Rs. 28882 of Jharkhand to Rs. 46012 of Karnataka. Poverty in
these states ranges from 37.0 percent in Jharkhand to 9.2
percent in AP. The average per capita revenue in these states
is Rs 9965 (nearly 28 percent of all states’ revenue for same
share of population) and ranges from Rs 9761 of Rajasthan to
Rs12796 of Karnataka. Rest of the six states which are
categorised as high-income states diverge from PCI of
Rs. 49529 of Punjab to Rs. 69097 of Maharashtra. Poverty is
also very less. In these states, the average per-capita revenue
is Rs 12816 (34 percent revenues of all states for only 27.5
percent population) and the range is a high of Rs 12447 of
Gujarat to a low of Rs.13698 of Tamil Nadu. This indicates
the high degree of inequality in the government revenue
collection. Thus, the analysis reveals that the backward states
struggle with low economic base, bad socio-economic
conditions, therefore, less revenue base. On other hand,
developed states have better socio-economic conditions with
a higher revenue base.

Table 1: Economic base and state structure of the Major Indian States2

State

Per-capita
Income
(in Rs.)

Poverty
Ratio

Bihar
Uttar Pradesh
Orissa
Madhya Pradesh
Chhattisgarh

15506
19233
24929
26853
28373

33.74
29.43
32.59
31.65
39.93

Jharkhand
Rajasthan
West Bengal
Andhra Pradesh
Karnataka

28882
31836
36293
42170
46012

36.96
14.71
19.98
9.20
20.91

Punjab
Kerala
Tamil Nadu
Gujarat
Haryana
Maharashtra
All-States

49529
58961
62361
63168
67260
69097
39904

8.26
7.05
11.28
16.63
11.16
17.35
21.92

Per-capita
Population Revenue
Receipts
Share
(in Rs.)
Low-Income States
5722
8.6
16.5
7302
3.5
10468
6.0
9697
2.1
11579
Average-Income States
7509
2.7
5.7
9761
7.5
7482
7.0
12276
5.1
12796
High-Income States
2.3
11553
2.8
13212
6.0
13698
5.0
12447
2.1
13267
9.3
12721
100.0
10342

State Own Revenue
(in Rs. crore)
Taxes

Non-taxes

16253
58098
15034
30582
13034

1135
12970
8078
7000
4616

31900
57498
13965
20805
7218

10278
17338
6860
12040
4710

8224
30503
32808
59875
53754

3536
12134
1918
15999
3966

8188
17103
21226
20271
12647

4822
7174
12343
7685
7809

22588
30077
71254
53897
23559
103449
654551

2629
4199
6554
6017
4673
9984
117262

4059
6841
14520
8869
3062
15192
291530

2776
3022
6499
6446
2339
14322
188682

Source: CSO, Census, Planning Commission and RBI
2

Year for population (2011),poverty (2011-12), and for others 2013-14

( in Rs.00’ crore)
Central Transfers
(in Rs. crore)
Grants-inTaxes
Aid
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The total revenue in states come from two sources –
own revenues and Central transfers. Own tax and non-tax
revenues indicate the revenue capacity of the state, while
federal transfers through taxes and grants indicates the
dependency of the states on federal transfers. As shown in the
graph, most of the backward states receive around half of the
revenues from central transfers. Bihar receives as high as 71

percent. Developed states, on the other hand, collect major
revenue from own sources, sometimes as much as 83 percent
as seen in Haryana. The industrial and mines rich states like
Odisha, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh have larger share of own
non-taxes. Thus, the low-income states are mostly dependent
on the central transfers.

Resource Mobilization

taxes on sales or purchase of goods, taxes on vehicles,
professional tax, luxuries tax, entertainment tax, stamp and
duties etc. The revenue receipts of the state governments
increased nearly eight times from Rs. 2.49 lakh crore in 200102 to Rs. 18.57 lakh crore in 2014-15, registering an annual
growth of 16.7 percent. The central transfers have been
recording the highest growth of 18.4 percent in grants-in-aid
and 17.2 percent in tax devolution. This increase was mostly
during the period of Thirteenth Finance Commission (201015). Own tax and non-tax revenue also grew by 16.7 and 16.4
percent respectively.

After independence, Indian Constitution adopted the
federal ﬁscal system. The Seventh Schedule (Article-246)
delineates ‘the subject matter of laws made by the Parliament
and by the Legislatures of the States’ and indicates the Union
List (List-I), State List (List-II) and the Concurrent List (ListIII).The Union List includes, among others, taxes on income
other than agricultural income, excise duties, customs and
corporation tax. The State List includes land revenue, excise
on alcoholic liquors, tax on agriculture income, estate duty,
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Table 2: Trend and Pattern of Revenue Collection of State Governments
(in Rs crore)
Grants
Capital
from
Receipts
the Centre

Revenue
Receipts

Tax
Receipts

Sales
Tax

State
Excise

Share in
Central
Taxes

Non-tax
Receipts

2001-02

2494

1754

732

165

522

740

426

1157

3651

2002-03

2737

1935

822

183

567

802

452

1409

4145

2003-04

3092

2211

932

189

671

881

508

2056

5148

2004-05

3635

2606

1116

211

786

1029

563

2001

5637

2005-06

4310

3063

1288

250

940

1247

768

1646

5956

Pre-VAT

14.8

15.2

15.4

10.3

16.2

13.8

15.0

11.1

13.7

2006-07

5306

3728

1536

293

1203

1577

945

1430

6736

2007-08

6237

4379

1734

341

1514

1858

1086

1420

7657

2008-09

6947

4830

1983

410

1611

2117

1299

1966

8913

2009-10

7681

5281

2206

484

1650

2401

1510

2395

10076

2010-11

9353

6802

2788

592

2195

2551

1635

2382

11736

2011-12

10985

8130

3451

718

2556

2855

1864

2694

13679

2012-13

12520

9461

4038

826

2915

3059

1887

3053

15573

2013-14

14986

10848

4815

847

3320

4138

2800

3349

18335

2014-15

18567

12256

5368

960

3858

6310

4751

3788

22355

Post-VAT

16.5

16.7

18.0

16.7

15.5

15.9

18.6

13.3

15.9

CAGR

16.7

16.7

17.0

16.0

17.2

16.4

18.4

7.8

14.3

Total
Receipts

Source: A Handbook of Indian Economy, Reserve Bank of India, 2015
During the pre-VAT reforms, the states’ own tax
revenue was limited to around 15 percent annual growth
which increased to 16.7 percent after reform. Average Sales
tax grew by 18.0 percent during post-VAT reform which was
only 15.4 percent earlier. Capital receipts also increased with
a rate of 14.3 percent annually. However, it is within the limit
of 28 percent of the GSDP prescribed by the Twelfth Finance
Commission.
Own Tax Revenue
The state government collects taxes on property and
capital transactions, taxes on commodities and services, and

taxes on agricultural income, the second component by far,
being the most important source. As shown in Table 3, the
lowest tax-GSDP ratio was registered in West Bengal (5.1),
Jharkhand (5.4) and Bihar (5.8). Except Odisha (6.2),
Rajasthan (6.5) and Haryana (6.6), all other states had their
tax-GSDP ratios above 7 percent while highest tax-GSDP
ratio was recorded in AP (13.8) and Karnataka (10.2).
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Table 3: Own Tax Revenue and Ratio from GSDP of Major Indian States (2013-14)
(in Rs crore)
State

State’s Own Stamps and
Taxes on Vehicles,
Tax
Registration Sales Taxes State Excise
Goods & Passengers
Revenue
Fees

Others

Andhra Pradesh

64124
(13.8)

4393
(0.9)

48737
(10.5)

6250
(1.3)

3351
(0.7)

1392
(0.3)

Bihar

19961
(5.8)

2712
(0.8)

8453
(2.5)

3168
(0.9)

5186
(1.5)

441
(0.1)

Chhattisgarh

14343
(7.7)

990
(0.5)

7930
(4.3)

2549
(1.4)

1597
(0.9)

1277
(0.7)

Gujarat

56372
(7.4)

4749
(0.6)

40976
(5.4)

110
(0.0)

3116
(0.4)

7421
(1.0)

Haryana

25567
(6.6)

3202
(0.8)

16774
(4.3)

3697
(1.0)

1592
(0.4)

300
(0.1)

Jharkhand

9380
(5.4)

503
(0.3)

7305
(4.2)

628
(0.4)

496
(0.3)

448
(0.3)

Karnataka

62604
(10.2)

6189
(1)

33719
(5.5)

12828
(2.1)

6537
(1.1)

3330
(0.5)

Kerala

31995
(8.1)

2593
(0.7)

24885
(6.3)

1942
(0.5)

-

2575
(0.6)

Madhya Pradesh

33552
(7.7)

3400
(0.8)

16650
(3.8)

5907
(1.4)

4178
(1.0)

3417
(0.8)

Maharashtra

108598
(7.2)

18676
(1.2)

62530
(4.1)

10101
(0.7)

6337
(0.4)

10954
(0.7)

Odisha

16892
(6.2)

605
(0.2)

10729
(3.9)

1780
(0.7)

2473
(0.9)

1304
(0.5)

Punjab

24079
(7.6)

2500
(0.8)

14847
(4.7)

3765
(1.2)

-

2968
(0.9)

Rajasthan

33478
(6.5)

3125
(0.6)

21216
(4.1)

4982
(1.01)

2787
(0.5)

1368
(0.3)

Tamil Nadu

73718
(8.6)

8251
(1.0)

53532
(6.3)

5035
(0.6)

5526
(0.6)

1373
(0.2)

Uttar Pradesh

66582
(7.7)

9521
(1.1)

39645
(4.6)

11644
(1.3)

3442
(0.4)

2330
(0.3)

West Bengal

35831
(5.1)

4053
(0.6)

21931
(3.1)

3018
(0.4)

2350
(0.3)

4479
(0.6)

All-States

712419
(6.8)

77317
(0.7)

453938
(4.3)

81382
(0.8)

55288
(0.5)

44493
(0.4)

Source: Study of State Finances, Reserve Bank of India
Note: Figure in parentheses denotes ratio from GSDP.
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The sales taxes contribute major chunk of the
collections, no less than 50 percent of the own tax revenue in
any states, except Bihar and MP. More than 75 percent
revenues were collected from the sales taxes in Kerala and AP
and their sales tax–GSDP ratio were 10.5 and 6.3 respectively.
The lowest sales tax–GSDP ratios was registered in Bihar

(2.5), West Bengal (3.1), MP (3.8) and Odisha (3.9). The ﬁve
taxes – sales tax, stamp and registration fees, state excise,
taxes on vehicles and taxes on goods and passengers, together
contribute 99 percent in some states but no less than 90
percent in any major state of India. Sales tax is ahead of other
taxes in any state.

Own Non-Tax Revenue
The non-tax revenues of the state government are
collected under general, social and economic services. This
also includes interest receipts (loans and advances) and
dividends and proﬁts (Public Sector Undertakings).The

economic services are the most important source of non-tax
revenues especially in the mines and industrial states. The
share of general services in Kerala and Punjab are very high.
Collections from interest in AP, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu and
West Bengal are highest. Collections in social services are
high in UP, MP, Tamil Nadu and Haryana.

Table 4 shows the high non-tax collection either in
mineral rich states or in high-income states. The per-capita
non-tax revenue is lowest in Bihar (Rs. 148) and highest in

Chhattisgarh (Rs. 1997). All-state average is Rs. 1095. Nontax revenues also show that the resources are not evenly
distributed across the states.
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Table 4: Per-capita Non-tax Revenue in Major Indian States (2013-14)
(in Rs crore)
Interest
Receipts

Dividends &
Proﬁts

General
Services

Social Services

Economic
Services

State's Non-Tax
Revenue

Bihar

26

0

43

5

74

148

West Bengal

108

1

56

23

34

222

Karnataka

113

9

100

80

357

660

Uttar Pradesh

81

0

196

358

188

823

Maharashtra

350

2

99

158

401

1010

Madhya Pradesh

44

52

82

303

580

1061

Jharkhand

21

5

29

36

1046

1138

Punjab

63

1

699

175

213

1150

Gujarat

210

46

85

201

619

1161

Tamil Nadu

464

10

95

476

249

1295

Kerala

45

30

1266

126

202

1669

Andhra Pradesh

1022

7

84

221

495

1829

Haryana

430

3

231

666

633

1962

Rajasthan

313

4

196

103

1365

1980

Odisha

296

108

69

49

1475

1996

Chhattisgarh

149

6

36

48

1758

1997

All-States

225

14

161

190

505

1095

State

Source: Study of State Finances, Reserve Bank of India
CONCLUSION
Backward states are mostly land locked states, and so
could not avail the beneﬁt of economy reform. Low-income
states have structural complexity like high poverty incidence,
low per-capita income and revenue base. In terms of percapita, income of Maharashtra is 4 times more than the Bihar;
revenue of Tamil Nadu is double than Bihar; non-tax revenue
of Chhattisgarh is 10 times bigger than Bihar. Revenue of 28
percent manages the 37 percent of population residing in lowincome states. The states’ revenue has been growing faster
during post-VAT period while central transfers have increased

during 13th FC. Almost half of the revenue comes through
central transfers in low-income states. Own revenue is the
main source in high-income states. Major share of own taxes
is collected through sales tax. The share of non-tax revenue is
more in mineral rich and industrialised states. Most of the
poor states have low tax-GSDP ratio. This indicates the
untapped potential, weak administrative and ﬁnancial system
of revenue collectors and larger contribution of informal
economy. Inspite of these hardships, they evolved as better
and prudent ﬁnancial managers in the recent past which has
translated into high economic growth and elevated resources
base, though, still dependent on the central transfers.
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Fiscal Responsibility: Historical Perspective and Future Scenario
current spending…. the Government will run a surplus
on current budget.’
b)

The Sustainable Investment Rule: ‘Over the economic
cycle, the ratio of Net Public Sector

Debt to GDP will be set at a stable and prudent level,
deﬁned by the Chancellor as no more than 40% of GDP.’
The conservative party under the then P.M. David
Cameron was keen to eliminate budget deﬁcit by 2020 and
start running a surplus. Things have changed after Brexit and
the arrival of Theresa May as the new P.M. of UK. Even
before becoming the leader, Ms. Theresa May said that she
would no longer seek to reach a budget surplus by 2020,
abandoning Mr. Osborne’s pledge to more than balance the
books by the next election9.
Any attempt to incorporate the idea of ﬁxing ﬁscal
targets over an economic cycle (business cycle) should take
note of the ﬁnding in an article by Marc Aguiar and Gita
Gopinath, which is quoted by Dr. Rathin Roy10 in the Business
9

Standard dated 5thAugust 2016, that: “in emerging markets,
shocks to trend growth are the primary sources of ﬂuctuations,
rather than Business Cycles which involve transitory
ﬂuctuations around a stable trend.” Chasing a target for Fiscal
Deﬁcit over a Business Cycle in India may prove to be a
chimera. It may therefore be more appropriate to ﬁx annual
target for revenue and ﬁscal deﬁcit.
Any deviation from the targets ﬁxed under the revised
FRBM act, should be explained, with suﬃcient justiﬁcation,
to (a) the proposed autonomous body to review ﬁscal policy
of the government and (b) the parliament.
In order to enable the Parliament to hold substantive
discussion on the two main pillars of economic policy, that is
the monetary policy and ﬁscal policy, the annual report of the
Reserve Bank of India including recently instituted monetary
policy committee to decide on the policy rates and the
proposed autonomous council to review ﬁscal performance
could be taken up together for comprehensive discussion in
the parliament.

Toby Helm; Observer Political Editor in Guardian, dated 18th Sept.2016.
Dr. Rathin Roy’s article in the Business Standard dated 5th August 2016.
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What Bihar Gained
from 14th Finance
Commission:
An Analysis
1

-Dr. Barna Ganguli

Abstract
The article identiﬁes Bihar government's responses to the Fourteenth
Finance Commission as a result of changes in the tied, untied and
overall transfers from the union government. It argues that even after
including inﬂation, there is, in fact, a bulky increase in devolution of
central resources to Bihar, but the increase in total devolution is a myth.
While the states' shares of divisible pool have indeed gone up, their
shares of grants, plan plus non-plan, have come down drastically, hardly
reﬂecting any increase in the total resources transferred.

The writer is presently a faculty member in
the Centre for Economic Policy and Public
Introduction:
Finance (CEPPF) at the Asian Development
Research Institute (ADRI), Patna. She has
ecently, co-operative federalism is a subject of topical interest in
been engaged in social science research for
India. Arrangements for ﬁnance are more complicated in a
nearly a decade and her areas of interest
federal set up than in a unitary form of government. A federal
are- human development, environment,
system creates a multiple polity based on divided functions and powers
public ﬁnance, rural economics and
among central, state and local governments. States in India have been
regional economics. She has the
plagued by recurrent and severe ﬁnancial crisis from the mid-eighties.
experience of working in various
Mismanagement of ﬁnances by the State governments is the reason for the
evaluation and research projects in
crisis, most often highlighted during various discussions. The role of the
Bihar. She has been actively associated
Central government, pivotal under the existing Centre-State pecuniary
with preparation of reports of
relationship, is seldom mentioned as a possible reason, though it has been well
Economic Survey of Bihar, State
established that the Indian federal state is only a semi federal one and the
Finance Commission and other
existing constitutional allocation of ﬁnancial powers between the Centre and the
projects of the departments.
States is heavily skewed in favour of the former. It is well established that the
Indian Constitution places considerable constraints on the States’ capacity for
* * *
resource mobilisation while saddling them with enormous expenditure
¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯
responsibilities. The Constitution of India, however, envisaged a rather unique
ﬁscal transfer mechanism to transfer adequate funds from the Central government
to the States, taking into account the disproportion between the ﬁnancial powers
and expenditure responsibilities of the two tiers of the government. In this
backdrop, the present article tries to analyse the recommendations of the Fourteenth
Finance Commission (FC14), with reference to Bihar.

R
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Views expressed are personal.

What Bihar Gained from 14th Finance Commission: An Analysis

Overview of Bihar Economy:
Bihar had a glorious past but today due to political and
socio-economic changes, the state stands in the lowest rung of
development. In this tug of war of development, Bihar lost the
game and is now counted as a underdeveloped state with a per
capita income of Rs. 16,801 in 2014-15 which is 4.3 times less
than the income of Maharashtra (Rs. 72,200 in 2014-15) and
Haryana (Rs. 71,493). Bihar is located in the eastern part of
the country and is an entirely land–locked state, although the
outlet to the sea through the port of Kolkata is not far away.
Bihar lies mid-way between the humid West Bengal in the
east and the sub humid Uttar Pradesh in the west which
provides it with a transitional position with respect to climate,
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economy and culture. It is surrounded by Nepal in the north
and by Jharkhand in the south. The Bihar plain is separated
into two unequal halves by river Ganga which ﬂows through
the middle from west to east. Table 1 shows that over the
period of 5 to10 years, there has been tremendous change in
state's performance. The last column shows increase or
decrease over the period. In economic indicators like Gross
State Domestic Product (GSDP) and Per capita income, there
is a two fold increase. The social indicators like total fertility
rate, infant mortality rate, maternal mortality rate etc. show
negative change which means, they decreasing over the
period. On the other hand, there is 16.8 percentage points
increase in literacy, 65.2 percent points in roads and 58.1
percent points in electricity.

Table1: Socio-Economic change in Bihar
Earlier

Current

Increase /
Decrease

GSDP at Constant (2004-05) Prices (2004-05 & 2014-15) (Rs. lakh crore)

0.78

1.90

2.44

Per Capita Income (Rs.) (2004-05 and 2014-15)

7914

16801

2.12

Particulars
Socio-Economic Indicators

Growth Rate of State Income (2004-05 to 2014-15)

10.0

Density of Population per Sq. km (2001 and 2011)

880

Decadal Growth of Population (2001-2011)

1106

226

25.4

Literacy Rate (2001 and 2011)

47.0

63.8

16.8

Life Expectancy at Birth (2001-05 and 2006-10)

61.0

65.8

4.8

Infant Mortality Rate (2005 and 2013)

61

42

-19

Maternal Mortality Rates (2004-06 and 2011-13)

312

208

-104

Poverty Ratio (2004-05 and 2011-12)

54.4

33.7

-20.7

Human Development Index (2011)

0.367

0.447

0.080

Total Fertility Rate (2005 and 2013)

4.3

3.5

-0.8

Crude Birth Rate (2005 and 2013)

30.2

27.6

-2.6

Children 12-23 months fully immunized (%) (2002-04 and 2008-09)

20.7

49.0

28.3

Road length per 100 Sq. km (2004-05 and 2012-13)

127.6

192.8

65.2

Per Capita Electricity Consumption (Kwt) (2004-05 and 2012-13)

85.9

144.0

58.1

Source: Compiled by Author
Bihar Budget: Brief Information
Management of ﬁnances is a prime requirement of an
economically backward state like Bihar. Such management
generates future conﬁdence by strengthening the
government’s capacity for policy implementation. Allocation

of resources to diﬀerent activities strictly according to
economic and social priorities and monitoring the outcome of
all public expenditure are essential functions of any
government. In this direction, the state government has
already made some signiﬁcant progress by improving the
quality of expenditure and increasing the revenue, including

Dr. Barna Ganguli
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the revenues from its own sources. The capital outlay has
continuously been increased for the much-needed
investments in infrastructure. Table 2 shows the increase in
total receipts between 2002-03 and 2013-14. From this table,
one can see that the state is prudently managing its ﬁnancial
aﬀairs. A 7 fold increase in own tax and a 6 folds increase in
revenue receipts, fortiﬁes the fact.

For Bihar, the dependency on the Central government
for meeting its expenditure needs is very high. Around 59.7
percent from central transfers and 12.7 percent from grantsin-aid used to come to the state in 2002-03 as per Finance
Commission recommendations. Even after 11 years, the
picture remains the same and a major chunk of revenue
receipts comes from the Centre. In 2013-14 too, 50.5 percent
came from Centre as state’s share in divisible taxes and 18
percent as grants-in-aid.

Table 2: Financing the Budget
Rs. in Crore

Particulars

2002-03

2013-14

Own Tax

2761

19961

Own Non-Tax

261

Share in Central Tax

Fold
Increased

Share in percent
2002-03

2013-14

7

25.2

29.0

1545

6

2.4

2.2

6549

34829

5

59.7

50.5

Grants-in-Aid

1397

12584

9

12.7

18.3

Revenue Receipts

10968

68919

6

72.2

87.4

Public Debt

4197

9907

2

99.6

99.8

16

15

1

0.4

0.2

Capital Receipts

4213

9922

2

27.8

12.6

Total Receipts

15181

78841

5

100.0

100.0

Rec. of Loans & Adv.

Source: Compiled by Author
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For setting up a macro-economic framework, ﬁscal
targets and the level of expenditures compatible with these
targets are needed. As seen from Table 3, between 2002-03
and 2013-14, there has been a 14 fold increase in plan
expenditure, denoting 26.5 percentage points increase in
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share, for the said period. Revenue expenditure and capital
outlay also show 5 and 14 fold increase in the span of 11 years.
Prudent management of scarce resources is the need of proper
budgeting and Government of Bihar has already proved this
by planned expenditures and accurate foresights of earnings.

Table 3: Budgetary Expenditures
Rs. in Crore

Particulars

Share in percent

2002-03

2013-14

Fold
Increased

Plan

2381

33678

14

15.4

41.9

Non Plan

13124

46728

4

84.6

58.1

Development

8929

54456

6

57.6

67.7

Non-Development

6574

25949

4

42.4

32.3

Salary

7346

23532

3

47.4

29.3

Non-Salary

8160

56873

7

52.6

70.7

Revenue

12255

62477

5

79.0

77.7

Interest Payments

3022

5459

2

19.5

6.8

Capital Outlay

970

14001

14

6.3

17.4

Repay. of Public Debt

1533

3120

2

9.9

3.9

Repay. of Loan & Adv.

747

807

1

4.8

1.0

15505

80405

5

100.0

100.0

Total Expenditure

2002-03

2013-14

Source: Compiled by Author
Objectives of the State:
The discrimination that Bihar has suﬀered has a long
history, starting from the colonial period and continuing even
after the independence. During the colonial period, the overall
Indian economy had indeed stagnated, but a few enclaves that
the British had cared to develop were port cities or defence
centers. Unfortunately, being a land-locked state and without
any major defence station, Bihar remained one of the poorest
regions of colonial India. A second important factor that led to
the backwardness of Bihar during the colonial period was the
character of land settlement in the region, viz. the Permanent
Settlement. The Zamindars, who acted as middlemen had sole
interest in extracting rent, and were wholly ignorant of
agricultural growth and any social development. The system
was also devoid of any incentive structure for generation of
agricultural surplus that could become the basis for primary
accumulation to start with, and later an impetus for the
diversiﬁcation of the subsistence agricultural economy.

Even after independence, the development strategy of
the central government had implied continued negligence of
the economic interest of Bihar. Among others, one policy of
the central government that had the most negative impact on
the economic development of Bihar was the Freight
Equalisation Policy, which ensured that the two basic inputs
for industrialization (coal and steel) were available
throughout the country at the same price, ignoring their
freight costs. This policy forestalled any vision of economic
growth of Bihar through investments, either local or from
outside the state. It actually accentuated the extant inequality
in regional distribution of industrial growth, through a
deliberate and serious distortion of the comparative cost
advantage of Bihar, using freight equalized basic inputs for
industrialization throughout the country. For obvious reasons,
the policy facilitated the process of industrial agglomeration
in those regions of the country which were already
industrialized. At one end, the already industrially developed
regions did not have to face the cost disabilities owing to their
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distance from the location of sources of key inputs and, on the
other, regions like Bihar had to face the historical
disadvantage of having poor industrial infrastructure. Finally,
the last blow was given to the economy of Bihar by the
bifurcation of Jharkhand in 2000. Demographically, the
present Bihar has 75 percent of population of the erstwhile
Bihar, but only 54 percent of the land area, resulting in a
severe deterioration of the land-man ratio.
The state is struggling hard to pull through these
shortcomings. The main objectives set by the state are:
Maintenance of Growth Momentum: Even after so
many hurdles, the state has managed to maintain a growth rate
of 10.52 percent during 2005-06 to 2014-15, at constant
prices. This has been achieved by a higher mobilization of
internal resources by the state government at one end, and an
emphasis on development-oriented expenditure on the other.
However, to maintain this growth momentum in the long run,
the internal eﬀorts of the state government need to be
complemented by a conscious and progressive support of the
central government. The Finance Commission
recommendations are obviously one of the principal means
through which the central government could help Bihar and
other disadvantaged states to attain their development goals
and, thereby, gradually reduce regional disparity in India.
Faster Social Development: State is committed to
social development. The progress that has been achieved in
recent decades—are tied intrinsically to the prudent
management of scarce ﬁnance. The prospects for inclusive
growth, equal access to social protection, and broader
sustainable development are guided by investments in health
care and education, and sociopolitical and economic stability.
In the decades ahead, diverse population dynamics have the
potential to further exacerbate inequalities. Unplanned
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urbanization, and rapid population growth, as well as
population ageing, will put major stress on state and local
infrastructures and public ﬁnance, as well as care giving,
health and education systems. To address these challenges
and maintain its development pace, the state needs ﬁnancial
support.
Strengthening of Infrastructural Base: Challenges to
the states for improving access to sound infrastructure, decent
employment, and reducing vulnerability to pollution, natural
disasters and other risks, loom large. The state needs
restructuring of networks of roads, power, buildings,
drainage, training institutions, universities, colleges both
technical and general, etc. As a result of bifurcation, the
infrastructure base for the present Bihar has worsened.
Despite sincere eﬀorts made by the state government, the state
is much behind the national average in terms of average road
length per lakh population (138.7 kms. against all-India ﬁgure
of 142.7 kms) (2011). The road length per 100 sq.kms. is also
less (119.72 kms.) than the all India average (127.76 kms.).
The power and energy scenario is also grim with per capita
power consumption being 122 kwh, as against the national
average of 779 kwh (2009-10)2. Thus, the state has weak
infrastructural base and needs ﬁscal assistance.
Resource Mapping for Bihar: As mentioned earlier, the
state government is substantially dependent on Central
government for revenue receipts. Table 4 shows resource
mapping for Bihar in the award period of Fourteenth Finance
Commission (FC 14). It is clear that even after devolution of
Rs. 410.5 thousand crore between 2015 - 2020, still there is a
resource gap of Rs. 328 thousand crore. So even after
following all ﬁscal disciplines and proper budget
maintenance, the state lags behind due to step motherly
attitude of the Centre.

Memorandum by the Government of Bihar, Department of Finance, GoB
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Table 4: Resource Mapping for Bihar (2015-20)

2015-16

135.2

30.0

18.4

48.4

-86.8

59.2

Gap after FC14
Devolution
(In Rs. '000 crore)
-27.5

2016-17

167.0

35.5

21.0

56.5

-110.5

69.4

-41.0

2017-18

207.8

42.1

24.9

67.0

-140.8

80.2

-60.6

2018-19

257.3

50.0

31.6

81.6

-175.7

92.7

-83.0

2019-20

321.0

59.8

36.4

96.3

-224.8

108.3

-116.4

Total

1088.3

217.5

132.3

349.8

-738.5

410.5

-328.0

Year

Total Budget State’s Own
Size
Revenue

Permitted
Borrowing

State’s Own
Resources

Resource
Gap

FC14
Devolution

Source: Calculated by Author
Finance Commission follows two steps to devolve fund
from Centre to State:

government to carry out speciﬁc purpose transfers to the
states.

(1) Vertical devolution (devolution of funds from center
to state) :The FC14 recommended that the share of divisible
pool in the gross revenue of the central government should be
42 percent, increasing it from 32 percent, as recommended by
the FC13. According to them, this would serve the twin
objectives of increasing the ﬂow of unconditional transfers to
the states and yet leave appropriate ﬁscal space for central

(2) Horizontal Devolution (across the states): The
proposed horizontal formula is for the distribution of the
states’ share in divisible pool among the states. The main
objective is to mitigate ﬁscal imbalances between the states.
FFC introduced forest cover as a new criterion in horizontal
distribution. Table 5 shows tax devolution criteria in
successive Finance Commissions.

Table 5: Tax Devolution Criteria
Criteria

FC11

FC12

FC13

FC14

Vertical Devolution

28.5

30.5

32.0

42.0

Horizontal Devolution
Population 1971

10.0

25.0

25.0

17.5

–

–

–

10.0

Income Distance

62.5

50.0

–

50.0

Area

7.5

10.0

10.0

15.0

Index of Infrastructure

7.5

–

–

–

Tax Eﬀort

5.0

7.5

–

–

Fiscal Discipline

7.5

7.5

17.5

–

Fiscal Capacity Distance

–

–

47.5

–

Forest Cover

–

–

–

7.5

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Demographic Change

Total

Source: Diﬀerent Finance Commission Reports
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Scenario in the successive Finance Commissions:
The shares of major states in the total devolution
through the last three ﬁnance commissions are shown in
Table7. The indiﬀerence towards Bihar is very much evident
by the shares in tax devolution through the last three ﬁnance

commission transfers. It could be seen that in the Central
divisible pool, Bihar’s share decreased from 11.028 percent
during the award period of TFC to 9.665 percent in the award
period of FFC. Similarly, share in service tax also declined
from 11.173 percent to 9.787 percent in FFC.

Table 6: Tax Shares among the major States
FC12
State

FC13

FC14

Union Taxes
(excluding
Service Taxes)

Service Taxes

Union Taxes
(excluding
Service Taxes)

Service
Taxes

Union Taxes
(excluding
Service Taxes)

Service Taxes

7.356
11.028
2.654
3.569
1.075
3.361
4.459
2.665
6.711
4.997
5.161
1.299
5.609
5.305
19.264
7.057

7.453
11.173
2.689
3.616
1.089
3.405
4.518
2.700
6.799
5.063
5.229
1.316
5.683
5.374
19.517
7.150

6.937
10.917
2.470
3.041
1.048
2.802
4.328
2.341
7.120
5.199
4.779
1.389
5.853
4.969
19.677
7.264

7.047
11.089
2.509
3.089
1.064
2.846
4.397
2.378
7.232
5.281
4.855
1.411
5.945
5.047
19.987
7.379

4.305
9.665
3.080
3.084
1.084
3.139
4.713
2.500
7.548
5.521
4.642
1.577
5.495
4.023
17.959
7.324

4.398
9.787
3.166
3.172
1.091
3.198
4.822
2.526
7.727
5.674
4.744
1.589
5.647
4.104
18.205
7.423

Andhra Pradesh
Bihar
Chhattisgarh
Gujarat
Haryana
Jharkhand
Karnataka
Kerala
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Orissa
Punjab
Rajasthan
Tamil Nadu
Uttar Pradesh
West Bengal

Source: Diﬀerent Finance Commission Reports
Who beneﬁted actually?
Finance commission is meant for equalization of public
services across the states. So, according to the principle, the
least developed states should get higher share compared to
highly developed states. But the real scenario is quite
diﬀerent. The states which are developed in social and
economic ﬁelds and have high per capita income are gaining

most compared to other developing states. States like
Maharashtra, Kerala and Punjab are in the list of most
beneﬁted states, states like Haryana, Gujarat are included in
the list of average beneﬁtted and except Tamil Nadu, all states
in least beneﬁted list are poor states having low per capita
income. Table 7 shows the increase and decrease share of the
states in FC13 and Fc14.

What Bihar Gained from 14th Finance Commission: An Analysis
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Table 7: Inter se FC Devolution to Major Indian States

Union Taxes
(excluding
Service
Taxes)

Service
Taxes

Total Tax

Grants-in-aid

Total

Increase/
Decrease

745.2

1324.3

330.8

1655.2

133.1

1788.3

140.0

Tamil Nadu

83.4

127.5

32.0

159.5

10.5

170.0

103.7

Bihar

172.9

306.3

76.2

382.5

26.9

409.5

136.8

Uttar Pradesh

312.1

569.2

141.7

711.0

50.7

761.6

144.0

Rajasthan

97.8

174.2

44.0

218.1

24.7

242.9

148.2

Orissa

79.0

147.1

36.9

184.1

20.3

204.3

158.7

Average Beneﬁted
States

382.2

752.9

188.7

941.6

105.0

1046.5

173.8

Haryana

19.5

34.4

8.5

42.9

7.9

50.8

160.8

Gujarat

53.8

97.8

24.7

122.4

19.7

142.1

164.3

Karnataka

74.4

149.4

37.5

186.9

17.2

204.1

174.4

West Bengal

118.0

232.1

57.8

289.9

35.9

325.8

176.1

Madhya Pradesh

116.6

239.2

60.2

299.4

24.3

323.7

177.6

Most Beneﬁted States

247.6

501.3

125.8

627.1

82.8

709.9

186.7

Punjab

25.7

50.0

12.4

62.4

9.0

71.4

177.8

Maharashtra

91.7

175.0

44.2

219.2

36.7

255.8

179.0

Jharkhand

47.9

99.5

24.9

124.4

10.3

134.7

181.3

Kerala

40.3

79.2

19.7

98.9

18.5

117.4

191.0

Chhattisgarh

42.0

97.6

24.6

122.3

8.4

130.7

211.2

1706.7

3169.7

778.5

3948.2

311.6

4259.8

149.6

In Rs. 000’ crore

FC13

Least Beneﬁted States

All India

Source: Diﬀerent Finance Commission Reports
The amount of transfers recommended by Fourteenth
Finance Commission for Bihar from the central divisible pool
of taxes during its award period, i.e. from 2015-16 to 2019-20
is shown in Table 8. Of the total Rs. 20.95 lakh crore to be
transferred, Bihar’s share will be a total of Rs. 3.84 lakh crore
spread over ﬁve years. Total devolution of central resources to
a state comes through its share of divisible pool of taxes and
central grants, both for plan and non-plan purposes. Total
devolution to Bihar during 2010-15 was Rs. 2, 28,072 crore
—Rs. 1,72,944 crore by Finance Commission
recommendations and the rest being plan grants. In contrast,

3

Fourteenth Finance Commission recommended a total
devolution of Rs. 3,83,854 crore during its award period
2015-20, excluding grants for local bodies amounting to
Rs. 21,057 crore. Even after factoring inﬂation, this
apparently represents a bulky increase in devolution of central
resources to Bihar, but the increase in total devolution is a
myth. While the states’ shares of divisible pool have indeed
gone up, their shares of grants, plan plus non-plan, have come
down drastically, reﬂecting hardly any increase in the total
resources transferred3.

Economic Survey of Bihar,2015-16, Finance Department, Government of Bihar
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Table 8: Transfers Recommended by Fourteenth Finance Commission
(Rs. Crore)
Sl.
No.

Particulars

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Total

Total for All states
A

Total Central Taxes

5,79,282

6,68,425

7,72,304

8,93,430

10,34,745

39,48,186

B

Service Taxes

2,56,116

3,03,721

3,60,174

4,27,119

5,06,508

18,53,638

3,23,166

3,64,704

4,12,130

4,66,311

5,28,237

20,94,548

(A-B)

Share of Bihar
Central Taxes Without Service
Taxes (9.665 %)

31,234

35,249

39,832

45,069

51,054

2,02,438

Service Taxes (9.787%)

25,066

29,725

35,250

41,802

49,572

1,81,416

Total Share

56,300

64,974

75,083

86,871

1,00,626

3,83,854

Source: Annual Report, Department of Finance, GOB
Conclusion:
The dilemma of cooperative federalism by FFC and
renewed impetus for the states to have larger control over its
desired ﬁscal direction, priorities, and areas of improvement,

needs to be sorted out. In reality, allocation pattern of ﬁnance
commissions is adding up to inequity between states. In order
to strengthen the states authentically, the FC should set some
special horizontal criteria for backward states that are lagging
behind in the race of development.
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The paper examines alternative source of ﬁnancial
resources in terms of municipal bonds which have been
ﬂoated by select urban local bodies since 1997. However, the
market for such bonds has not developed. The paper examines
some of the reasons for the non-development of the municipal
bond markets – number of instruments oﬀered annually as
well as outstanding; rating of such instruments; institutions

that oﬀer municipal bonds; and the regularity and supervisory
institutions monitoring the ﬂoatation of such bonds. Finally,
the paper suggests that pooling of needs for ﬂoatation of
municipal bonds can be consolidated at the national level and
bonds can be ﬂoated by the national body, in a joint family
system, and proceeds distributed to the respective urban local
bodies.
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The 14th FC has recommended substantial enhancement of 10
percentage points. It is the biggest ever increase in vertical tax
devolution from centre to states. There has been a percentage increase
of 49.85 percent in 2015-16 over 2014-15. However, increase in total
transfer to states has been of the order of 21.29 percent. Therefore, net
gain to states depends on decline of plan assistance.

I

ndia is a federal country with a strong Centre. The Constitution of
India provides for the levying of certain taxes by the Central
Government and others being levied by State Governments.
Although states raise their own revenue (tax and non-tax), these are not
adequate to meet their requirements. This necessitates the transfer of
resources from the Central Government to states in the form of devolution,
grants and loans based on certain criteria.

The Finance Commission is a constitutional body formulated under Article
280 of the Constitution. It is constituted every ﬁve years to review the status
of ﬁnances of the Union and the States. It makes recommendations regarding
the devolution of taxes (divisible pool) between the Centre and the States. The
divisible pool includes all central taxes excluding surcharges, cess and cost of
tax collection under Article 270, which are known as non-plan assistance. In
addition, resources are also transferred to States in the form of Plan grants
consisting of Normal Central Assistance, b) Additional Central Assistance and
c) Special Central Assistance for NER and hilly areas. Plan grants are also
transferred through central ministries in accordance with guidelines of various
Centrally Sponsored Schemes and Central Schemes.

* * *
¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯
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Implications of Recommendations of 14th Finance Commission for State Finances

Fourteenth Finance Commission (14th FC)

Ÿ

The 14th FC has made its recommendations for the
period 2015-16 to 2019-20. Some of the major
recommendations are as follows:
Ÿ

The share of the states in the central divisible pool has
substantially enhanced to 42 per cent from the 32
percent (13th FC).

50

A new horizontal formula has been devised for the
distribution of the states’ share in divisible pool among
the states. The 14th FC has incorporated two new
variables:

2011 population and forest cover and excluded the ﬁscal
discipline variable in relation to the 13th FC (Table 1).

Table 1: Horizontal Devolution Formula: 13th and 14th Finance Commissions
Variable/
Weights
Accorded

Population
(1971)

Population
(2011)

Fiscal
capacity/
Income
distance

Area

Forest Cover

Fiscal
Discipline

Total

13th FC

25

-

47.5

10

-

17.5

100

14th FC

17.5

10

50

15

7.5

-

100

Source: 13th and 14th Finance Commissions Reports
Ÿ

Several other types of transfers have been recommended
including grants to rural and urban local bodies, a
performance grant along with grants for disaster relief and
revenue deﬁcit.

Total Transfer to States: Implication for State Finances
The period of 13th FC ended in 2014-15. The ﬁrst year
of 14th FC also ended in 2015-16. Hence, it is appropriate
time to assess increase in 2010-11 over 2009-10 (ﬁrst year of
13th FC over the terminal year of 12th FC). It is also
appropriate to assess increase in 2015-16 (ﬁrst year of 14th
FC) over 2014-15 (the last year of 13th FC).
Increase in 14th Finance Commission
The 13th FC had recommended an increase of 1.5 per
cent from 30.5 per cent to 32 per cent. As a result, states’ share
of taxes and duties went up from Rs. 1.65 lakh crore in 200910 (terminal year of 12th FC) to Rs. 2.19 lakh crore in 201011 (ﬁrst year of 13th FC). The increase has been reported at
33.05 percent in states’ share of taxes. However, total transfer
has increased from Rs. 3.08 lakh crore in 2009-10 to Rs. 3.79

lakh crore in 2010-11. Hence, the percentage increase in case
of total transfer has reported at 23.10 percent (Table 2).
The 14th FC has recommended enhancement of share
of the states in the central divisible pool to 42 percent from 32
percent (13th FC). The substantial enhancement of 10
percentage points is the biggest ever increase in vertical tax
devolution from centre to states. As a result of the
recommendation of the 14th FC, there has been an increase in
the tax devolution from Rs. 3.38 lakh crore in 2014-15 to Rs.
5.06 lakh crore in 2015-16, indicating an increase of 1.68 lakh
crore and the percentage increase of 49.85 percent. However,
total transfer has increased to Rs. 8.17 lakh crore in 2015-16
from Rs. 6.74 lakh crore in 2014-15. The net percentage
increase of states’ share in total transfer has been reported at
21.29 percent during the same period. Compared to increase
in taxes of 49.85 percent, the total transfer is of the order of
21.29 percent and the reduced total transfer is due to reduction
in Plan assistance. The likely increase in states’ share of taxes
and duties has been reported at Rs. 0.64 lakh crore and total
transfer has been worked out at Rs. 1.01 lakh crore in 2016-17
(BE) over 2015-16 (prov.).

Dr. Md. Nazmuddin
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Table 2: Comparing Structure of Transfer: Pre-and Post- 13 FC and 14 FC
12 FC

13 FC

14 FC

2009-10

2010-11

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Actual

Actual

Act.

Prov.

BE

1

States’ Share of Taxes and Duties

164831

219303

337808

506193

570337

2

Grants

142964

159585

336088

311198

347756

2.1

Non -plan grants

45946

49790

77198

105366

118356

2.2

Central assistance for state and UT plans

72543

79189

258890

205832

229400

2.3

Assistance for centrally-sponsored schemes

24475

30606

0

0

0

Total transfers (1 + 2)

307795

378888

673896

817391

918093

Transfer to States: Percentage Increase (%)
2010-11 over 2011-12 over 2015-16 over 2016-17 over
2009-10
2010-11
2014-15
2015-16
1

States’ share of taxes and duties

33.05

14.24

49.85

12.67

2

Grants

11.63

11.43

-7.41

11.75

2.1

Non -plan grants

8.37

3.48

36.49

12.33

2.2

Central assistance for state and UT plans

9.16

8.94

-20.49

11.45

2.3

Assistance for centrally sponsored schemes

25.05

30.78

-

-

Total transfers (1 + 2)

23.10

13.05

21.29

12.32

Source: Receipt Budget 2016-17 and Accounts of Union Government 2015-16, p. 38
Compositional Shift: Of the total resources transferred to
states from the Union, about 68.48 percent was non plan
transfer on the basis of Finance Commission and 31.52
percent was the Plan transfer, which was distributed to states
as per Gadgil-Mukherjee formula in 2009-10. In 2014-15,
non-plan transfer was 61.58 percent and that of plan transfer
was 38.42 percent. Due to higher percentage of tax devolution
as a result of the recommendations of 14th FC, the share of
unconditional non-plan transfer increased to 74.82 percent,

while conditional transfer declined to 25.18 percent in 201516 (Table 3). It is estimated that the non-plan transfer is likely
to increase further to 75.01 percent and conversely plan
transfer is likely to decline to 24.99 percent in 2016-17 (BE).
With the constitution of NITI Aayog (in place of erstwhile
Planning Commission), it is likely that plan transfer to states
will decline substantially. Therefore, net gain to states as a
result of recommendation of 14th FC depends on decline of
plan assistance.

Table 3: Transfer to States: Compositional Shifts (%)
Sl.
No.

Parameter

2009-10

2010-11

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Actual

Actual

Act.

Prov.

BE

1

States’ share of taxes and duties

53.55

57.88

50.13

61.93

62.12

2

Non -plan grants

14.93

13.14

11.46

12.89

12.89

3

Central assistance for states and UT plans

23.57

20.90

38.42

25.18

24.99

4

Assistance for centrally sponsored schemes

7.95

8.08

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.1

Non Plan Assistance (1+2)

68.48

71.02

61.58

74.82

75.01

5.2

Plan Assistance (3+4)

31.52

28.98

38.42

25.18

24.99

Total

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

Source: Author’s Calculation

Implications of Recommendations of 14th Finance Commission for State Finances

Transfer as a Percent of GDP: As discussed above, the
higher tax devolution recommended by the 14th FC is not
revenue neutral. It has enhanced resources at the disposal of
the States. However, a better indicator will be transfer as a
percentage of GDP. The states’ share of taxes and duties as a
percentage of GDP was 2.71 percent in 2014-15, increased to
3.73 percent in 2015-16 and likely to increase further to 3.79
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percent in 2016-17 (BE). Likewise, total transfer as a
percentage of GDP was 5.40 percent in 2014-15, increased to
6.02 percent in 2015-16 and likely to increase further to 6.09
percent in 2016-17 (BE). However, Plan grant as a percentage
of GDP was 2.07 percent in 2014-15, and declined to 1.52
percent in 2015-16.

Table 4: Transfer to States as Percentage of Gross Domestic Product
Parameter

Increase in
percentage
points

2009-10
Act.

2010-11
Act.

2014-15
Act.

2015-16
Prov.

2016 -17
BE

GDP (Rs. lakh crore)

64.78

77.84

124.88

135.76

States’ share of taxes and duties (%)

2.54

2.82

2.71

3.73

1.02

3.79

Non Plan Grant (%)

3.25

3.46

3.32

4.50

1.18

4.57

Plan Grant (%)

1.50

1.41

2.07

1.52

-0.55

1.52

Total Transfer (%)

4.75

4.87

5.40

6.02

0.62

6.09

150.65

Source: Author’s Calculation
State-wise Financial Implication of 14th Finance
Commission
In the ﬁrst year of 13th FC, the increase in devolution of
states’ share in 2010-11 over 2009-10 has been worked out at
Rs. 0.55 lakh crore. So percentage increase has been reported
at 33.05 percent. In terms of percentage increase, the biggest
gainer under GCS was Punjab (42.67 percent). Other major
gainers were Madhya Pradesh (41.56 percent in 2010-11 over
2009-10). The third largest gainer was Rajasthan (39.23
percent). Under the SCS, major gainers were Himachal
Pradesh (99.61 percent), Manipur (66.21 percent) and Jammu
and Kashmir (63.15 percent). It should be noted that the 5th
FC (1969) accorded special status to 3 states on the basis of
harsh terrain, backwardness and social problems prevailing in
the states. Thereafter, the number of such states increased to
11, including Arunachal Pradesh.
All states stand to gain from 14th FC transfers.
Economic Survey has estimated total increase in 14th FC
transfer in 2015-16 over 2014-15 at Rs. 2.04 lakh crore
including both from tax devolution and FC grants (Economic
Survey 2014-15, Vol – I, page 132). As per the latest available
information, the devolution of taxes to states has increased
from Rs. 3.39 lakh crore in 2014-15 to Rs. 5.06 lakh crore in
2105-16. So, the increase has been worked out at Rs. 1.66 lakh
crore (devolution of state’s share in taxes and duties only) in

the ﬁrst year of 14th FC and percentage increase is 49.85
percent. State-wise analysis indicates that the biggest gainer
is Uttar Pradesh (17.97 percent i.e., Rs. 90974 crore) under
GCS. However, the increase in Uttar Pradesh slightly
moderated compared to 13th FC, where average share was
19.72 percent (Rs. 55666 crore, 5 yearly average). Other
major gainers are Bihar (9.66 percent, Rs. 48923 crore) in
2015-16 (RE), where its share in 13th FC was 10.94 percent
(Rs. 30884 crore). The third largest gainer is Madhya Pradesh
in 14th FC with state share was 7.59 percent (Rs. 38398 crore)
where its average share in 13th FC was 7.14 percent (Rs.
20142 crore). Under the SCS, major gainers in 14th FC are
Assam with state share of 3.32 percent and followed by
Jammu and Kashmir with state share of 1.54 percent (Rs.
7813 crore).
Beneﬁts: Beneﬁt or additional increase in 2015-16 over
2014-15 has been reported at Rs. 1.66 lakh crore. With a share
of 14.40 percent, the biggest gainer is Uttar Pradesh (Rs.
23999 crore). However, the percentage share declined from
19.72 percent (5 yearly average) in 2010-11 to 14.40 percent
in 2015-16. The second largest gainer is Madhya Pradesh (Rs.
14164), and share has also gone up to 8.50 percent from 7.14
percent in 13th FC. Like Uttar Pradesh, the share of Bihar in
additional increase has declined to 7.05 per cent in 2015-16
from 10.94 per cent in 2010-11.
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Table 4: States’ Share of Taxes and Duties during 14th Finance Commission
Rs. crore
States

2014-15
Act

2015-16
RE

%
increase

Share in
Total

Beneﬁts
(Rs. crore)

PCB
(Rs.)

Share in
Total

Devolution
as % of
GSDP

2016-17
BE

Andhra Pradesh

13765

21894

59.06

4.33

8129

961

4.88

4.11

24637

Bihar

37158

48923

31.66

9.66

11765

1130

7.06

11.91

55234

8407

15716

86.94

3.10

7309

2861

4.39

7.05

17644

905

1924

112.50

0.38

1018

6981

0.61

4.22

2157

Gujarat

10351

15690

51.59

3.10

5340

883

3.20

1.75

17669

Haryana

3567

5496

54.09

1.09

1929

761

1.16

1.24

6189

Jharkhand

9537

15969

67.44

3.15

6432

1950

3.86

7.23

17956

Karnataka

14732

23983

62.80

4.74

9252

1514

5.55

2.64

26979

7968

12691

59.27

2.51

4723

1414

2.83

2.44

14282

Madhya Pradesh

24234

38398

58.45

7.59

14164

1950

8.50

8.51

43211

Maharashtra

17696

28106

58.83

5.55

10410

926

6.25

1.57

31627

Orissa

16267

23574

44.92

4.66

7307

1741

4.38

7.61

26568

Punjab

4728

8009

69.40

1.58

3281

1183

1.97

2.18

9005

Rajasthan

19922

27916

40.13

5.51

7994

1166

4.80

4.56

31478

Tamil Nadu

16913

20354

20.35

4.02

3441

477

2.06

1.82

23018

9847

12351

25.43

2.44

2504

-

1.50

2.37

13955

Uttar Pradesh

66974

90974

35.83

17.97

23999

1201

14.40

8.73

102650

West Bengal

24725

37164

50.31

7.34

12439

1363

7.46

-

41861

General Category

307694

449131

45.97

88.73

141437

1268

100

3.60

506121

Arunachal Pradesh

1116

7076

534.13

1.40

5960

43062

3.58

43.01

7869

12348

16785

35.93

3.32

4436

1422

2.66

8.60

18938

Himachal Pradesh

2658

3611

35.85

0.71

953

1388

0.57

3.57

4075

Jammu & Kashmir

4456

7813

75.34

1.54

3357

2677

2.01

7.61

8892

Manipur

1535

3142

104.72

0.62

1607

5628

0.96

-

3524

Meghalaya

1389

3276

135.89

0.65

1887

6362

1.13

13.02

3669

Mizoram

915

2348

156.49

0.46

1433

13060

0.86

20.49

2627

Nagaland

1068

2541

137.84

0.50

1472

7440

0.88

14.33

2845

Sikkim

814

1870

129.88

0.37

1057

17294

0.63

-

2095

Tripura

1739

3266

87.78

0.65

1527

4156

0.92

-

3667

Uttrakhand

3812

5333

39.89

1.05

1521

1508

0.91

3.23

6014

31851

57062

79.15

11.27

25211

3350

15.13

8.99

64216

339545

506193

49.08

100

166648

1376

100

4.05

570337

Chhattisgarh
Goa

Kerala

Telangana

Assam

Special Category
Total

Source: Government of India (2016), Receipt Budget 2016-17.

Implications of Recommendations of 14th Finance Commission for State Finances

Per Capita (PC) Beneﬁt: In terms of PC Beneﬁt, the
average gain has been reported at Rs 1376 (Rs 1268 for GCS
and Rs 3350 for SCS). In this parameter, the maximum gain
accrued to Chhattisgarh (Rs. 2861) excluding Goa. The
second largest gainer is Madhya Pradesh (Rs. 1950), the third
largest gainer is Orissa (Rs. 1741) under GCS. The largest
gainers are Arunachal Pradesh (Rs. 43062), Sikkim (Rs.
17294) and Mizoram (Rs. 13060) under the SCS.
On an average, additional devolution in taxes as a
percentage of GSDP has been worked out at 4.05 percent
(3.60 percent for GCS and 8.99 percent for SCS). Here, the
largest gainer is Bihar (11.91 percent), the second largest
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gainer is Uttar Pradesh (8.73 percent) and the third largest
gainer is Madhya Pradesh (8.51 percent) under GCS.
The 14th FC has recommended the substantial enhancement
of 10 percentage points, which is the biggest ever increase in
vertical tax devolution from centre to states. As a result of the
recommendation of the 14th FC, there has been a percentage
increase of 49.85 percent in 2015-16 over 2014-15. However,
the net percentage increase of states’ share in total transfer has
been reported at 21.29 percent during the same period.
Therefore, net gain to states as a result of recommendation of
14th FC depends on decline of plan assistance.
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Disaster Management in the ancient days were handled by religious
organisations and later, the onus shifted on to the Government and is
recognised as a legal issue because the State, by virtue of being a
Welfare State, is considered as the protector, facilitator and provider of
relief, especially during such disaster. At the international level, various
countries have resolved to combat natural disasters and minimize its
eﬀect. Internally, law must adopt such policies and implement best
measures for alertness and preparedness at community and individual
levels as natural disasters strikes without warning.

Introduction

E

mergency management is an essential role of government. The
Constitution gives the states the responsibility of public health and
safety. Hence, the responsibility for public risks is automatically
vested with the state with the Government playing a supporting role. The
governments’ role is to help when the State, local or individual entity is
overwhelmed due to the incidence of disasters. This fundamental philosophy
continues to guide the government function of emergency management.2 It is
the role for which communities were formed and governments were
constituted in the ﬁrst place – to provide support and assistance when the
resources of individuals and families are overwhelmed.3

Views expressed are personal.
George Haddow, Jane Bullock & Damon P. Coppola: Introduction to Emergency
Management: 5thedn: 2014: Oxford, U.K: Butterworth-Heinemann: at p. 2.
3
William L. Waugh: Living with Hazards, Dealing with Disasters: An Introduction to
Emergency Management: 2000: New York: M.E. Sharpe Inc: at p. 3.
2
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Disasters frequently lead to changes in public policy4.
The Indian judiciary’s attempts to steer between a
procedurally correct adherence to existing norms and a more
ﬂexible conception of justice, tailored to the extraordinary
demands of the case before them, make a remarkable study in
legal innovation5. The issue of addressing disaster must be
exercised by the self-executing regulatory structures which
must be capable of implementing rules and regulations
without much deﬁciency. Mandatory disclosure law must be
enacted to disclose about the disaster prone zone.
Globalisation has the potential to bring states closer but they
also bring greater complexity and diversity to social systems.
Vulnerability comes from potential exclusion from
community-level disaster preparedness or response6.
Why should the State protect the natural disaster victims?
In the aftermath of a disaster, the state usually
intervenes to provide services to help society return to how it
was before7. Preservation of life is the top most priority of the
State8. The preservation of human rights and providing
accountability to beneﬁciaries are essential for a successful
response.9 The foremost priority of human rights is to protect
life, personal security and the physical integrity and dignity of
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aﬀected populations10. Human rights are not disparate
processes, they are inextricably linked and interdependent
and the strengthening of human rights requires a strong
integrity system (Laurence Cockcroft, TI Working Paper,
1998)11.
Right to have living atmosphere congenial to human
existence is a part of right to life. The state has a duty in this
behalf and to shed its extravagant unbridled sovereign power
and to forge its policy to maintain the ecological balance and
hygienic environment.12 States tend to view security in the
negative sense, as the mere absence of harm. The sole aim of
any security policy then is to keep this harm at bay.13 Disaster
risk management needs to be explicitly recognized as a core
function for the government. Enforceable laws mandating the
execution and coordination of activities that contribute to
reducing risk must be developed and implemented by courts
of law.14 The right of victims of natural disasters to receive
humanitarian assistance and the correlative obligation on
states to provide such assistance is not unique.15 Importantly,
legal standing and right of the victims of disaster must be
entrenched as part of the enforceable fundamental human
rights.16

4
Sheila Jasanoﬀ: Learning from Disaster: Risk Management after Bhopal: 1994:
University of Pennsylvania: at p. 10.
5
Ibid p. 14.
6
Mark Pelling: Natural Disaster and Development in a Globalizing World: 2003:
London: Routledge: at p. 8.
7
Rakhi Bhavnani: Natural Disaster Conﬂicts: 2006: Massachusetts: Harvard University: at p. 17.
(http://www.disasterdiplomacy.org/bhavnanisummary.pdf).
8
Pooja Malik Puri and Himanshu Khajuria: Disaster Victim Identiﬁcation (DVI) through Dental Evidence: Overview and Challenges in
Indian Scenario: IJRSI: February 2015: Volume II: Issue II: At p. 55, 56 and 57 (http://rsisinternational.org/Issue11/54-57.pdf).7
9
Andre M. N. Renzaho: Human Right to Food Security in Refugee Settings: Rhetoric versus Reality: Australian Journal of
Human Rights: 2002: AUJIH Rights 4: 8(1): at p. 43.
10
Subrata Sankar Bagchi & Arnab Das: Human Rights and the Third World: Issues and Discourses: 2013:
Maryland: Lexington Books: at pp. 32 & 60.
11
C. Rajkumar: Corruption and Human Rights: Frontline (India's National Magazine from the publishers of THE HINDU):
14-27 September, 2002: Volume 19: Issue 19.
12
M.C. Mehta Vs. Union of India (2004) 6 SCC 588.
13
Anja Kovact& Dixie Hawtin: Cyber Security, Cyber Surveillance and Online Human Rights: A Human Rights Approach to
cyber security: at p. 7.
(http://www.gp-digital.org/wp-content/uploads/pubs/Cyber-Security-Cyber-Surveillance-and-Online-Human-Rights-Kovacs-Hawtin.pdf).
14
Integrated Flood Risk Management in Asia: Primer for Disaster Risk Management in Asia: 2005: Bangkok: Asian Disaster
Preparedness Centre: at p. 25.
15
Rohan Hard castle & Adrian Chua: Victims of natural disasters: The right to receive Humanitarian Assistance:
The International Journal of Human Rights: 1997: Volume 1: Issue 4: at p. 35.
16
Kolawole Olaniyan: Corruption and Human rights Law in Africa: 2014: United Kingdom: Hart Publishing Ltd: at p. 359.
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Management and protection of Rights during Disaster:
Judicial response so far:
In Shyam Sundar Vs. State of Rajasthan17, famine relief
work by a State has been held to be non-sovereign function. It
is a function which can be undertaken by private individuals
as well and there is nothing peculiar about it so that it might be
predicted that the state alone can legitimately undertaken such
a work. In the instant case, a truck belonging to the Public
Works Department was engaged in famine relief work. The
truck met with an accident because of the negligence of the
driver. The State was held liable to pay compensation for the
person who died in the accident.
A disaster aﬀects the rights enshrined and protected in
the Constitution such as right to life,18 right to medical
assistance,19 right to shelter,20 right against exploitation and
others. In Sanjit Roy Vs. State of Rajasthan21, payment of
wages by the State at rates lower than the minimum wages to
persons employed on famine relief work was held invalid
under Art. 23. The PWD of the State of Rajasthan started a
road building project as a famine relief measures. The State
was paying to these workers less than the minimum wage
ﬁxed for unskilled workers in the State. The State claimed
that this was authorised by the Rajasthan Famine Relief
Works Employees (Exemption from Labour Laws) Act, 1964
and because of the Exemption Act, the Minimum Wages Act
was not applicable to employees engaged on a famine relief
work. Rejecting the arguments, the Supreme Court ruled that
they should also be paid the legal minimum wages, else that
would be invalid under Art. 23.22
S. Krishna Das Vs. The Secretary (Rehabilitation)
Government of Maharashtra, the petition related to the State

17
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defaulting in the construction of the houses and in providing
rehabilitation for earthquake victims. The Government
adopted an Earthquake Rehabilitation Policy, which required
the government to construct houses and infrastructure and
provide for economic and social rehabilitation. The High
Court appointed a Commissioner on 6.4.1996 and in his
report, the Commissioner pointed out gross irregularities in
the implementation of the rehabilitation programme. Entirely
on account of this public interest litigation, the houses were
rebuilt and the people rehabilitated.23
In Kranti Vs. Union of India & Ors24, orders were made
to eﬀectively provide food security to over ten thousand
families, restore the livelihoods of ﬁshermen, shopkeepers
and farmers and ensure distribution of free rations for years.25
In Kishore Uphadhay Vs. Union of India, Supreme
Court gave more insight in what constitutes “rehabilitation”.
“Rehabilitation is not only about providing food, clothes or
shelter. It is also about extending support to rebuild livelihood
by ensuring necessary amenities of life. Rehabilitation of the
oustees is a logical corollary of Article 21 (of the
Constitution). The oustees should be in a better position to
lead a decent life and earn livelihood in the rehabilitated
locations.
Another PIL Anand Narain Poharkar Vs. Lokmat
Newspaper Charitable Trust, highlighted the problem of
contributions collected from the Public had been either
misused or misappropriated. The High Court observed that
legislation was necessary to regulate the contributions
collected and monitor their utilization so that “the funds so
collected really reach the beneﬁciaries”.26

AIR 1974 SC 890.
Consumer Education and Research Centre v Union of India AIR 1995 SC 923: (1995) 3 SCC 42 &
Bipin Chandra J. Divan &Ors. Vs. State of Gujarat &Ors AIR 2002 Guj 99, (2001) 2 GLR 1394.
19
West Bengal Farm Labourer's Association v The Govt, of West Bengal (1996) 4 SCC 37.
20
Shanti Star Builders v Narayaan Khimalal. Totame AIR 1990 SC 630, (1990) 92 BOMLR 145, JT 1990 (1) SC 106 &
In Chameli Singh Vs. State of Uttar Pradesh AIR 1990 SC 1051 &P.G. Gupta Vs. State of Gujarat 1995 Supp (2) SCC 182:
1995 AIR SCW 1540.
21
AIR 1983 SC 328: (1983) 1 SCC 525.
22
M.P. Jain: Indian Constitutional Law: Vol. 2: 2003: 5thEdn: Nagpur: Wadhwa: at pp. 1394-1395.
23
http://www.hrln.org/hrln/images/stories/pdf/HRLN%20Compendium%20Part-5.pdf.
24
(2007) 6 SCC 744 2013.
25
http://www.hrln.org/hrln/images/stories/pdf/HRLN%20Compendium%20Part-5.pdf.
26
Order passed by the High Court of Bombay in W.P. No. 216/2001.
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In a writ Petition in Keshar Singh Panwar & Others Vs.
State of Uttarakhand & Others,27 by the Uttarakhand ﬂood
victims, the petitioner sought the intervention of the Hon'ble
Supreme Court primarily on the issue that there was no
preparation of the State of Uttarakhand and Union of India on
account of reconstruction of ﬂood aﬀected areas of the year
2013 before the onset of the monsoon this year and also
demanded the release of funds to carry out reconstruction
work. The matter for hearing is posted on 19.05.2014.
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Disaster Management Act is a very unique piece of
legislation which provides a legal and institutional
framework for “the eﬀective management of disasters and the
matters connected therewith or incidental thereto”.28 The
scope of disaster management is wide.29 The Act envisages
and deﬁnes the roles and responsibilities of the national, state
and district level authorities for eﬃcacious disaster
management.

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE:

27

Writ Petiton (Civil) No. 415 of 2014.
India Disaster Knowledge Network: (www.saarc-sadkn.org)
29
Marzine Begum: Politics in Disaster Management in Bangladesh: Scholars Journals of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences: 2014:
Volume 2 (4A): Scholars Academic and Scientiﬁc Publishers: at p. 523:
28
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At National Level: NDMA:
The Central Government shall establish an authority to
be known as the National Disaster Management Authority
(NDMA).The National Authority shall consist of the
Chairperson and other members not exceeding nine.30 The
Prime Minister shall be the ex-oﬃcio Chairperson of the
NDMA, and it shall have other members not exceeding nine
to be nominated by the Prime Minister and one of the
Members may be designated as the Vice-Chairperson of the
Authority.31 NDMA, as the apex body mandated with laying
down policies, plans and guidelines for Disaster Management
which would be followed by diﬀerent Ministries, Department
of the Government of India and State Government.32
Responsibilities of NDMA are:
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

f)
g)
h)

i)

30

Lay down policies on disaster management;
Approve the National plan;
Approve plans prepared by the Ministries of
Department of the Government of India in accordance
with the National Plan;
Lay down guidelines to be followed by the State
Authorities in drawing up the State Plan;
Lay down guidelines to be followed by the diﬀerent
Ministries of Departments of the Government of India
for the purpose of integrating the measures for
prevention of disaster or the mitigation of its eﬀects in
their development plans and projects;
Coordinate the enforcement and implementation of the
policy and plan for disaster management;
Recommend provision of funds for the purpose of
mitigation;
Provide such support to other countries aﬀected by
major disasters as may be determined by the Central
Government;
Take such other measures for the prevention of disaster,
or the mitigation, or preparedness and capacity building

j)

for dealing with the threatening disaster situation or
disaster as it may consider necessary;
Lay down broad policies and guidelines for the
functioning of the National Institute of Disaster
Management.33

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (NEC):
A National Executive Committee is constituted to assist
the NDMA in the performance of its functions34 and also
ensure compliance of the directions issued by the Central
Government.35 The NEC consists of Home Secretary as the
Chairperson, ex-oﬃcio, with other Secretaries to the GOI in
the Ministries, Departments having administrative control of
the Agriculture, Atomic Energy, Defence, Drinking Water
Supply, Environment and Forests, Finance (Expenditure),
Health, Power, Rural Development, Science and Technology,
Space, Telecommunications, Urban Development, Water
Resources. The Chief of Integrated Defence Staﬀ of the
Chiefs of Staﬀ Committee, ex-oﬃcio is also its member.
NEC may as and when it considers necessary constitute one or
more sub-committees for the eﬃcient discharge of its
functions. For the conduct of NEC, disasters Management
National Executives Committee Rules are enacted.36
AT S TAT E L E V E L : S TAT E D I S A S T E R
MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY (SDMA)37:
The National Disaster Management Act, 2005 makes it
mandatory for all State governments to prepare their own
State and district-level disaster management plans.38 At the
State level, natural disasters are usually the responsibility of
the Revenue Department or the Relief Department. The
Cabinet of the State, headed by the Chief Minister takes
important policy decisions, while day-to-day decisions
involving policy matters are taken or exercised by the
Secretary in the Department.39

Sec 3.
Together, towards a safer India: Newsletter of the Ministry of Home Aﬀairs: National disaster Management Division,
Ministry of Home Aﬀairs: Edition20: June, 2005: at p. 3.
32
http://nidm.gov.in/pdf/dp/Nat.pdf @ p. 28 (accessed on 13-07-2015)
33
Section 6.
34
Sec 8
35
Siddartha Gautam, K. Leelakrisha Rao, N. Jagannatha Murthy: Disaster Mitigation: 2012; New Delhi:
Vista International Publishing House: at pp. 212-213.
36
Siddartha Gautam, K. Leelakrisha Rao, N. Jagannatha Murthy: Disaster Management: Programmes and Policies: 1stedn: 2012:
New Delhi: Vista International Publishing House: at p. 48.
37
Section 14.
38
Shirish B. Patel & Aroma rRevi: Recovering from Earthquakes: Response, Reconstruction and Impact Mitigation in India: 2010:
New Delhi: Rout ledge: at p. 244.
39
Ibid 57 at p. 25-26.
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The States have their Relief Commissioners who are in
charge of the relief measures in the wake of natural disasters
in their respective States. In the absence of the Relief
Commissioner, the Chief Secretary or an oﬃcer nominated
by him is in overall charge of the relief operations in the
concerned State.
The Chief Secretary is the head of the State
Administration.40 The Chief Secretary of the State heads a
state-level committee which is in overall charge of the relief
operations in the State and the Relief Commissioners who are
in charge of the relief and rehabilitation measures function
under the overall direction and control of the State-level
committee.41
SDMA will, approve, the State plan in accordance with
the Guidelines laid down by the NDMA, coordinate the
implementation of the State Plan, recommend provision of
funds for mitigation and preparedness measures and review
the developmental plans of the diﬀerent departments of the
State to ensure integration of prevention, preparedness and
mitigation measures.42 A state authority may, constitute an
advisory committee, consisting of experts in the ﬁeld of
disaster management and having practical experience of
disaster management to make recommendations on diﬀerent
aspects of disaster management.43
STATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (SEC):
The State Government constitutes a SEC to assist the
SDMA in the performance of its functions. The SEC is headed
by the Chief Secretary to the State Government and
coordinates and monitors the implementation of the National
Policy, the National Plan and the State Plan as provided under
Section 22 of the Act.44

40
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AT DISTRICT LEVEL: DISTRICT DISASTER
MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY (DDMA)45:
States are further divided into districts, each headed by
the District Collector (also known as the District Magistrate
or Deputy Commissioner). The District Collector is at the
focal point at the District level of directing, supervising and
monitoring relief measures and for the preparation of District
level plans.46 During actual operations for disaster mitigation
or relief, the powers of the Collector are considerably
enhanced.47
A district is further divided into sub-divisions and
tehsils. The head of the sub-division is called a SubDivisional Oﬃcer or Deputy Collector, while an oﬃcer called
the Tehsildar heads the tehsil. The lowest unit of
administration is the village whose revenue matters are
attended to by a functionary called as Patel or Patwari. All
these tiers of administration – the Patwari, Tehsildar, Deputy
Collector and the District Collector – function as a team to
provide succour to the people in the event of a disaster (Singh,
et al., 2000).
The various measures undertaken at the district level are:
Ÿ Contingency Plans
Ÿ District Relief Committee
Ÿ District control room
48
Ÿ Coordination .
Chief Secretary is the head of the state administration.
The state headquarters has, in addition, a number of
secretaries, head of the various departments handling speciﬁc
subjects under the overall supervision and co-ordination of
the Chief Secretary.49 There is State Crisis Management
Group (SCMG). The SCMG is required to formulate action
plans for dealing with diﬀerent natural disasters.50

Ministry of Agriculture, Department of Agriculture and Co-operation, GOI, IDNDR, July 1999, p. 5
Dr. S.L. Goel: Disaster Management Policy & Administration: 2010: New Delhi: Deep & Deep Publications Pvt. Ltd.: at p. 119.
42
Climate Change Adaptation and Disaster Risk Reduction Institutional and Policy landscape in Asia and Paciﬁc: ISDR: at p. 11.
43
Siddartha Gautam, K.Leelakrisha Rao, N. Jagannatha Murthy: Disaster Mitigation: 2012; New Delhi:
Vista International Publishing House: at p. 213.
44
Anjhuli Mishra &Awadhesh Kumar Singh: New Dimensions of Disaster Management in India: Perspectives, Approaches and Strategies:
2013: Volume I: New Delhi: Serials Publications: at p. 93.
45
Section 25.
46
M.P. Gupta; Crisis Management; 2006; Delhi: Maxford Books; at p.25.
47
Anil Sinha; Disaster Management: Lessons Drawn and Strategies for future: 2001; New Delhi: National Centre for
Disaster Management: at p. 26.
48
Pardeep Sahni & Madhave Malalgoda Ariyabandu: Disaster Risk Reduction in South Asia: 2003: New Delhi:
PHI Learning Pvt. Ltd: at p. 358.
49
Soumitra Roy; Natural Disaster Management; 2004; Delhi: Abhijeet Publications; at p. 57.
50
Anil Sinha; Disaster Management: Lessons Drawn and Strategies for future; 2001; New Delhi:
National Centre for Disaster Management: at p. 26.
41
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Each DDMA will be headed by the respective District
Magistrate, District Collector (DC), Dy. Commissioner as the
case may be, with the elected representative of the Local
Authority as the Co-Chairperson. The DDMA will ensure that
the Guidelines for Prevention, Mitigation, Preparedness and
Response measures laid down by NDMA and SDMA are
followed by all Departments of the state Government, at the
District level and the Local Authorities in the district.51
LOCAL AUTHORITIES
Local authorities would include Panchayat Raj
Institutions (PRIs), Municipal Corporations, Municipalities,
District and Cantonment Boards and Town Planning
Authorities which control and manage civic services.52
DISASTER MANAGEMENT AND PANCHAYATI RAJ:
The 73rd and 74th Constitutional Amendments have been
a turning point for the Panchayat Raj Institutions and Urban
Local Body System. The amendment recognises these bodies
as “Institutions of Self-government”. It has also laid down
necessary guidelines for the structure of their composition,
powers, functions, devolution of ﬁnances, regular holding of
elections and reservations for seats for weaker sections
including women. These local bodies can be eﬀective
instruments in tackling disasters through early warning
system.53
A Panchayat Raj Institution is a statutory body elected
by the local people through a well deﬁned democratic process
with speciﬁc responsibilities and duties. The elected members
are accountable to the people of the ward, rural community,
block and the district. PRI, is the most appropriate institution
from village to the district level in view of its proximity,
universal coverage and enlisting people's participation on an
institutionalized basis.54
N AT I O N A L I N S T I T U T E O F D I S A S T E R
MANAGEMENT (NIDM)
NIDM was established at the Indian Institute for Public
Administration (IIPA) in 1995 by the Ministry of Agriculture
51
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and Cooperation. The Centre was upgraded as the National
Institute of Disaster Management (NIDM) on 16th October
2003. The institute has achieved the status of a statutory
organisation under the DM Act, 2005. Section 42(8) of the
Act has made the Institute responsible for ‘planning and
promoting training and research in the areas of disaster
management, documentation and development of national
level information base relating to disaster management
policies, prevention mechanisms and mitigation measures.
Section 42 (9) of the Act has assigned the speciﬁc functions to
the Institute such as developing training modules, undertake
research and documentation in disaster management,
organise training programmes, undertake and organise study
courses, conferences, lectures and seminars to promote and
institutionalize disaster management, undertake and provide
for publication of journals, research papers and books.55
NATIONAL DISASTER RESPONSE FORCE (NDRF):
The general superintendence, direction and control of
this force is vested in and exercised by the NDMA and the
command and supervision of the Force will vest in an oﬃcer
to be appointed by the Central Government as the Director
General of NDRF. The NDRF comprises eight battalions.
These battalions are located at strategic locations and will be
deployed proactively as required. Each NDRF Battalion
consists of 1149 personnel. Each battalion has 18 selfcontained specialist search and rescue teams of 45 personnel
each including engineers, technicians, electricians, dog
squads and medical/paramedics.56
STATE DISASTER RESPONSE FORCE (SDRF):
Each State may aim at equipping and training a few
companies in smaller states or one battalion equivalent force
in the case of bigger states. They will also include women
members to look after needs of women and children. NDRF
battalions will assist the States / UTs and they will be
encouraged to include DM training in the basic and in-service
courses of their respective Police Training Colleges for
gazetted and non-gazetted police oﬃces.57
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DISASTER MITIGATION RESERVES:
Mitigation reserves will be placed at the disposal of
NDRF for enhancing their emergency response capabilities
for assisting the State government during a disaster.58
Cabinet Committee on Management of Natural
Calamities(CCMNC) and the Cabinet Committee on
Security (CCS):
CCMNC had been constituted to oversee all aspects
relating to the management of natural calamities. The Cabinet
Committee on Security (CCS) deals with issues related to
defence of the country, law & order and internal security,
policy matters concerning foreign aﬀairs that have internal or
external security implications and economic and political
issues impinging on national security.59
STATE CRISIS MANAGEMENT GROUP:
There is a State Crisis Management Group (SCMG)
under the Chairmanship of Chief Secretary/Relief
Commissioner. This group comprises senior oﬃcers from the
department of Revenue/Relief, Home, Civil Supplies,
Power, Irrigation, Water Supply, Panchayat (local Selfgovernment), Agriculture Forests, Rural Development,
Health, Planning Public Words and Finance.60
OTHER INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS:
ARMED FORCES:
The armed forces are immediate responders in disaster
situations. These include providing services for
communications, search and rescue operations, health and
medical facilities and transportation, especially in the
immediate aftermath of a disaster. The armed forces will
participate in imparting training to trainers and DM
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managers, especially in CBRN aspects, heli-insertions, high
altitude rescue, waterman ship and training of paramedics.
CENTRAL PARA MILITARY FORCES (CPMFs):
The CPMFs which are also the Armed Forces of the
Union, play a key role at the time of immediate response to
disasters, they will develop adequate DM capabilities.
STATE POLICE FORCES, FIRE SERVICES AND
HOME GUARDS:
The Police will be trained and the Fire and Emergency
Services upgraded to acquire multi-hazard rescue capability.
Home Guards volunteers will be trained in disaster response.
CIVIL DEFENCE:
Civil Defence Act was enacted in 1968. The Act has
been amended in 2010 to cater to the needs of disaster
management so as to utilise the services of Civil Defence
volunteers eﬀectively for enhancement of public
participation in disaster management related activities in the
country.61 Deputy Collectors are mainly responsible for
organising the Civil Defence Services. Civil Defence control
rooms are the nerve centre of all activities.62
ROLE OF NATIONAL CADET CORPS (NCC),
NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME (NSS) AND NEHRU
YUVA KENDRA SANGATHAN (NYKS):
Potential of these youth based organisations will be
optimised to support all community based initiatives and DM
training would be included in their programmes.63
Specialist Response Teams: Eight battalions of CPMFs are
being converted into specialist response teams for responding
to emergencies/disasters as well.64
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National Emergency Operation Centre: To coordinate the
entire disaster and emergency operations eﬀectively, the
existing Control Room at the national level has been upgraded
as National Emergency Operation Centre (NEOC). The
National EOC is equipped with satellite phones, GPS,
computers, emergency lights, GIS information system etc. A
Committee of CPWD, BARD and DRDO had been
constituted to ﬁnalize the design parameters.65
CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ACT:
An eﬀort should be made to constitute Disaster Rescue
and Relief Committee which may include Defence Secretary
and senior army oﬃcials, while the rehabilitation and
reconstruction work may be left to civilian organisations
which may include central and state government oﬃcials and
NGOs who are trained and experienced to tackle the after
eﬀects of such disasters.66 Environmental Non-governmental
organizations should be able to bring enforcement
proceedings or, at the very least, bring potential breaches of
the law to the notice of enforcement bodies.67
The Act fails to describe in detail the responsibility of
each participant in the disaster management. Such description
should also include the responsibility of the victim. Only then,
the disaster prevention, mitigation and rehabilitation can be
achieved successfully. The Act also fails to describe the role
of ﬁre and emergency services and the health sector because
disaster victims are prone to health hazards. Firemen and
paramedics have not grown in numbers in proportion to the
population and lag years behind in qualitative training.68
Geographical Information System is an eﬀective tool
for emergency management and Act must propose to establish
GIS database. An information management system that is
developed as part of a permanent, national disaster response
capacity is far more likely to succeed. Government should
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consider making information sharing a legal responsibility,
even outside the context of a disaster. These steps would
provide clarity in roles and responsibilities and allow disaster
information sharing to become directly regulated by
operational procedures that would give the information
practical value. They would also help ensure sustainability.69
At present the composition of the calamity relief fund is
75 percent from the central government and 25 percent from
the State Government. It is not clear how state government or
the SDMAs will be ﬁnanced to raise their share of calamity
relief funds. In many cases, the central government will be
required to put in extra money. At the same time, special care
is required to monitor the expenditure pattern and unspent
money.70
The Non-Governmental sector can provide a suitable
alternative as they have an edge over Governmental agencies
for invoking community involvement. This is chieﬂy
because, the NGO sector has strong linkages with the
community base, and can exhibit great ﬂexibility in
procedural matters vis-à-vis the government. Based on the
identiﬁed types of NGOs and their capabilities, organised
action of NGOs can be very useful in the following activities
in diﬀerent stages of disaster management.
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Awareness and information campaigns
Training of local volunteers
Advocacy and planning
Immediate rescue and ﬁrst-Aid including psychological
aid
Supply of food, water, medicines, and other immediate
need materials.
Ensuring sanitation and hygiene
Damage assessment
Technical and material aid in reconstruction Assistance in
seeking ﬁnancial aid
Monitoring.71
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The local NGOs should be made responsible. The
Crisis Management Group in association with the Resident
Commissioner of that area should make sure that these NGOs
perform their functions sincerely and eﬃciently. In case of a
crisis, the Crisis Management Group under the direct
supervision of the National Crisis Management Committee
should act instantly without wasting any precious time on
pondering over the situation.72
Qualiﬁcation for the members to be appointed in the
National Authority must be laid down. Incorporation of some
experienced people outside the government mechanism
should be made mandatory. The powers and the functions of
the various authorities and committees need to be worked out
carefully. Overlapping of duties is found among various
authorities in the Act which are bound to confuse people.
Considering the plight of the people during disasters and the
lackadaisical response of the authorities in many cases, the
penal provisions for false claims must be removed.73
DISASTER ASSISTANCE VOLUNTEERS.
Disaster survival would be better if people in the
disaster zone have the ability to organise rescue operations
themselves until assistance could arrive. A Local Disaster
Management Cell (LDMC) can liaison with local government
agencies and NGOs for its training and preparedness
planning. A disaster assistance volunteer is one who is willing
to perform disaster response and recovery activities, usually
at temporary work sites located at disaster areas. He is a
registered member of the LDMC.
This LDMC may have four teams for operation,
planning, logistics and oﬃce administration.
Operations Team: It should have two sub-teams- Search
and rescue and medical relief.
v Planning Team: This should plan for manpower, fund
collection, equipment and resources for relief work.
v Logistics Team: It should take care of relief supply
distribution.
v
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v

Administration Team: This should coordinate fund
management, relief supplies and documentation.74

It is incumbent on the government to make laws and
enforce them and restrict development in areas identiﬁed as
hazard prone in hazard-zoning maps. The most eﬀective way
of addressing the matter would be to impose a series of
disincentives such as:
Denial of government assistance to develop roads,
hospitals, schools, bus stops etc, in identiﬁed hazard
zones.
v Non-availability of loans from banks for construction
and repair of houses, etc in these zones.
v Denial or withdrawal of essential services/facilities such
as water and electricity, public sewers, telephones, buses
and taxis etc from hazard prone areas
v Denial of insurance against risks from hazards in hazard
zones.
v

However, there is another viewpoint that is equally
valid. In a democratic society, the government must ensure
basic amenities to its peoples. They cannot aﬀord to withdraw
these facilities and let the people suﬀer. If an area is hazardprone, the government is obliged to develop the roads faster,
develop more hospitals and schools, strengthen the buildings
and utility structures or carry out repairs. Insurance against
hazards must be encouraged. Hazard-prone areas can be
acquired by the government to develop recreation parks,
playgrounds, fuel farms, horticultural and vegetable gardens,
etc.
Monetary incentives could also work:
Encouraging business people to invest in hazard
mitigation measures by providing income tax credits
v Exempting tax for private bonds that are used in
retroﬁtting buildings and facilities
v Matching grants from the central government for
retroﬁtting critical facilities belonging to the state and
local governments.
v
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v

Forming a national disaster insurance corporation that
provides insurance and reinsurance.

In addition to the incentives and disincentives provided
by the central government, it is necessary that the state and
local governments are better prepared to carry out hazard
mitigation work and individuals must be encouraged to
assume more active roles in disaster preparedness, response
and recovery programmes.75
No policy measures and proper infrastructure built up is
mentioned to rescue of evacuate persons with disabilities
from government and private buildings like oﬃces,
auditoriums, theatres, hotels, schools etc. There is no
contingency plan to regarding management of persons with
disabilities at the time of disaster whether man made or
natural. There are no speciﬁc evacuation measures apart from
being given preference.76
The role of NDMA, MHA and NEC is not properly
demarcated in the Act, resulting in overlapping of functions.77
ENACTMENT OF DISASTER COMPENSATION
LAWS:
The laws generally provide that people injured in
disasters shall be given necessary medical treatment aids and
in addition, compensation based on a percentage of their
average weekly wages, payable periodically. Dependents of
people killed are likewise compensated. There is a need for
all States and the Districts to provide for compensation
beneﬁts in disaster case either by enlarging the scope of a
separate compensation law, by separate legislative
enactment, or by judicial construction.78
There is a need to review the institutional arrangements
and ﬁnancing mechanisms of disaster management systems,
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and identify the role of national and local actors in the
processes related to risk assessment, mitigation and
ﬁnancing. There is a need to raise people awareness and
sensitivity in prevention of natural disasters.79
The government can also constitute a Parliamentary
standing committee exclusively for disasters and dedicate a
Parliamentary standing committee exclusively for disasters
and dedicate a ﬁxed time, with compulsory minimum
attendance, in Parliament to discuss disaster response. An
annual White Paper on disasters could be prepared and made
public to ensure transparency regarding the resources handled
and their distribution by the National Fund for Calamity
Relief, the Prime Minister’s Relief Fund, the Natural Disaster
Management Division of the Ministry of Agriculture, the
MP's Fund, various bilateral and multilateral agencies, public
sector agencies, building industries, political parties and
NGOs.80
The Act proves that it has only created hierarchy of large
number of people and it is diﬃcult task to execute the
rehabilitation program with such huge bureaucracy.81
Need of law for displaced people: Though we have National
Rehabilitation and Resettlement Policy (NRRP 2007),82 it is
meant only for people who have been displaced due to project
work of the Government, but the policy fails to speak about
the people displaced due to natural disaster.
Mechanism must be designed and adopted for
transferring lessons learned from pre and post disaster
management between communities. Natural disasters do not
always follow national boundaries, cross boundary issues of
disaster management should be addressed through enhanced
regional cooperation. Furthermore, an eﬀective regional
response system should be developed to pool capacity for
mutual beneﬁt.
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In India, the level of preparedness for disaster
management at the centre and in the States is extremely
uneven and requires considerable strengthening.83 India's
response to and tackling disasters have thrown up the
following weaknesses in our disaster management eﬀorts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Inadequate early warning system
Lack of pre-disaster preparedness
Inadequate and slow relief
Lack of co-ordination
Slow rehabilitation and reconstruction
Poor management of Finances for post-disaster relief
Symbolism rather than relief.84

Modern and uniﬁed legislation for disaster management:
In view of the current division of responsibilities between the
State and Central Government into state, central and
concurrent lists, there is a need to create a body of legislation
dealing with response to natural disasters and other
emergencies, clearly delineating responsibilities and powers
of each entity and specifying what powers of each entity and
specifying what powers or actions would need to be triggered
on declaration of a disaster by the Government of India or a
State Government. The legislation should include clear
deﬁnitions of what constitutes a disaster at a national level.85
SUGGESTIONS:
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ

Disaster Management Act should tackle natural and
manmade disaster separately.
The recent Uttarakhand disaster has proved that there is no
proper communication between various departments
dealing with the disaster. A holistic approach is the need of
the hour. Every department must be linked and need to
work in coordination. All this depends on adequate
preparation and indomitable determination, faith, single –
minded concentration
Need to establish disaster training and management
institute at every district level, especially in disaster prone
areas.
Emergency plan must be well practised during the time
when the emergency does not exist.
Teams must be created at the district level with the
knowledge of disaster risk reduction and training to be
provided. These teams should coordinate with the NGOs,
local community and have complete detail as to the
readiness of this team.

Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
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No doubt the job of Armed Forces at times of disaster must
be lauded, but utilising such a force for disaster
management must be avoided and a specialised team for
disaster management must be appointed.
Disaster awareness programme must be included in
school curriculum.
Building codes must be adopted as mitigation measure for
human casualties.
Vulnerability and risk assessment must be done
periodically.
Information must be collected and disseminated to
various departments connected with disaster
management.
Periodical evaluation of disaster management plans and
proper guidelines should be given in television and media.
There should be paradigm shift towards participatory
disaster management
Aim should be a permanent solution especially where it is
concerned with rehabilitation and response but not an
adhoc solution.

CONCLUSION:
Disaster Management is a legal and administrative
issue. Disaster is a threatening phenomenon which questions
and challenges the work of the Government in adverse
situations. Disaster Management law is a developing law in
India. The Constitution contains no provisions relating to
Disaster Management but there is a mention of Calamity
Relief Fund. The State has failed to acknowledge the
magnitude of catastrophes and the loss of life which occurs
due to natures’ fury. The subject has received very poor
response from the Government. It is acknowledged that
disaster is inevitable. Absolute protection from natural
disaster is not possible. One must learn to live with it.
Government can only minimise the loss to life and property
but cannot completely protect the loss of life and property.
Legal framework is required to guide actions and identify the
victims for the purpose of rehabilitation. Exchanging of
information and management programmes during such times
becomes very crucial. The job of the government is to
organise, control, prepare, mitigate and rehabilitate the
people through proper planning. However, even though much
seems to have been done in this ﬁeld, it remains as though
nothing has been done since catastrophes are usually followed
by huge loss of human life.
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Abstract
Creativity and innovation are sometimes seen as synonymous.
Creativity can be deﬁned as problem identiﬁcation and idea
generation. Government servants are bound to deliver governance in
accordance with the framework of rules and regulations.
With
practice, we can measure as to how creative we are and also predict,
control and facilitate our subordinates towards eﬀective delivery of
services with creativity, by analysing the “Creativity Assessment
Inventory”. The paper presents research conducted by collecting
psychological data from employees of the Government of Karnataka, and
it is found that there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in creativity, with respect to
Gender, Qualiﬁcations, Experience, and Age.
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Creativity and innovation are sometimes seen as synonymous. Though both
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are divergent in meaning, they are related and dependent on each other. At a
minimum, creativity can be deﬁned as problem identiﬁcation and idea
* * *
generation, whilst innovation can be deﬁned as idea selection, development
and commercialization. Innovation often means that outside decision-makers
¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯
have to get involved, as complete development and commercialisation
commonly require the knowledge of a team, diﬀerent competencies, structures,
processes, resources and time lines.

P

Government servants are bound to deliver governance in accordance with the
framework of set of rules and regulations. In a broader sense, creativity is more
important than innovation, for good governance. Good governance may be deﬁned
as eﬃcient and eﬀective delivery of services to the stake holders. Here government
servants must appreciate that their stake holders are citizens, their bosses, their
subordinates, service providers and society as a whole. In fact, due to tremendous
work pressure and self-belief, there exists a huge gap in this understanding.
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Creativity in Delivery of Government Services

The relationship between creativity and intelligence has
been a central concern of psychology (Guilford 1950). The
divergent thinking identiﬁes the number of diﬀerent types of
creative abilities. It is also believed that several individuals
and contextual factors, such as personality, cognitive style
and psychosocial work environment inﬂuence creative
performance (Barron & Harington, 1981). Researchers have
also concluded that intelligence, personality, intrinsic
motivation, and creative self-eﬃcacy inﬂuence creativity
(Maria and Antonio 2014).
A lot of changes are taking place around the world and in
this scenario, individuals as well as organisations must adopt
changes with the same pace and speed. Otherwise, they will
be swept away by the forces of change or at the very least, be
left behind. It is pertinent to mention that in olden days, there
was a huge value and demand for people with knowledge.
This has been diminishing of late, due to internet and related
applications which make information available instantly over
search engines. Rather, nowadays, it is the application of
knowledge which is gaining in value and demand. Therefore,
in the present context, mere possession of knowledge will not
yield value, instead application of knowledge, skills and
creative problem solving abilities are required. Going
forward, in the future, innovation and creation of new
products would add further value, thus creating demand for
the same.
For achieving the vision of the government, while
delivering services, each one of us should personally
practice, and also facilitate for our colleagues to practise,
certain aspects to increase creativity. The creative thinking
process as proposed by Torrance 1979, speaks of four critical
elements, viz., (a) Fluency i.e. the production of a great
number of ideas or alternate solutions to a problem. Fluency
implies understanding, not just remembering information that
is learned; (b) Flexibility, i.e. the production of ideas that
shows a variety of possibilities or realms of thought. It
involves the ability to see things from diﬀerent points of view,
to use many diﬀerent approaches or strategies;
(c) Elaboration i.e. the process of enhancing ideas by
providing more detail. Additional detail and clarity improves
interest in, and understanding of the topic and ﬁnally
(d) Originality i.e. the production of ideas that are unique or
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unusual. It involves synthesis or putting information about a
topic back together in a new way. Expressed in another way
by Osborn and Parnes, creative problem solving involves
Fact ﬁnding, Problem ﬁnding, Idea ﬁnding, Solution ﬁnding
and Acceptance ﬁnding. Using these approaches, we can not
only measure how creative we are but also predict, control and
facilitate our subordinates in the process of creativity.
Rachita Sinha and Surabhi Purohit have proposed a
“Creativity Assessment Inventory” (CAI) a practical tool for
analysing creativity. This tool is applicable in government
context also since social processes play a major role in the
recognition of creativity. It will deﬁnitely help government
servants in improvement of delivery of services to stake
holders. The CAI depends on the following parameters:
1.

Challenge: A creative person approaches challenges
and diﬃculties energetically and with enjoyment.

2.

Freedom: A creative person prefers to be independent
and happy to take initiatives and give voice to his/her
ideas.

3.

Liveliness: A creative person is busy most of the time.
He mostly remains excited and happy.

4.

Openness: A creative person tends to be trusting and
considers mistakes a soothing to learn from.

5.

Conﬂicts: A creative person looks for win-win
compromises, which need willingness to communicate
with understanding and empathy.

6.

Risk Taking: A creative person takes responsibilities
readily and doesn't hesitate to act on new ideas.

During 2014, research was done, using the CAI, by
collecting psychological data from a sample of 214
employees from the Government of Karnataka. It was found
that out of ten psychological aspects, i.e., Gender,
Designation, Department, Qualiﬁcations, Trainings attended,
Experience, Place of work, Position/hierarchy, Head of
oﬃce/Subordinate, and Age, there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence
in creativity under four aspects of Gender, Qualiﬁcations,
Experience, and Age among its employee.
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Descriptive analysis of creativity and its variables are
given in Table 1. Out of the six aspects of creativity explained
above, the researcher found that there is not much inference in

Challenge aspect, therefore, statistical analysis was restricted
to ﬁve aspects, as detailed in the table below.

Table 1: Descriptive analysis of Creativity & its variables
Creativity
Freedom
Liveliness
Openness
Conﬂict
Risk taking
Creativity

N
214
214
214
214
214
214

Mean
2.40
3.39
2.76
3.14
2.58
2.86

Std. Dev.
0.49
0.59
0.49
0.60
0.54
0.37

N=No. of samples, Mean=Calculated central value,
Standard Deviation=A measure of variability that reﬂects the typical deviation from the mean
Graph 1: Descriptive analysis of Creativity & its variables

The mean score of Freedom is 2.40, with standard deviation
0.49. The mean score of Liveliness is 3.39, with standard
deviation 0.59. The mean score of Openness is 2.76, with
standard deviation 0.49. The mean score of Conﬂict is 3.14,
with standard deviation 0.60. The mean score of Risk taking is
2.58, with standard deviation 0.54.

Gender and Creativity
Descriptive and inferential statistics of Gender vis a vis
Creativity are given inTable2. As evident in the table, the
mean scores for female employees, in all the ﬁve aspects of
creativity are higher than their male colleagues.

T-TEST
Table 2: Descriptive & Inference statistics of Creativity by Gender
Creativity
Gender
N
Mean
Std. Dev.
t-value
Male
179
2.35
0.49
3.73
Freedom
Female
35
2.68
0.42
Male
179
3.34
0.60
2.89
Liveliness
Female
35
3.65
0.44
Male
179
2.73
0.51
1.83
Openness
Female
35
2.90
0.36
Male
179
3.11
0.62
1.61
Conﬂict
Female
35
3.29
0.51
Male
179
2.56
0.56
Risk Taking
1.40
Female
35
2.70
0.46
t-value= is the ratio of variations between groups relative to variations within groups.
T-values are employed to make comparisons between two means.
Sig. =is the reﬂective of true population diﬀerence and not merely the product of sampling error.

Sig.
0.00
0.00
0.07
0.11
0.16
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The result of ‘t’ test revealed that there is a signiﬁcant
variation in Freedom and Liveliness dimensions among
genders, with p-value (0.00) & t-value 3.73 for Freedom and
p-value (0.00) & t-value 2.89 for Liveliness, which shows that
both are signiﬁcant at 1% level. The result also reveals that
between the two genders, females are more creative than
males.
Action suggested:- The challenge here is to create a situation
wherein females continue to be creative while males develop
creativity. This ought to be done by each and every boss
personally, by analysing the way how his behaviour aﬀects
work, then try to deﬁne roles, motivate, encourage successes
and adopt guiding principles during failures, etc., by keeping
a balance between Persuasive and Coercive powers.
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Qualiﬁcation and Creativity
Descriptive and Inferential statistics of Qualiﬁcation
vis a vis creativity are given in Table 3. The result of Analysis
of Variance (ANOVA) test revealed that there is a signiﬁcant
variation in Liveliness, with p-value of 0.03, is signiﬁcant at
5% level with F-value 3.48. Conﬂict, with p-value 0.01, is
signiﬁcant at 5% level with F-value 5.24. There is no
signiﬁcant variation in Freedom, Openness and Risk taking
dimensions of Creativity with respect to Qualiﬁcations.
Creativity is more among employees having professional
qualiﬁcations.
Action suggested:- create conducive work environment to
encourage employees take up higher studies.

Table 3: Descriptive & Inference statistics of Creativity by Qualiﬁcation
Creativity

Freedom

Liveliness

Openness

Conﬂict

Risk taking

Qualiﬁcation
Upto UG
PG
Professional
Total
Upto UG
PG
Professional
Total
Upto UG
PG
Professional
Total
Upto UG
PG
Professional
Total
Upto UG
PG
Professional
Total

N
122
35
55
212
122
35
55
212
122
35
55
212
122
35
55
212
122
35
55
212

Mean
2.36
2.54
2.43
2.41
3.30
3.46
3.54
3.39
2.71
2.76
2.85
2.76
3.03
3.36
3.23
3.13
2.57
2.69
2.54
2.58

Std. Dev.
0.51
0.50
0.43
0.49
0.64
0.49
0.51
0.59
0.47
0.51
0.53
0.49
0.62
0.56
0.54
0.60
0.56
0.51
0.54
0.54

F Value*

Sig.

1.91

0.15

3.48

0.03

1.52

0.22

5.24

0.01

0.94

0.39

* F-value=is the result of ANOVA, a statistical technique that indicates the size of the between groups mean square relative to the
size of the within groups mean square.
Experience and Creativity
Descriptive and inferential statistics of Experience vis a vis
creativity are given in Table 4. The result of ANOVA test
revealed that there is a signiﬁcant variation in Liveliness, with
p-value of 0.03, is signiﬁcant at 5% level with F-value 2.59.
Conﬂict, with p-value 0.05, is signiﬁcant at 5% level with Fvalue 2.94. There is no signiﬁcant variation in Freedom,

Openness and Risk taking dimensions of Creativity with
respect to Experience of the employees.
Action suggested:-Employees are creative during their early
stages of experience, therefore we may continue to maintain
the same pace of creativity when they grow and become more
experienced by encouraging them with rewards.
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Table 4: Descriptive & Inference statistics of Creativity by Experience
Creativity

Freedom

Liveliness

Openness

Conﬂict

Risk taking

Experience
< 10 yrs
< 20yrs
> 21 yrs
Total
< 10 yrs
< 20yrs
> 21 yrs
Total
< 10 yrs
< 20yrs
> 21 yrs
Total
< 10 yrs
< 20yrs
> 21 yrs
Total
< 10 yrs
< 20yrs
> 21 yrs
Total

N
50
27
135
212
50
27
135
212
50
27
135
212
50
27
135
212
50
27
135
212

Mean
2.53
2.46
2.35
2.41
3.57
3.44
3.31
3.39
2.84
2.84
2.71
2.76
3.31
3.03
3.09
3.13
2.59
2.37
2.62
2.58

Age and Creativity
Descriptive and inferential statistics of Age vis a vis
Creativity are given in Table 5. The result of ANOVA test
revealed that there is a signiﬁcant variation in Freedom, with
p-value of 0.04, is signiﬁcant at 5% level with F-value 3.27.
Liveliness, with p-value 0.00, is signiﬁcant at 1% level with
F-value 8.65. Conﬂict, with p-value 0.01, is signiﬁcant at 5%

Std. Dev.
0.45
0.39
0.51
0.49
0.44
0.47
0.64
0.59
0.43
0.54
0.50
0.49
0.52
0.54
0.63
0.60
0.44
0.54
0.57
0.54

F Value

Sig.

2.59

0.08

3.64

0.03

1.82

0.17

2.94

0.05

2.41

0.09

level with F-value 5.40. There is no signiﬁcant variation in
Openness and Risk taking dimensions of Creativity with
respect to Age.
Action suggested:- It is evident from the facts that employees
are creative when they are young. Therefore, we may increase
creativity of older employees by enhancing their individual
beliefs in their own self.

Table 5: Descriptive & Inference statistics of Creativity by Age
Creativity

Freedom

Liveliness

Openness

Conﬂict

Risk taking

Age
< 40 yrs
41 to 50 yrs
> 51 yrs
Total
< 40 yrs
41 to 50 yrs
> 51 yrs
Total
< 40 yrs
41 to 50 yrs
> 51 yrs
Total
< 40 yrs
41 to 50 yrs
> 51 yrs
Total
< 40 yrs
41 to 50 yrs
> 51 yrs
Total

N
47
23
141
211
47
23
141
211
47
23
141
211
47
23
141
211
47
23
141
211

Mean
2.54
2.52
2.35
2.41
3.61
3.63
3.27
3.39
2.85
2.79
2.71
2.75
3.34
3.27
3.04
3.13
2.59
2.63
2.57
2.58

Std. Dev.
0.44
0.35
0.52
0.49
0.44
0.42
0.63
0.59
0.46
0.54
0.49
0.49
0.48
0.50
0.63
0.60
0.54
0.36
0.57
0.54

F Value

Sig.

3.27

0.04

8.65

0.00

1.41

0.25

5.40

0.01

0.15

0.86
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Conclusions:

(ii)

After comprehensive research and analysis, the
following conclusions were drawn, which may be considered
for increasing creativity among government servants. It is
evident from the above analysis, that the oﬃcers are creative
when they are young with professional qualiﬁcations and
during the early stages of their service. Gender, has also
emerged as a factor in developing creativity. Therefore,
sustainable development of such creativity requires
introduction of interventions which will help to create,
maintain and imbibe a sense for full eﬀorts towards creativity
and creative roles in employees. The following steps may be
adopted:

(iii) Creativity can be increased by making policies to
reward potential employees without restricting number
of rewards. This will also increase eﬀectiveness in
delivery of services.

(i)

Creativity can be increased by enhancing individual
beliefs in their own creative productivity, possibly after
employees have been convinced that they have
necessary skills and knowledge to be creative when
meeting diﬃcult situations. This can be done be
appreciating and recognising the good work done by the
employees.

Creativity can be increased by formulating policies to
implement team work assessments in addition to
individual annual assessments, as it will lead to
generation of innumerable ideas from all the members
and create sense of collective responsibility.

Lastly, creativity’s role in good governance must be
recognised. Every eﬀort put forth by the service providers
will excel only if it satisﬁes its stake holders. Therefore, while
delivering services, oﬃcials should always remember
welfare of their stake holders, which will deﬁnitely lead to
creation of an egalitarian society, leading to transformation of
our nation from developing stage to a developed stage as
envisaged by our Late President A.P.J. Abdul Kalam in Vision
2020.
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“Achieving the Goal
of Educa on for
All Through Public
Private Partnership”
1

-Anand Lokhande

Abstract
India is poised for a big leap into the future with strong economic
fundamentals, democratic strength of its institutions and most
importantly, the demographic dividend of youth. The country has to
manage its human resources well in order to reach the goal of high
economic growth. Education is one of the most important sectors where
the government needs to collaborate with the private sector and achieve
the targets set at all levels.

The writer is an experienced Consulting
1. Inclusive growth and its deﬁnition
professional with over 22 years of work
experience in manufacturing, automotive,
nclusive growth has been deﬁned as output growth that is sustained
IT Services, technology and professional
over decades, is broad-based across economic sectors, creates
services. He led large scale transformation
productive employment opportunities for a great majority of the
projects and successfully delivered value
country’s working age population, and reduces poverty (Lundstrom &
based eﬃciencies to stakeholders. He is
Ianchovichina, 2008). Inclusive growth is about both the pace and pattern of
passionate about community service and
economic growth2.
contributes on a personal as well as
corporate basis for the underprivileged.
Inclusive growth is essentially redrawing the boundary line of growth to
He is an active volunteer and speaker at
include the poorest of the poor and ensure that beneﬁts are redistributed
several Project Management Institutes
equitably. The mechanism of inclusion facilitates people to put their capacity
and a PMI India Champion. He is
into developmental activities and also beneﬁt from them in the end. The
currently pursuing research in the
growing disparity in developing economies, in spite of billions of dollars being
progressive ﬁeld of project
spent on livelihood upliftment, is the main reason for governments to review
management.
their welfare policies.

I

* * *

2. Education is the fuel for growth

¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the
world”. – Nelson Mandela. It is without doubt that education is the propelling fuel
for any growing economy. The litmus test for every nation is the literacy rate of its
population. Food, housing, water and sanitation are the basic level needs of any
community. After achieving, the bare minimum, the next important step is to sustain
the growth. Education and skill development are the key drivers to sustain the
growth momentum.

1
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3. UNESCO and education
UNESCO, the premier UN body working in the sectors
of education, cultural and scientiﬁc understanding between
nations has deﬁned a separate mission for espousing the cause
of inclusive education. The eﬀorts of the Jomtien World
Declaration on Education for All (1990) and its reaﬃrmation
in the Dakar Framework for Action (2000), led to the mission
statement as below:
“… In order to attract and retain children from
marginalized and excluded groups, education systems should
respond ﬂexibly… Education systems must be inclusive,
actively seeking out children who are not enrolled, and
responding ﬂexibly to the circumstances and needs of all
learners…” (Education for All: Meeting our Collective
Commitments. Expanded Commentary on the Dakar
Framework for Action, Para 33) Concurrently 'inclusive
education’ is a transverse issue which cuts across all
education initiatives - from early childhood education to
primary education, vocational education, adult education,
teacher education and curriculum development - as well as in
spheres related culture and social development3.
UNESCO has established a dedicated Steering
Committee to ensure the global coordination of the
Sustainable Development Goal no. 4, which focuses on
providing quality education by 2030. “The Education goal is
one of the two sustainable development goals which already
has an action plan – Education 2030. We therefore have a
strong momentum to move ahead quickly,” says Jordan

3
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Naidoo, UNESCO’s Director of Education 2030 Support and
Coordination.4 It has been adopted by 184 member states of
the UN and marks the beginning of a new era for education.
The Education 2030 agenda aims to “ensure inclusive and
equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning
opportunities for all” by 2030. The Millennium Development
Goals5 (MDG) (which are now succeeded by the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG)) have set targets for the
education sector to ensure that, by 2015, children everywhere,
boys and girls alike, will be able to complete a full course of
primary schooling. The report published on closure of the
MDG illustrated the details belowa.

Enrolment in primary education in developing regions
reached 91 per cent in 2015, up from 83 percent in 2000.

b.

In 2015, 57 million children of primary school age were
out of school.

c.

Among youth aged 15 to 24, the literacy rate has
improved globally from 83 per cent to 91 per cent
between 1990 and 2015, and the gap between women
and men has narrowed.

d.

In the developing regions, children in the poorest
households are four times as likely to be out of school as
those in the richest households.

e.

In countries aﬀected by conﬂict, the proportion of outof-school children increased from 30 per cent in 1999 to
36 per cent in 2012.

UNESCO - Inclusive Education. (n.d.). Retrieved February 19, 2016, from
http://www.unesco.org/education/sne/
4
UNESCO’s action plan to drive the Education 2030 agenda in 2016 | UNESCO. (n.d.).
Retrieved February 19, 2016, from http://en.unesco.org/news/unesco-s-action-plan-drive-education-2030-agenda-2016
5
United Nations Millennium Development Goals. (n.d.). Retrieved February 19, 2016, from
http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/education.shtml
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Figure.1
Pillar 1: Education and Skills Development

a) Access
b) Quality
c) Equity

To what extent does the country create an
enabling environment which provides high quality
educational opportunity for all members of society
including vulnerable or marginalized groups (e.g.
low-income individuals and women)?
To what extent is education at all levels accessible,
of high quality, and inclusive in terms of attainment
and learning outcomes?

The above framework (Fig.1) is part of the Millennium
Development Goals (MDG) and includes indicators that
measure the spread of enrolment in early, basic, vocational,
and tertiary education and also the availability of training
services (Access Sub-pillar). The important measures of
educational system quality are

All of this presents the scenario, as to how education is
the only catalyst for disrupting the transmission of inequality
in life from one generation to the next. The report states for
India - “Educational enrolment rates are relatively low
across all levels, and quality varies greatly, leading to notable
diﬀerences in educational performance among students from
diﬀerent socioeconomic backgrounds.”6

i)

Proﬁciency of secondary students

ii)

Pupil-teacher ratio

4. India and approach to education by the government

iii)

Internet access

iv)

Public expenditure levels

v)

Employer perceptions (Quality Sub-pillar)

vi)

Information on pre-primary, primary, and
secondary completion rates

Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) is Government of India's
ﬂagship programme for achievement of Universalization of
Elementary Education (UEE) in a time bound manner, as
mandated by 86th amendment to the Constitution of India
making free and compulsory Education to the Children of 614 years age group, a Fundamental Right7. This scheme is
being implemented in partnership with all the State
Governments and is designed to cover the entire country and
address the needs of 192 million children in 1.1 million
habitations.

vii) Basic reading and math proﬁciency by quintile of
parental income
viii) Other measures of the equity of educational
opportunity in a society

6
Richard Samans, Jennifer Blanke, Gemma Corrigan, Margareta Drzeniek. (2015). The Inclusive Growth and Development Report 2015
(p. 106). Geneva: World Economic Forum. Retrieved from http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Forum_IncGrwth.pdf
7
Portal. (n.d.). Retrieved February 19, 2016, from http://ssa.nic.in/
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This is perhaps the most inclusive educational initiative
of the government which seeks to open new schools in places
which do not have schooling facilities and at the same time,
strengthen existing school infrastructure through provision of
additional class rooms, toilets, drinking water etc. The
relevant maintenance grant and school improvement grants
are also being provided to these schools to sustain themselves.
Another important component of this ecosystem is the
teachers themselves. Schools with lesser or no teacher
strength are being provided with additional teachers.
Capacity and capability building is also needed and this
is being strengthened by extensive training, grants for
developing teaching-learning materials and strengthening of
the academic support structure at a cluster, block and district
level.
One other signiﬁcant aspect of the SSA is to provide
quality elementary education including life skills. There is
focus on girl's education and children with special needs.
Mid Day Meal in schools was started in 1925, a Mid
Day Meal Programme for disadvantaged children in Madras
Municipal Corporation. During the mid 1980s, three States
viz. Gujarat, Kerala and Tamil Nadu and the union territory of
Pondicherry had universalized a cooked Mid Day Meal
Programme with their own resources for children studying at
the primary stage. Around 1990-91, nearly twelve States had
implemented the mid day meal programme with their own
resources on a universal or a large scale. The scheme has been
enhanced further by several value additions done by the
government over the period of time. Between 1995 and 2004
the scheme transformed into the National Programme of
Nutritional Support to Primary Education (NPNSPE) with a
focussed objective of subsidised food grains and speciﬁc
calorie count in the nutrition provided to the children. The
scheme was later extended to the diﬃcult terrain of the North
East states, J&K, HP, etc.
The Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyaan initiated
in 2009, aims to provide the much needed secondary
education to the growing young population of the country.
The other aim of the scheme is to enhance the infrastructure in
terms of both human resource and facilities to ensure
equitable learning opportunities for the population.8

8
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The Right to Education Act and the Article 21-A of the
Constitution came into eﬀect from April 1, 2010. Free and
compulsory education till the completion of elementary level
in a neighbourhood school is the most important right
conferred on the child in the age group of 6-14 years via these
two legislations. Another provision of this Act is to ensure the
admittance of a non-admitted child to an age appropriate
class. This is a signiﬁcant step in view of the challenges faced
by parents who have never sent their wards to school.
The scheme to provide quality education in Madrasas, is
also another step in enabling Muslim children receive
education in the formal subjects based on the standards of the
national education system. Training of teachers, provision of
laboratories for science and computers and related
educational materials are some of the key objectives of the
scheme.
The scheme for infrastructure development in minority
institutes has been formulated to enhance and augment the
infrastructure in the private aided/unaided minority
schools/institutions. The scheme has its objective set out to
improve the learning conditions of the children and ensure
quality primary education.
5. Education Sector - critical for inclusive growth –
contribution and challenges
The most important challenge faced by the government
is the ratio of the out of school children as against the children
going to school. The task of retaining the student in the school
is much more diﬃcult than enrolling them.
Due to large migrations happening from rural areas to
urban areas, the young children are unable to continue their
education in one place. Uninhabitable surroundings, poor
sanitation, very low income earning parents, etc, cause the
children to abandon school at an early age.
Although, the government is working with various
social sector organizations and local bodies to identify such
children, the scale is too large to be managed. Migrant labour
moving from one state to another in search of livelihood
opportunities compound this problem further. Lack of basic
amenities and alien language settings contribute to a large
extent in the dropout rate.

http://rmsaindia.org/en/rmsainstates.html?id=india. (n.d.). Retrieved February 19, 2016, from http://rmsaindia.org/en/about-rmsa.html
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The child may have been going to school regularly in the
native village/town etc. And perhaps this is the biggest
success of the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan. But any movement of
the family from the native place to any other town disrupts the
educational journey. There is no seamless integration in the
educational system to absorb the movement of population due
to various livelihood seeking reasons.
6. Current performance parameters of the schemes in the
education sector
The drop out rates at the primary school has decreased

from 64.9 (1960-61) to 22.3 (2011-12). There has also been
decrease in the dropout rate of students in elementary school
from 78.3 to 40.8. For secondary level, it has come down from
82.5 in 1980-81 to 50.3 in 2011-12. The gender gap has
increased in favour of girls dropping out more in the recent
years than earlier.
The tables below represent the data from the SSA
website indicating the enrolment and dropout rates over the
years Gross Enrolment Ratio – All India, All category

Table:1
Year
Boys
104.9

2010-11

Classes I-VIII (6-13 years)
Girls
Total
103.7
104.3

Boys
69.0

Classes IX-X (14-15 years)
Girls
Total
60.8
65.0

Dropout rates – All India, All category
Table:2
Classes I-V

Year
1960‐61
1970‐71
1980‐81
1990‐91
1992‐93
1995‐96
1996‐97
1997‐98
1998‐99
1999‐2000
2000‐01
2001‐02
2002‐03
2003‐04
2004‐05
2005‐06
2006‐07
2007‐08
2008‐09
2009‐10
2010‐11
2011‐12
2012-13
2013-14

Boys
61.7
64.5
56.2
40.1
43.8
41.4
39.7
37.5
40.9
39.8
39.7
38.4
35.9
33.7
31.8
28.7
24.6
25.7
29.6
31.8
29
23.4
23.0
21.2

Girls
70.9
70.9
62.5
46
46.7
43
40.9
41.5
42.3
41
41.9
39.9
33.7
28.6
25.4
21.8
26.8
24.4
25.8
28.5
25.4
21
19.4
18.3

Classes I-VIII
Total
64.9
67
58.7
42.6
45
42.1
40.2
39.2
41.5
40.3
40.7
39
34.9
31.5
29
25.7
25.6
25.1
27.8
30.3
27.4
22.3
21.3
19.8

Boys
75
74.6
68
59.1
58.2
56.6
54.3
53.8
54.2
53.3
50.3
52.9
52.3
51.9
50.5
48.7
46.4
43.7
41.1
41.1
40.6
41.5
41.8
39.2

Girls
85
83.4
79.4
65.1
65.2
61.7
59.5
59.3
59.2
57.7
57.7
56.9
53.5
52.9
51.3
49
45.2
41.3
36.9
44.2
41.2
40
35.7
32.9

Classes I-X
Total
78.3
77.9
72.7
60.9
61.1
58.8
56.5
56.1
56.3
55.1
53.7
54.6
52.8
52.3
50.8
48.8
45.9
42.7
39.3
42.5
40.8
40.8
39.0
36.3

Boys
N.A
N.A
79.8
67.5
70
66.7
67.3
66.6
64.5
64.9
66.4
64.2
60.7
61
60.4
60.1
58.6
56.6
54
53.3
50.2
48.6
50.4
48.1

Girls
N.A
N.A
86.6
76.9
77.3
73.7
73.7
73
69.8
69.9
71.5
68.6
65
64.9
63.9
63.6
61.5
57.3
54.4
51.8
47.7
52.2
50.3
46.7

Total
N.A.
N.A.
82.5
71.3
72.9
69.6
70
69.3
66.7
67
68.6
66
62.6
62.7
61.9
61.6
59.9
56.7
54.2
52.7
49.2
50.3
50.4
47.4
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7. Public private partnership and sustaining growth of
education in India
The draft National Education Policy, 2016 from the
government of India has proposed incentivisation of private
funding into education. The global Sustainable Development
Goal 4 (SDG 4) within the Agenda 2030 seeks to ‘Ensure
inclusive and equitable quality education and promote
lifelong learning opportunities for all’.
“In order to supplement the Government eﬀorts,
investment in education by private providers through
philanthropy and corporate sector responsibility will be
encouraged. The Government will take steps for incentivizing
private sector investment in education, such as, tax beneﬁts
and inclusion of education within the deﬁnition of
infrastructure. In general, public funding will continue for
core activities, whereas other functions can be through private
funding. Private funding and FDI for R&D and other quality
enhancement activities in education institutions will be
pursued as an important strategy for mobilising ﬁnancial
resources.” – Draft National Education Policy, 2016
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setting up skill based institutions which will have ability to
scale up and nurture talent on a long term basis. The extent of
commercialization of education can be put to good use by
involving the same private sector promoter to establish world
class institutions. Education should be well complemented
with vocational skill in order to derive optimum beneﬁt.
8. Conclusion
In the words of Sri Aurobindo, “The Indians must have
the ﬁrm faith that India must rise and be great and that
everything that happened, every diﬃculty; every reverse must
help and further their end. … … . The dawn would soon be
complete and the sun rise over the horizon. The sun of India's
destiny would rise and ﬁll all India with its light and overﬂow
India and overﬂow Asia and overﬂow the world.”
The government and the private sector have a huge
responsibility in partnering together to bring to fruition the
dreams of our freedom ﬁghters and the leaders of the freedom
movement. The children, who are the future of the country,
deserve to be educated and educated well.

The major areas for the involvement of private partners
in ensuring the success of the education policy should be in
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Letters to the Editor
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is also very rich. It has relevance to ﬁscal governance. Management of public expenditure
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available to all senior government oﬃcers.
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All the articles touch on very important aspects of the budgetary processes of state and
local ﬁnances. The need for greater public awareness of the economic and ﬁscal
implications of issues such as gender budgeting, smart cities, or e governance, etc, can
hardly be over emphasised………. The get up of the journal is very good, and I am sure that
much eﬀort must have gone in before coming out with this very useful new
journal……………………..
Pulin B. Nayak
Former Professor & Director of Delhi School of Economics

